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Micro-scale Mass-Transfer Enhancement at Electrode Surfaces 

by 

Davor Peter Sutija 

Abstract 

Results of two studies on micro-scale mass-transfer enhancement 

are reported: 

1. Profiled cross-sections of striated zinc surfaces deposited in lam

inar channel flow were analyzed with fast-fourier transforms (FFf) to 

determine preferred striation wavelengths. Striation frequency (20 - 70 per 

em.) increases with current density until a minimum separation between 

striae of 150 J..ll11 is reached. Beyond this point, independent of substrate 

used, striae meld together and fonn a relatively smooth, nodular deposit. 

Substrates equipped with artificial micron-sized protrusions result 

in significantly different macro-morphology in zinc deposits. Micro

patterned electrodes (MPE) with hemispherical protrusions 5 Jlm in diame

ter yield thin zinc striae at current densities that ordinarily produce random 

nodular deposits. MPEs with artificial hemi-cylinders, 2.5 Jlm in height and 

spaced 250 Jlm apart, form striae with a period which matches the spacing 

of the micron-sized ridges. 

The emergence of striations IS ascribed to the combination of 

instantaneous three-dimensional nucleation and fast, concentration

dependent kinetics. Striae appear, in, general, in the linear overpotential 

regime; consequently, the zinc reaction is sensitive to small changes In 

mass-transport and ohmic drop in the vicinity of growing nodules. 



2. A novel, corrosion-resistant micromosaic electrode was fabri

cated on a silicon wafer. Measurements of mass-transport enhancement to 

a vertical micromosaic electrode caused by parallel bubble streams rising 

inside of the diffusion boundary-layer demonstrated the presence of two 

co-temporal enhancement mechanisms: surface-renewal increases the lim

iting current within five bubble diameters of the rising column, while 

bubble-induced laminar flows cause weaker enhancement over a much 

broader swath. 

The enhancement caused by bubble curtains is predicted accurately 

by linear superposition of single~column enhancements. Two columns of 

smaller H2 bubbles generated at the same volumetric rate as a single 

column of larger bubbles cause higher peak and far-field enhancements. 

The effect is ascribed to the higher frequency of the smaller bubbles, and 

the larger total drag exerted on the surrounding fluid. 
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Part I - The Formation of Striated Zinc Electrodeposits 

Chapter 1 • Introduction and Literature Review 

1.1. Introduction and Scope of Present Work 

Storage battery technology has a distinguished history; its pedigreed past is 

associated with the names of Volta, Faraday, Galvani, and Edison, as well as the 

perhaps less-widely known Bunsen or Plante'. Yet the conversion of chemical to 

electrical energy and its recovery in rechargeable cells still cont.ains unresolved prob

lems, the result of an apparent failure to capitalize on promising ideas. Consider the 

case of zinc-halide rechargeables, whose behavior in one particular aspect" is the object 

of the present inquiry. 

When H. H. Dow, founder of the eponymous chemical company, presented 

details of his new discovery to the Inaugural meeting of the American Electrochemical 

Society in 1902, he found to his chagrin that the zinc-bromide storage battery had 

already been patented more than a decade earlier [4,4a,4b]. Even at the tum of the cen

tury, the concept of rechargeable batteries using zinc in combination with an acidic 

halide solution seemed worth pursuing. To this day, me full development of such sys

tems has remained an elusive goal. 

Dow'; interlocutors were already aware of the system's limitations. While one 

member of the academy worried about the need for a separator to keep apart the zinc 

and the bromine, Dow himself pointed out the primary obstacle: the zinc electrode 

refused to behave during the charging process! "The zinc will deposit in crystals, " 

lamented the inventor, "and the crystals will cross the cell and short-circuit it .... " Such 

"crystals", examined in much greater detail in subsequent decades [13], have been 
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named dendrites in recognition of their tendency to form branched tree-like structures. 

Dendrites have a deleterious effect on battery performance, since they pierce through 

almost any conceivable barrier, growing across the cell and providing an alternative 

pathway for the electric current. In this way, the charging process is prematurely 

ended, since the current is no longer passing through solution, and therefore, no more 

zinc is plated out. Furthennore, during discharge dendrites dissolve unevenly and often 

disintegrate, littering the cell bottom with metal particles which pennanently lower bat

tery capacity. Their prevention is necessary to achieve maximum battery cycle life. 

Part of this task consist~ in understanding the fundamental causes underlying the 

morphologies which precede the fonnation of dendrites. In most modem zinc-halide 

rechargeable battery systems, forced convection is used to increase the rate of mass

transfer to the zinc electrode surface [7]. As a result of the complex behavior of zinc 

during deposition, the direction of flow is actually imprinted into the resulting deposit; 

ridges and valleys aligned in the direction of flow appear in the first minutes of deposi

tion. Such features, named striations by workers in our laboratory, form an apparently 

periodic structure [17,22-24]. After substantial charging, striation ridges become the 

preferred location for the emergence of dendrites, and are the direct precursors for this 

detrimental morphology [17]. Our goal is to understand the mechanism for the forma

tion of zinc striae in acidic solutions. 

While the appear3.nce of srriated electrodeposits occurs in several metals at high 

current densities where diffusion-limited mass-transport variations lead to changes in 

deposit thickness, zinc is unique since zinc striae appear at low fractions of limitirig 

current (typically less than 10 percent) [17]. In fact, zinc striae occur only up to a cer

tain current density, approximately 40 mA/cm2 in channel flow, above which a nodular, 

yet smoother deposit emerges. This is doubly perplexing, since roughness usually 

increases with current density, and furthermore, in a "kinetically- limited regime" such 

periodic morphological patterns seem difficult to explain. The wide disparity in deposit 
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thickness perpendicular to the direction of flow cannot be ascribed to portions of the 

electrode being depleted of the reactant. Rather, a complicated interaction must exist 

between the first stages of electrocrystallization (when sub-micron three-dimensional 

growth centers emerge) and the subsequent morphology. The largest growth centers 

seem to grow fastest (all nodules in this group are fairly uniform in size). At some 

height, they begin to interact with the flow field, and the transport to the surface may 

vary slightly. They begin to elongate in the direction of flow and form a 'string of 

pearls' downstream, as nodules in their wake tend to also be favored for growth. This 

'string' smooths itself out until it becomes one of a number of parallel strands in a cor

rugated landscape [22-27,30]. Figure 1.1 shows striae obtained by J aksic and F altemier 

in both rotating disk and channel-flow cells, under conditions of both laminar and tur

bulent flow [17]. 

By measuring surface profiles and quantifying deposit characteristics, we are 

able to correlate electrode behavior with process parameters such as the 

galvanostatically-applied current. Until now, most evaluations of zinc deposit morphol

ogy were qualitative in nature; our study is aimed at determining quantitative changes 

in striation frequency. By using a variety of substrates, and a range of current densities, 

we are able to distinguish between the effects of nucleation (at short times) from those 

of deposit growth rate (at longer times). To show how small protrusions (equal in size 

and density to randomly occurring zinc growth centers) can drastically alter the result

ing morphology, we designed and fabricated micropattemed electrodes with hemispher

ical features with a radius of 2.5 Jlm [32]. By determining the spacing and orientation 

of these artificial nodules ab initio, we are able to further separate nucleation-induced 

morphological changes from those that arise from changes in applied total current. 

Artificial striae were also produced using the same technique, and their effect was stu

died. 
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The next section reviews the state-of-the-art in zinc-halide batteries, while the 

rest of the introduction provides a foundation for the phenomenological theory of stria

tion formation given in Chapter 4. 

1.2. Zinc-Halide Rechargeable Batteries 

Acidic zinc-halide batteries are attractive because of their low material costs, 

non-toxicity, fast kinetic~, and large cell voltages (2.32 V for ZnCl2 and 1.85 V for 

ZnBr2 batteries) [7]. These systems operate at room temperature, a natural advantage 

over sodium-sulfur cells, and have a moderately high energy density. Current interest in 

rechargeables has focused on two separate applications: 1) Stationery devices for utility 

load-leveling and 2) as power sources for electric vehicles. The requirements for these 

two systems differ substantiaHy. Vehicle batteries involve stringent weight limitations 

and size considerations, combined with higher peak discharge-rate demands and the 

need to limit leakage. The likelihood is that the first commercial-scale use of electric 

vehicles will be in fleets of delivery vans for use in cities. Typical urban van use con

sists of short driving distances (under 120 miles/day) with numerous brief idle off

times. This duty cycle is inefficient for internal combustion engines, where ignition and 

start-up consume energy and add wear, but is not a hindrance for electric vehicles. The 

lower maintenance costs of electric vehicles will off~et some of their disadvantages, 

such as less power for acceleration. On the other hand, load-leveling applications need 

high energy efficiency batteries and require units which deliver long cycle lifetimes 

with deep discharge. The primary criterion determining acceptance for this application 

is a low unit cost, which zinc systems promise (currently $ 100 - 200 per KWHr of 

capacity) [3,6]. 

In the United States, at least, the two applications generated separate research 

programs, which engendered fragmentation of the total research effort. The need for 

protecting proprietary information also hindered joint development efforts, since a large 
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portion of DOE-funded research was done by the private sector (i.e. Exxon, Gould, 

Johnson Controls, Energy Research Corp., etc.) [3,6,8]. Further specialization occurred 

as one company worked on a given halide system (either bromide or chloride) to the 

exclusion of the other. This was necf~ssitated, in part, by the different techniques 

envisioned in storing the pure halogen reactant as shown in the schematic diagrams of 

the two battery systems (Fig. 1.2). 

Both the ZnCl2 and the ZnBr2 batteries involve a flow system. The chloride 

battery design is potentially simpler, however, since the chloride is stored in a separate 

chilled compartment as a hydrate, and requires no separator. The bromide battery 

design incorporates a quaternary ammonium compound (such as N-ethyl N-methyl 

morpholinium bromide or MEMBr) which complexes with the bromine to form an 

immiscible liquid phase. The ZnBr2 battery requires a separator to prevent the brom

ine from being transported to the zinc electrode and reacting spontaneously. 

The main electrochemical limitations in addition to mechanical problems have 

tended to be low energy efficiency (approx. 60%) and limited cycle life. Exxon's 

research project (dating from 1979-1987, when Exxon sold the technology to Johnson 

Controls) was typical of U.S. efforts [1,6]. They were funded by DOE and Ford to test 

ZnBr2 batteries. The best result achieved was 1400 shallow cycles, but using more 

realistic "quasi-random" cycling, batteries failed before 500 cycles were achieved. 

Furthermore, packs of 8 and 78 cells, which are necessary in practical applications, 

were limited to 400 and 100 cycles respectively as of 1983 [1,2]. By 1987, a pack of 8 

1/2-KWHr cells (600 cm2 area) had attained 640 cycles, with a specific energy of 80 -

85 Wh/kg and a peak power in excess of 150 Wh/kg [1]. The main failure modes were 

a severe warping of the carbon-plastic electrodes (used for cost-effective extrudability), 

and the presence of an oily residue caused by electrodt; degradation. Mechanical prob

lems such as pump motor burnouts also contributed to short cycle life. A severe kinetic 

penalty was also paid by using extrudable materials, since the exchange current (io) on 
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the carbon electrodes was low, ranging from 0.1 - 0.3 mA/cm2• More recent work by 

the Energy Research Corporation using Gould technology and by Johnson Controls, in 

cooperation with Sandia Labs, did not improve things markedly [8]. The Energy 

Research Corp. reported that their stack tests gave energy efficiencies of 60% for a total 

of 300 cycles with 30-cell packs, with an 872 cm2 area each. 

The zinc-chloride effort, with research led by Energy Development Assoc., was 

shelved even earlier, though a pilot plant near New York City was designed and tested 

in 1986 [3]. No new interest has been shown in this country after that date. 

The Japanese are still researching these promising battery systems, however 

[5,10,11]. They have coordinated work on competing battery systems for load-leveling 

applications, with utilities directly involved in the planning and development stages. 

The Japanese effort, dubbed the "Moonlight Project," is organized by the Agency of 

Industrial Science and Technology (AIST), in collaboration with MITI and NEDO, the 

agency responsible for developing new energy resources [11]. Their final goal is the 

development of a 1 MW /8 MWh electric-energy storage pilot plant having an AC-AC 

energy efficiency of 70% and a service life of 1500 cycles. The total budget over 

twelve years, at current 1990 exchange rates, exceeds $ 100 million. The three most 

prominent candidates for this application were detennined to be the two zinc-halide 

systems, as well as the high-temperature sodium-sulfur battery. 

Pilot plant tests at Tatsumi, using lead-acid batteries and 60kW -class modules 

operated not only as a load-leveler, but also as a high-quality power source for 

automatic frequency control and voltage regulation of the Kansai power grid. Over the 

next three years, the lead-acid modules will be replaced with advanced battery designs 

including the two zinc-halide systems [11]. MEIDENSHA is leading ZnBr2 develop

ment [5], and has tested single cells with DC-DC energy efficiencies (the same 

efficiencies quoted in the description U.S. efforts) of 80% for 500 cycles. As in the 

Exxon system, electrode warpage was the eventual cause of battery failure. The 

• 

• 
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Furukawa Electric Co. did concurrent work on a 60kW-class ZnCl2 system [10], also 

producing sing\~ cells with 80% energy efficiency, with both 15kW -class and 60kW

class stacks perfonning at an initial energy efficiency of over 75%. The reaction of 

chlorine lowered the electrolyte pH, however, and the pitch carbon electrodes were no 

longer chemically stable. As carbon corrosion occurred, the electrolyte changed color 

and CO2 was evolved. The high initial efficiency of these cells was due in part to the 

use of a novel ruthenium-oxide catalyst at the chloride electrode, promoting its voltage 

efficiency considerably. The Japanese consortium hopes to reach its goal of a IMW 

storage facility by the end of 1991, although a recent report states that the choice of bat

tery will by a sodium-sulfur cell stack [12]. The U.S. has no such plans. Caveat Lector. 

1.3. Striated Zinc Electrodeposits 

The discovery of striations in metal deposition or dissolution is neither very 

recent nor particularly uncommon. Observations of striated markings have been made 

in copper, nickel, iron, as well as zinc electrodes. Levich [40] uses the striated surface 

of a corroding metal to demonstrate the distribution of streamlines near the surface of a 

rotating disk. Rogers and Taylor [54,55], and later Hill and Rogers [43,44] studied 

spirals that emerged during the electrodeposition of copper on a rotating disk. Their 

results were at relatively high currents, at a point where the current-voltage curve was 

very steep. What distinguishes zinc striae, as noted above, is their occurrence at low 

currents ( less than 10% of the limiting value) and disappearance at higher currents. 

Work in our laboratory on zinc striae began in 1976 [22-27]. Jaksic observed 

striae in both rotating-disk and channel-flow cells. He attributed the spiral markings to 

counter-rotating vortices which he likened to Taylor and Taylor-Goertler vortices found 

in other flow geometries. Although the evidence was circumstantial at best, his 

hypothesis had some plausibility, as it explained the remarkable parallelness and 

apparent periodicity of the phenomena. Jaksic continued his investigations by 
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determining the effect of additives on the emergence of striae. The result was perhaps 

somewhat disappointing: striae persisted under all conditions below a threshold current 

density. The addition of cationic, anionic, and non-ionic Zonyl fluoro-surfactants had 

the predicted effect of smoothing the striae (the additives act as leveling agents), but 

they did not affect the emergence or number density of the striae. The number density 

of striae was also shown to be independent of rotation speed in the RDE experiments, 

and the upper current density limit was detennined to be 80 rnA/cm2 for ZnCl2 electro

lytes and 15 mA/cm2 for ZnS04 electrolytes. 

Collaborating with J aksic, Faltemier [17] extended the experimental analysis to 

include observations under turbulent flow in channel electrodes. He also conclusively 

showed that striae were scale-independent; increasing the electrode length and width by 

a factor often did not change the observed morphology. The average pitch remained 

constant, and striae covered the entire electrode, appearing almost instantaneously 

everywhere after an induction time. A close examination of Faltemier's photographic 

records [Fig. 4.16 in 17] shows that the striae appear to abruptly end, then reappear 

downstream. The average distance between neighboring striae remains constant, but 

only a few striations seem to extend continuously from the leading to the trailing edge. 

This is not often the case in the smaller electrodes, but the length scale over \vhich the 

striae merged and reappeared in the large cell may make it unlikely to occur on a small 

electrode. 

Faltemier studied the effect of deposition parameters on striation frequency. He 

detennined that the Reynold's number has, counte.lintuitively, no effect on the striation 

spacing. This directly contradicts the Jaksic hypothesis concerning Taylor-Goertler vor

tices since the strength of the flow would changt tilf! vortex amplitude and therefore the 

striation spacing. This hypothesis had already been weakened since one would have to 

suppose two counter-rotating vortices between each striation pair, and the spacing 

between such pairs is often too narrow to accommodate circular vortices. Faltemier did 
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notice one important change in spacing as one went from laminar to turbulent flow in 

flow-channel experiments, however. In laminar flow, the spacing was not affected by 

the amount deposited (referred to as loading), while in turbulent flow, a longer deposi

tion time lowered the frequency to a new stable value. At short times, frequency was 

equivalent in both laminar and turbulent flow, but at long times, laminar flow gave a 

higher frequency of striae. This may have been caused by striation melding, which may 

occur more quickly in turbulent flow. Rotating disk studies, all done in the laminar 

region, gave no difference in striation density with an increase in Re from 200 - 3000 

[17]. 

In a master's project, Tsuda [34] examined the effect of inorganic impurities on 

striation formation. He found that the impurities plate out selectively on the striae, and 

may change striae spacing somewhat. Under all conditions, however, including the use 

of ultra-pure zinc solutions, striae eventually appeared. Only by pulse-plating, which 

changes nucleation density, were striae eliminated. Nucleation number density was 

identified as an important parameter in determining striae frequency. 

Tsuda [34] also measured the angle formed by striae on the surface of an RDE, 

and found that it conformed to Cochran and Von Karman's analytic solutions for the 

flow lines at the surface of a disk [39,41,42]. These logarithmic spirals were precisely 

the correct angle, and Tsuda's work rebutted a less accurate measurement of dissolution 

spiral angles by Johnson and Turner [45]. Those authors had maintained that the spirals 

were Archimedean, and although the difference is small, the consonance between 

Tsuda's and Cochran's results shows that dissolution spirals and striae follow the flow 

lines close to the disk surface. 

Much of Tsuda, Jaksic, and Faltemier's work was duplicated by Vee and Jome 

[58,59]. Vee and Jome worked in the same two flow systems, but also extended the 

experiments to the rotating hemisphere. There, they measured spiral angles and also 

found them to conform to the theoretically predicted value for the flow-lines at the 
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surface. In a recent paper, these authors maintain that this may allow sub-micron visu

alization of flow lines. This does not seem to follow; there is no proof that using striae 

for flow visualization will work in other geometries. 

Since nucleation was shown by Tsuda [34] to change dramatically with increas

ing current density, the next project by Anderson focused on measuring the number 

density of micron-sized zinc growth centers as a function of overpotential [14]. Ander

son determined that surface preparation differences contributed significantly to the 

nucleation density differences he observed. There was a correlation between overpo

tential and nucleation density, but it was not a dependable one. On the average, nodule 

density increased by 200-1000 nodules per cm2 per m V. What made the experimental 

task more difficult was the heterogeneity of some surfaces, notably glassy carbon. 

Glassy carbon had regions of high nucleation density bordering on regions with very 

few nuclei. 

Anderson reported that Union Carbide HOPG graphite was more active than 

either platinum or Gould synthetic graphite. This resulted in higher nodule densities 

and smaller super-polarizations on the HOPG surface. He also showed that this nodule 

density stayed roughly constant as a function of loading over a range from 50 to 450 

milli-Coulombs/cm2. After 50 milli-Coulombs has been deposited (equivalent to a zinc 

thickness of 235 Angstroms averaged over the geometric area), all nucleation and 

nodule emergence is already over [14]. This is in consonance with the work of 

McBreen [51,52] on glassy carbon, where the authors determined from current tran

sients that the zinc nucleation happened instantaneously, rather than progressively as in 

the case of silver deposition. 

Mc Vay [30,31] was the first to successfully observe the emergence of striae in 

situ. She combined a long-range microscope objective on a traveling stage with a video 

camera/cassette-recorder to record the growth of zinc nodules. The resolution achieved 

was about 1 J..1.m [31]. McVay showed that nodules coalesce and elongate both 
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downstream and upstream, though predominantly in the fonner direction [30]. The 

elongation is not uniform, and there is a strong preference for upstream and down

stream nodules to join, even if there is some misalignment Subsequently, fonning 

striae fill in the space between elongating nodules afterwards. 

An important observation was that striae appeared in the absence of any 

significant gas evolution, with a current efficiency often approaching 100%. This 

rebuts arguments by Hsie and Selman [56,57] that striae fonn as a result of bubble 

wakes. Such claims are also found in the literature on zinc electrowinning [80], and 

must be discarded, since they are not based on direct observation. In Selman's case, use 

of a rotating cylinder meant that evolved gas accumulated on the cathode during zinc 

deposition. This does not imply that striae must have emerged as a direct consequence. 

Jaksic [16] and more recently the present author, also photographed striae bypassing 

attached bubbles. The striae are present around the bubble, as well as in its wake. At 

low pH, where bubble evolution is heaviest, experiments often yield no striae since 

attached bubbles prevent convection at the surface. 

Jorne has measured the change in striation frequency as a function of applied 

current density, and reported a non-linear dependence in both the rotating disk and 

channel flow systems. The striation frequency increases with the 0.4 power of the 

applied current; their results are shown in Fig 1.3 [58]. Selman's group also made such 

measurements, and found a linear dependence instead. Faltemier's results, although 

sparse, correspond more closely with a linear dependence. One difference is the 

assumption that at very low currents, the frequency will go to zero, which is tacitly used 

by Jome. In the case of channel flow, the collected data were taken over a relatively 

narrow current density range, so that discrimination between these two hypotheses is 

difficult if one excludes a data point at the origin. At low currents, the background 

hydrogen evolution dominates and the striae become very thick and "mesa"-shaped 

rather than sinusoidal. In such cases, both the actual zinc current and the striation 
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spacing are not easily determined. 

1.4. Kinetics and Mechanisms of the Zn+2/ Zn Electrode Reaction 

Other authors have studied zinc deposition from acid-halide electrolytes in 

detail, notably the research groups of Landau, Cahan, and Selman. Two joint projects 

headed by Landau [47,48] , and funded by the EPRI (Electric Power Research Institute) 

focused on modeling of dendrite emergence and detennination of kinetic parameters for 

the zinc deposition reaction. Orthogonal Collocation methods were used to detennine 

the current and potential distribution on an electrode in a flow cell, while stability 

analysis of small perturbations was used to determine the conditions under which den

drites emerge. A pseudo-stable region was identified where the interface was not abso

lutely stable, but over the time scale of battery charging, dendrites may be avoided. 

Since zinc is a rather reversible metal, the determination of the exchange current 

density at high zinc ion concentrations requires the passage of substantial charge in a 

short period of time, and is complicated by a roughening of the electrode surface after 

three-dimensional (3D) nucleation. The active surface area of growing nodules is 

difficult to determine, and the existence of a nucleation overpotential (a resistance to 

the formation of nuclei in the first place), only further complicates the analysis. As a 

result of these factors, the estimates for io at 1 M zinc ion concentration literally range 

from well under 1 rnA/cm2 to about 250 rnA/cm2. Fig. 1.4 from [48] summarizes the 

literature values of the exchange current density. 

Potential step experiments by Jome [74,75] and Anderson [14] obtained values 

of the zinc exchange current in acidic electrolytes between 1-2 mA/cm2, which are con

sistent with work by Hauser on zinc dissolution [21], but considerably lower than other 

reported measurements [48, 49]. Yamashita reported that in a solution that was 

oxygen-free, he obtained an exchange-current density well below lmA/cm2
, when 

measuring small currents near the zinc equilibrium potential. Both Hauser's work and • 
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Yamashita's does not pertain to the case where 3D zinc growth centers appear, which 

may a have a significantly higher activity than the exchange-current density for 2D 

deposition or dissolution indicates. 

Ordinarily, a potential-step experiment, such as Anderson's, would be the ideal 

method for determining reaction kinetics. Cyclic voltammetry is inferior since the sur

face properties depend on its history before passing through the overpotentials of 

interest. It cannot be counted on to yield quantitatively accurate io values. In this case, 

however, potential step experiments may also be inappropriate, since the entire surface 

is not uniformly active. Deposition is primarily confined to 3D nodules which grow as 

deposition proceeds. Only a small portion of the electrode surface is covered by growth 

centers and the activity of these zinc clusters exceeds the averaged result obtained from 

the overall kinetics. 

Nucleation processes also change the real surface area as a function of deposi

tion time. While at short times the active area is smaller than the geometric area, at 

some time the roughness amplitude is large enough so that the real area is substantially 

larger than the apparent geometric value. It has been reported that the real surface of a 

rough zinc deposit is 3-5 times greater than the geometric value. This means that the 

local current density becomes much lower as deposition proceeds [50]. 

A change in applied overpotential may drastically change the nucleation charac

teristics, since nucleation usually occurs at imperfections on the surface and the energy 

required for nucleation varies among different surface sites. Thus, with an increased 

overpotential, more sites become available. 

McBreen [51] reported that on glassy carbon electrodes there exists a threshold 

overpotential of 40 mV past the zinc equilibrium potential before any zinc nucleates. 

Anderson [14] obtained similar results on other substrates, including on polycrystalline 

zinc. Only background currents due to hydrogen evolution could be detected until the 

overpotential was greater than 40 mV. Such a nucleation overpotential may be partially 
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masked on Tafel plots, since the background hydrogen current obscures accurate zinc 

current measurements near the zinc equilibrium potential. The assumptions in such 

plots, 1) that there is only one Faradaic process occurring, 2) that the only overpotential 

is a kinetic or surface one, and 3) that the kinetics follow a simple Butler-Volmer 

model, may all have to be reassessed in the case of zinc. 

The complex interaction between applied potential, deposition time, and real 

surface area complicates any macroscopic kinetic analysis. It obscures the actual 

exchange current for the zinc reaction on an active nodule, which is the parameter 

necessary for detennining the variation in overpotential occurring during the striation 

formation process. 

Two alternatives to detennine the proper io on active surfaces exist. One is to 

extrapolate the exchange current from data at low concentrations such as the work of 

Hurlen et al. [65,71-73], where the io is three orders of magnitude smaller; the other is 

to measure the growth rate of a single, uniformly active surface such as the tip of a den

drite. The second method, used by Landau [48], yields an exchange current density of 

over 250 mA/cm2
. It may overestimate the real value, howev~r, since the ohmic drop is 

changing as the dendrite grows toward the counter electrode. Extrapolation, and recent 

data by Jorne [47,48,49], instead give a value for io of approximately l00mNcm2
, 

which is still much higher than the values of Anderson [14]. In our theoretical work in 

Chapter 4, we will use this last value as the best approximation available for the true 

value of io. 

1.5. Nucleation Theory, Stability Theory, and Ohmic Advantage 

The electrodeposition of metals proceeds by the adsorption and discharge of 

ions at an electrode surface. The energy of the surface is spatially heterogeneous, so 

that through the process of surface diffusion, the discharged metal atom moves to a 

position of minimum energy. The edges of partially complett=»d atomic layers, or the 
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existence of crystalline defects provide a suitable location for the incorporation of the 

discharged atom into the underlying lattice. When such locations are non-existent, or 

when the discharged atoms are sufficiently energetic, new stable struct..IreS are formed 

through the process of nucleation. Nucleation can be of three basic types: 1) atom-scale 

nucleation leading to 2-dimensional (20) film growth, 2) 3-dimensional (3D) growth of 

screw dislocations, and most importantly for our work, 3) the nucleation of 3D clusters 

which grow into sub-microscopic hemispherical nodules. These are shown schemati

cally in Fig. 1.5. 

The study of nucleation began in the 1930's with the work of Volmer [111], 

Kaischew and Stranski [108], but was greatly enhanced in the 1950's with the develop

ment of potentiostatic experimentation by Fleischmann. A review of this research area 

is given in Fleischmann and Thirsk [104], with more recent work described in Abyaneh 

and Fleischmann [95]. The first two types of nucleation and crystal growth were easier 

to analyze, and dominate the growth of metal at very low overpotentials. Budevski 

[100] studied a dislocation-free silver single-crystal and observed current changes as 2-

D monolayers formed and then grew over the entire exposed electrode area. In a poten

tiostatic experiment, every time a layer was completed the current would fall , as part of 

the overpotential was used to overcome the energy barrier necessary to form a new 

atomic layer. From the theoretical side, A vrami proposed the first nucleation model in 

1946 [96]. His work was not confined to the case of 2-D nucleation, but it proved 

difficult to study more complicated 3-D nucleation experimentally. Furthermore, the 

currents predicted from the analysis of the 2D nucleation models significantly underes

timated the real currents obtained during electrodeposition. 

In 1949, B urton, Cabrera and Frank [101] found that screw dislocations (3D 

dislocations that are self-perpetuating, shown in Fig. 1.5b) may account for the high 

deposition rates often reported. In fact, experimental photos of pyramidal structures 

with clear crystallographic orientations seemed to corroborate this theory. Fleischmann 
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and Thirsk, however, proposed that 3D nucleation may also occur at surface inclusions, 

as illustrated in Fig. 1.5c. Once the size of the inclusion is large enough, it will become 

stable from the perspective of thermodynamics. That is, the tendency for the inclusion 

of high-curvature to dissolve will be more than compensated by the predicted rate at 

which it will incorporate new atoms. Their model assumed that the number of such 

inclusions on a surface was fixed, but that the probability of nucleation at each site was 

a function of overpotential. More recent models modify this position by claiming that 

the number of sites available was, in fact. a function of potential as well, and that at 

smaller overpotentials the sites were completely unavailable. The differer.';e between 

these two models can be determined by studying the characteristics of nucleation at 

long times, when the low energy sites are completely nucleated, but higher-energy sites 

are available. The first theory predicts that new nucleation occurs at such long times, 

while the second does not. It is not necessary to believe that either theory is correct for 

all metal deposition reactions, since both quasi-instantaneous and progressive nuclea

tion may occur under different conditions. Fletcher's experiments are the most 

noteworthy in distinguishing between the competing nucleation models. 

The growth of these nucleated sites has also been studied. Fletcher [105, 106], 

in the 1970's used micro-electrodes to confine experimentation to a single growing 

nodule, and thus deconvolute the current signal caused by a single nodule from 

increases due to progressive nucleation. rle confirmed that the nuclei enlerge at atomic 

imperfections on the crystal surface where phase transformation requires marginally 

less energy. These grow at a diffusion limited rate by hemispherical diffusion, until the 

boundary layers of the individual nuclei begin to overlap. Through growth, these nuclei 

become microscopic nodules which continue to grow and limit further nucleation in 

their vicinity. At some point in time, the area of these nodules becomes large enough 

that they no longer grow at a limiting rate, further nucleation stops, and the active 

growth centers continue to grow, albeit at a slower rate. 
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Milchev [109-110] proposed a model that accounts for the enhanced growth of 

nodules after the initial diffusion-controlled gtowth period has passed. At longer times, 

when the height of the nodule exceeds a critical value, the nodule becomes sufficiently 

ohmic ally favored that it continues to grow at a faster rate than the surrounding surface. 

Work has also been done on determining how deposits form into periodic struc

tures. A great deal of work has been done, especially by Mullins and Sekerka [92,93], 

on the melt-crystal interface, which is partially analogous to electrodeposition (since a 

new solid phase is formed in response to a thermodynamic driving force). Instabilities 

occur at such interfaces, resulting in a sinusoidally-shaped boundary. Mullins-Sekerka 

instability analysis showed that certain wavelengths grew faster than others, and that 

the deposit eventually was composed only of the fastest growing single wavelength. 

Landau [48] used Mullins-Sekerka analysis to examine the growth of dendrites 

during electrodeposition. Landau calculated that at sufficiently long times, dendrites 

will emerge under most deposition conditions. At moderate deposition rates, however, a 

pseudo-stable region exists. Within this region, the formation time for dendrites is so 

long that they do not appear. 

While stability analysis may eventually be helpful in determining the long-time 

stable striation wavelength, a proper stabilizing, restoring force has not been identified. 

The origin of striations is also a separate issue, and must have something to due with 

the nature of flow in the wake of zinc growth centers. Thus, analysis of the characteris

tics of flow around 3D obstacles is pertinent to determining the causes for the emer

gence of striations. 
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1.6. Flow A:-:;;,nd 3 -D Obstacles 

The flow pattern around a 3-dimensional obstacle in a channel flow-cell cannot 

be calculated either analytically or in the general case, even numerically. The computa

tional requirements are still prohibitive, especially in a situation where the surface is 

changing shape continuously, as in electrochemical metal deposition. When a protru

sion is large enough, however, it is reasonable to assume that flow detachment occurs, 

and that transport in the wake of such a feature will be different from that of the sur

rounding flat surface. Since computations are not yet feasible, it is necessary to deter

mine the mass-transport enhancement by empirical methods. 

In our laboratory, Carlst'n [15] looked at deposition around Imm-sized obstacles 

and found localized enhancement that stretched downstream for a distance equal to 

several obstacle diameters. Enhancement also occurred to the sides and in front of the 

protrusion. Fig. 1.6 shows the results for copper deposition near the limiting current 

[15]. Hanson [20] and Fisch! [18,19] did similar experiments for smaller slabs placed 

normal to the flow. These obstacles were both larger and smaller than the diffusion 

boundary layer thickness. For obstructions of the smallest size, hemi-cylinders 256 J.lm 

in height, enhancements of up to 50% were obtained. The enhancement Fischl meas

ured was an overall value, so no information on localization of the enhancement was 

obtained. It can be argued that the effect was confined to a region near the features, 

since the addition of more obstacles kept increasing the total enhancement. Previous 

work by McLamon using interferometry also detennined that objects i01t were larger 

than the calculated diffusion boundary layer caused a distortion of the concentration 

field, and a narrowing of the boundary layer, for a distance downstre~m that was much 

greater than the diameter of the obstacle [29]. Focke [112], doing clectrodepositlon is a 

low-aspect ratio channel saw areas of enhancement at a distance downstream from the 

obstacle, as well as in the immediate wake. 
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Recent computational work in fluid mechanics agrees with this experimental 

work. One paper [113] shows Carlson-type localized detachment and vortex-formation, 

while another [114] shows Focke-like downstream eddies in the case of a moving wall 

with an attached obstacle. 

While none of the experimental work used features that were as small as the 

nodules which precede striation formation, computer simulations show that the size of 

the nodule may be very small and still cause flow separation. In addition to the size, the 

shape of the obstacle determines whether separation occurs. In general, 2D models or 

axisymmetric models tend to show even greater amounts of wake recirculation. Flow 

around the nodule tends to stabilize the flow, so that direct comparison between flow 

around a bump and over a hemi-cylinder is inappropriate. Nevertheless, the elongation 

of zinc nodules in the direction of flow, seen by both J aksic and McVay, suggests that 

mass-transport must be somehow facilitated in this region. By comparison to macros

copic experiments, it is quite likely that recirculation is the reason. 
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Fig. I.Sa. Classic model of 2-dimensional electrodeposition by I) ad-atom 

adsorption, 2) discharge, and 3) surface diffusion to a low-energy kink site. 

Fig. 1.Sb. Screw dislocation Fig. I.Sc. 3-D nucleation 
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Chapter 2 - Experimental Procedures 

2.1 Experimental Apparatus 

2.1.1 Electrolysis Flow cell 

The deposition of zinc was perfonned galvanostatically in a channel flow cell 

(shown in Fig. 2.1), under laminar conditions and over a range of current densities and 

flow velocities. The channel has a 10 mm x 6 mm rectangular cross-section, and con

tains a removable planar cathode (with a geometric area of 0.45 - 0.50 cm2 and two 

sacrificial zinc anodes of equivalent area, set in the walls perpendicular to the cathode. 

Figure 2.2 from [17] shows the electrode arrangement in greater detail. A long entrance 

length (equivalent to 50 channel hydraulic diameters) ensures fully-developed flow at 

the electrode surface. The cell is made of polypropylene and transparent polymethyl 

methacrylate, through which the cathode may be observed and videotaped through a 

microscopy set-up developed by McVay [30]. The flow rate was measured by a rotam

eter which was calibrated using distilled water. The calibration chart, Fig. 2.3, shows a 

linear relationship between rotameter reading and flow rate for practically the entire 

measurable range (which corresponds to Re = 200 - 5000 for the flow cell used in this 

work). The experiments were conducted at Re = 2000. The tank at the left of Fig. 2.1 

was used for storage of excess electrolyte, and had a capacity of 20 liters, though only 4 

- 6 liters of solution was usually used. Drifts in flow rate were corrected manually, and 

were usually not significant. 

The current was controlled by a PAR 173 potentiostat, and the total charge 

passed was measured by a PAR 175 Digital coulon1eter or manually by multiplying the 

applied current by the time of the experiment. Typical runs used a current density of 

5-60 mA/cm2 with 20 Coulombs total charge passed. 
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2.1.2 Electrodes 

The cathodes used in this study were of two types. The first variety consisted of 

rectangular syntheti~ graphite and platinum electrodes attached to a brass core by silver 

epoxy, and encased in non-conductive epoxy resin. The electrode assembly was then 

heat-cured and machined to the desired cylindrical diameter of 2 cm. The active area of 

these electrodes ranged from 0.45 - 0.50 cm2. 

The second electrode type, used for the studies in Chapter 4, was the micro

profiled electrode (MPE). The geometric area was also 0.5 cm2, but superimposed on 

the optically-smooth substrate are artificial hemispherical growth centers with a radius 

of 2.5 Jlm or artificial striae, with a diameter of 10 - 20 Jlm. The substrate was a pol

ished copper square, which was subsequently covered with an evaporated gold layer of 

1.0 Jlm thickness, then patterned photolithographically. The patterned layer defined the 

growth center and striae geometry, which was created by pulse-plating gold in the 

exposed areas. Scanning electron micrographs of the resulting substrate are given in 

Fig. 2.4 and 2.5. The design of the MPE is described in the author's M.S. thesis [33], 

while the details of fabrication are given in Appendix A. The process allows the crea

tion of 28 separate electrodes simultaneously from a single patterned square, with the 

individual electrodes diced by spark erosion machining. Appendix A gives a detailed 

fabrication sequence. The electrode holders were made of Teflon, 2 cm in diameter, 

with a brass core with a rectangular orifice for the replaceable MPE substrate. 

The anodes were pieces of zinc with an exposed area of 0.36 cm2 each. Electri

cal contact was made by a silver wire to the back of the anode. The wire and all sides 

of the anode, except the front face, were insulated from the electrolyte. 
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2.1.3 Electrolyte Solutions 

All solutions used in this study were prepared from analytical grade chemicals. 

Experiments were performed in a variety of zinc sulfate, zinc chloride, and zinc 

bromide electrolytes, either unsupported or supported with potassium sulfate, potassium 

chloride, or potassium bromide. Some runs on acidified zinc chloride solutions were 

also perfonned. The chemicals used were: 

(1) Baker Analyzed Zinc Bromide 

(2) Mallinckrodt AR-grade Zinc Chloride 

(3) Baker Analyzed Zinc Sulfate 7-Hydrate 

(4) Fisher Scientific Potassium Bromide 

(5) Fisher Scientific Potassium Chloride 

(6) Baker Analyzed Potassium Sulfate 

(7) Baker Dilut-it Analytical Hydrochloric Acid 

2.2 Details of Operation 

2.2.1 Electrolyte Preparation 

Zinc halide solutions were prepared in four-liter batches, with a 1M zinc ion 

concentration. Purification by cementation with zinc dust eliminates trace metal impur

ities such as Fe, Cu, Mn, and Co, which may catalyze hydrogen evolution and lower the 

current efficiency of the zinc deposition reaction. The dust is added to the solution (10 

grams/liter), then the solution is heated to 90 0 C while being stirred by a magnetic 

stirrer. The solution is kept heated for four hours, then cooled and filtered. Residual 

cloudiness because of zincate ion fonnation is eliminated by refiltration. 

Appendix C gives a chemical analysis of a typical 1 M zinc bromide solution by 

atomic absorption analysis. 
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2.2.2 Electrode Polishing 

All substrates were polished using 600 grit sandpaper, then 6Jlm diamond paste, 

and finally 1 Jlm diamond paste on a nylon cloth using Buehler Automet Lapping Oil. 

Samples were cleaned between each polishing step in an ultrasonic bath of Liqui-nox 

detergent and distilled water; they were then rinsed with acetone, methanol, and finally 

double-rinsed in distilled water before the next polishing step. This procedure ensures 

that particles are not carried from one polishing step to another. 

The polishing was done on a stationary nylon cloth and care was taken so that 

the electrode would not wobble during polishing. The most important criterion for suc

cessful polishing was determined to be the curvature of the substrate rather than small 

micro-roughness. This is especially true if spectral analysis of the profile is used. Stria

tion heights are approximately 30-80 Jlm: a bowing as little as one tenth of this amount 

in the original polished electrode is sufficient to introduce spurious peaks into the meas

ured power spectrum of a striated zinc deposit. The maximum allowed bowing was 2.0 

Jlm, while the roughness (Ra) of the surface usually ranged from 0.15 to 0.30 Jlm. Fig

ure 2.6 shows a typical polished surface, whose profile was scanned on the Taylor

Hobson profilometer described in the following section. Note the gap between the pla

tinum substrate and the epoxy resin. While it is significant in size, the area used for 

spectral measurements was confined to the middle 4mm of the platinum surface, so that 

this gap would not affect the measurements. Over this region, the bowing is substan

tially smaller, usually less than 1.0 Jlm, or a slope of one part per twenty thousand. 

Table 2.1 gives actual roughness and bowing measurements for acceptable electrode 

surfaces; those outside of specifications were re-polished with a succession of sandpa

per grades, then with the afore-mentioned polishing procedure. 
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2.2.3 Experimental Procedure 

After polishing, the electrodes were degreased with successive rinses in acetone, 

methanol and doubly-distilled water, then stored in a sealed dessicator until use. The 

electrodes were placed in the flow cell, and sealed with Teflon tape ~o prevent leaks. 

The PAR 173 potentiostat was set to the desired current and the timed experiment 

begun until 20 coulombs were passed (some experiments were also done at different 

loadings ranging from 5 coulombs to 75 coulombs charge passed). 

After the experiment, the electrode was removed, rinsed with distilled water, 

and again stored in a dessicator until profiled and photographed. 

2.2.4 Macro-photography 

Macro-photographs of the substrate were taken either in the metallographic 

laboratory at Lawrence Berkeley Labs or in the microfabrication facility in the electri

cal engineering departtnent at V.C. Berkeley. In either case, the magnification used 

was about 40x, and the lighting was placed at an acute angle to the surface to highlight 

the corrugations. Polaroid Type 45 film gave the most satisfactory results. It has 

moderate contrast and exposure times of less than 30 seconds. Lower-speed polaroid 

films require longer exposure times, which give poorer quality photographs because of 

excessive blurriness caused by stage vibration. 

2.2.5 Profilometry 

After photographing the substrate, nine separate profiles of the electrode cross

section were taken on Taylor-Hobson Talysurf 10 digital profilometer, shown in Fig. 

2.7. Fig. 2.8 shows the electrode holder and a closeup of how a scan was taken (Note: 

In this work, the profiles were taken in the direction perpendicular to the flow direction, 

not as shown in the photograph). The profilometer is interfaced to an IBM XT compati

ble computer, and a software program provided by the vendor allows for automatic data 
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acquisition. The program is called TS 10, and allows the user to set up the proper speed 

and range for the scan. The density of digital data points can be adjusted by changing 

the 'cutoff' length. Within one cutoff, there are 230 data points. The profilometer uses 

the first cutoff to level the substrate, so that the first 230 d(lta points are lost to further 

analysis, but the collected profile is generally level across the scan length. A number of 

statistical tests can be done with this software, such as measuring the peak-to-peak or 

RMS roughness of a zinc deposit surface profile. Skewness, kertosis, and other parame

ters were obtained but were not found to be useful. 

The deposit profiles were taken 1 mm apart starting one millimeter from the 

leading edge of the platinum, carbon or gold active area. All nine profiles were then 

stored in the computer, re-leveled, and translated to a standard ASCII file by DATPRN, 

a Basic program listed in Appendix D written by Mr. Ken Jordan, a graduate coworker. 

The ASCII files contained the central portion of each scan (the middle 3.7 mfr. of the 

electrode), and after processing by two other BASIC routines written by the author, the 

data was imported into a LOTUS spreadsheet. 

Batch programs ran each profile through the Fortran spectral power density esti

mation routines and other statistical tests (autocorrelation, and maximum entropy 

method). The batch programs, Lotus macros, and Fortran subroutines are all listed in 

Appendix D. The Fortran subroutines were taken from Numerical Recipes [118], and 

were adapted for our use by the author and an undergraduate research assistant, Sang 

Yi. Plotting of the data was done with LOTUS Picgraph and FREELANCE. 
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Table 'J 1: Electrode Polishing Sequence 

STEP Polishing Technique 

1 #1 Sandpaper and Buehler Lapping Oil 
~ 

2 #0 Sandpaper and Buehler Lapping Oil 

3 6 J.1m Diamond Paste 

4 1 J.1m Diamond Paste 

Between Steps De-greasing wI Acetone, and Rinsing wI Distilled H2O 
'-' 

Table 2.2: F!atness Measurements of Polished Electrodes 

Electrode Front I_:;:l:..k 

Ra(um) RT(um) RA(um) RT(um) 
1 0.12 1.5 0.20 1.7 
2 0.35 1.9 0.23 1.7 

3* 0.15 2.4 0.48 2.9 
4 0.49 1.4 0.13 1.6 
5 0.19 2.3 0.28 1.7 
6 0.42 2.5 0.20 1.3 
7 0.50 1.5 0.26 2.0 
8 0.15 1.5 0.20 1.4 

* Electrode #3 was rejected as being inadequately polished and was redone. The 

results shown above were for one typical batch of eight Pt electrodes. In general, the 

carbon electrodes were easier to polish, and had RA and RT values that were half as 

large after polishing. 

RA (Average RMS Roughness) = 0.25 J..1.m, sdev. = 0.11J.lm; tolerance = 0.4 J..1.m. 

RT (Maximum Vertical Dev.) = 1.71 Jlm (Tolerance = 2.0 J..1.m); Slope 

:: 1 Jlm per mm. 
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Figure 2.2. Electrode placernent. The cathode, shown in the bottom of the 

channel, is a 2 cnl wide replaceable plug. The sacrificial zinc anodes, placed in 

the walls perpendicular to the cathode, maintain the solution concentration uni- • 
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Figure 2.4. A scanning-electron nlicrograph of a nlicro-patterncd electrode sub

strate with a triangular array of 5 ~nl hernispherical protrusions. The MPE is 

nladc by pulse-plating gold through a rnask onto a gold-plated copper substrate. 

XBB ~X·1 - ~'12Xr~\ 
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Figure 2.5. A scanning-electron nlicrograph of a rnicro-patterned electrode sub

strate with parallel herni-cylindrical ridges, 20 J1fll in diameter. The ridges 

rnirnic the effect of ernerging striae. XBB XX"+-3"+31 A 
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Figure 2.6 Profile of a polished platinum substrate before use. The electrode has 

a 30 Jlm deep groove at the point where the platinum nleets the epoxy, but over 

the center 800/0 where zinc deposit profiles are obtained, the surface shows less 

than 2.0 Jlm of bowing, and no scratches deeper than 1.0 Jlm. • 
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Figure 2.7. Talysurf 1 () profi IOTlletcr. Conlputer control of the scan and digital 

data acquisition facilitate \pcctral power lknsity analysis of striation cross

sectional hei td1t\. CB 13 900-9315B 
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Figure 2.X. D~taikd VIeW of a profilometric scan. In the figure, the scan is 

taken duv.'n th~ kngth of the 1 em cathode. Ordinarily, th~ cross-section of a 

striated zinc deposit \~ ... as taken instead. Thl' llliCrOIlll'ter prl'l"isely positions the 

stylus. CB B ')00-931 I B 
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Chapter 3 - Striation Periodicity on Flat and Micro-Profiled Electrodes 

3.1 Macro-photography and Morphology Characterization 

A series of deposition experiments were perfonned over a broad range of 

current densities to determine the conditions under which striations fonned in zinc 

chloride, zinc sulfate and zinc bromide solutions after extensive deposition. The zinc 

concentration in all of the reported experiments was one molar, and the pH was approx

imately 5.2. Fig. 3.1 and 3.2 summarize the results of these runs, which were all done at 

a unifonn loading of 75 Coulombs (150 C/cm2) in a channel flow cell at Re = 2000. 

Figure 3.1 shows results for the runs with a zinc chloride solution. At low 

current densities, 10 mA/cm2 or less, the deposit is mesa-shaped or grooved, rather than 

sinusoidal. Bare surface is evident between adjacent striae at these low current densi

ties. From 15 mA/cm2 to 70 mA/cm2, well-developed striations appear, with a clearly 

periodic appearance. An upper limit for striae emergence occurs at approximately 70 

mA/cm2 in experiments without supporting electrolyte. Above this value, some mark

ings develop at the leading edge of the electrode, but do not cover the entire electrode 

surface. These markings are similar to an individual striae, but do not seem periodic in 

nature and rarely extend over the entire electrode length. They may be caused by single 

large protrusions. At still higher currents, the electrode becomes macroscopically 

smooth. Only under magnification can the nodular nature of the deposit be seen. 

Similar results were obtained in solutions with a different anion, and in solutions 

containing a supporting electrolyte, as shown in Fig. 3.2. With supporting electrolyte, 

striae are replaced at low current densities by a rough, nodular deposit. This may be 

caused by the substantially lower resistivity of solutions containing potassium salts. The 

transference number of zinc does not change much, however; it is already small (and 

possibly negative), even without a supporting electrolyte [81,83,84,86,88]. 
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Macro-photos of zinc deposited from a 1M ZnBr2 solution after 75 Coulombs 

(150 C/cm2) were passed show a dramatic change in morphology as a function of the 

applied galvanostatic current density (Fig. 3.3 - 3.7). The photographs show progres

sively thinner striae as current density is increased for the same loading, flow rate, and 

electrolyte. This is in agreement with results obtained previously by Jaksic and Faltem

ier [17,22-24]. At 4 mA/cm2, the striae are square, mesa-like structures. They become 

more rounded, and sinusoidal at higher current densities up to 40 atA/cm2, when they 

become confined to the center of the electrode in the spanwise direction. This 

confinement is probably due to the inhomogeneity in the current distribution on the 

electrode in the spanwise direction. At the sides of the electrode, the current density is 

about 25% higher than in the center. The melding and disappearance of striae would, 

therefore, tend to occur first at the side edges and move progressively inward. 

There is evidence of melding in the higher current density experiments, as striae 

coalesce together as they grow downstream. The explanation for this may be two-fold. 

While striae generally originate upstream, the back edge of the electrode also forms 

striated markings which may be out-of-phase with respect to their upstream counter

parts. When the two merge, the misalignment may force two upstream striations to 

coalesce into a downsteam feature appearing between them. McVay has shown in her 

in-situ studies that emerging striae tend to grow towards other nodules in the down

stream direction even if they are slightly offset from each other (cf. Ch. 1 and [31 D. 

3.2 Statistical Tests for Periodicity 

Several questions can be investigated and answered by profiling the cross

section of striated zinc deposits: the location on the electrode surface where striae ori

ginate, how they develop with time, and importantly, ascertaining whether this morpho

logical inhomogeneity is periodic in the spanwise direction. A typical profile is illus

trated in Fig. 3.8. The vertical axis has been expanded to show the relative size of the 
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features. At these deposition conditions, the cross-section exhibits periodic low

amplitude waves. The ratio of the deposit thickness between peaks and valleys 

decreased with increasing galvanostatic current density. At 40 mNcm2, the peaks were 

twice as high as the valleys, while at 10 mA/cm2 and below, the valleys were often 

bare, with the substrate clearly seen between striae. 

Two statistical techniques (using subroutines from [118]) were used in the 

present study: auto-correlation analysis and fast-Fourier transfonn spectral power den

sity estimation (FFf SPD» Both methods attempt to do the same thing, which is to 

identify the frequencies of the periodic signals which detennine the shape of the input 

function. They work equally well on time-varying signals or, as in our case, on 

spatially-varying heights of a zinc deposition profile, although each has distinct advan

tages and limitations. Autocorrelations work better on signals with one characteristic 

time-varying component, even if the component is not sinusoidal (such as a constant 

square-wave), while spectral methods are better at identifying the components of an 

additive signal. 

3.3 Autocorrelation Analysis 

Autocorrelation analysis detennined the length scale over which the amplitudes 

of the wavefonn are correlated. If the original input is perfectly sinusoidal and of long 

duration relative to its period, the autocorrelation function will be a nonnalized, phase

shifted replica of the input. The maximum in the autocorrelation function will invari

ably occur at the origin, and each successive maximum will be of equal intensity, 

spaced apart by the wavelength of the input sinusoid. Most often, however, the input 

function will be imperfect in a number of ways. The input may be of limited duration 

or length, or consist of a signal having a mixture of frequencies distorted by white 

noise. In this case, the output auto-correlation function will still be periodic, but the 

amplitude of the peaks '~ill be diminished at distances away from the origin. 
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The autocorrelation is accomplished by taking the original waveform and shift

ing it by a delay 't, as shown in Fig. 3.9 from [117], and then computing the correlation 

average 0P) over the observation interval, 2T, as in Eq. 3.1: 

1 T 
\JI = lim - f x(t) y(t) dt. 

t-+oo 2T -T 

where x(t) = value of input function. 

y(t) = value of phase-shifted function: y(t) = x(t+'t). 

and 2T = number of data points in observation interval. 

(3.1 ) 

Several caveats limit the information content of the autocorrelation function that is 

obtained, however. First, the input function must have an average value (DC com

ponent) which vanisht:s over the chosen input data [117]. In the case of zinc striations, 

an average height must be calculated and subtracted from the height at each data point. 

The height is then normalized by the most extreme deviation from this mean value. The 

occurrence of a single sharp feature will depress the relative amplitude of neighboring 

features, and consequently, depress the correlation function generally, for phase-shifts 

't>O. 

Second, and more importantly, the observation interval is finite in length, which 

creates new problems. Since sinusoidal functions are orthogonal, frequencies that are 

not equal to (or multiples of) the delay will cancel out, so that the only contributors to 

the correlation function at a given delay 't will be wavelengths of the delay frequency or 

an integer multiple. In the case of finite signal inputs, orthogonal frequencies are not 

expected to cancel, and may contribute spuriously to the autocorrelation output 

[115,117,118]. This is especially true at delays close to 't = T, since the autocorrelation 

is symmetric around this point. The most useful information (strongest correlations) are 

obtained when the periodic component of the input has a wavelength such that 't <: T. 
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Third, the input wavefonn may be composed of various components summed 

together. In this case, the output wavefonn has a multiplicity of features. Peklenik. 

[120], in Fig. 3.10, has characterized and grouped typical autocorrelation plots by their 

most salient features. Input waves that are noise-free are detenninistic and give the 

clearest outputs, but information may be gleaned from the other wave types as well. 

Fig. 3.11 shows the result when the input consists of additive wavefonns of varying 

intensity. In these cases, the autocorrelation would show the strongest peaks for a 

wavelength of intennediate length if the two components were in phiJse with one 

another. As the phase of the two frequencies begins to differ, the autocorrelation 

becomes difficult to interpret, since the frequencies interfere both constructively and 

destructively. 

The results obtained for high amplitude striations, after 75 C (150 C/cm2) are 

deposited, give the sharpest and most periodic peaks. Fig. 3.12 shows the results for 

deposition at 10 mA/cm2 from a zinc chloride solution. The auto-correlation is rather 

saw-toothed, which corresponds to a square-wave input. At long deposition times, then, 

the striae lose their sinusoidal shape and become taller, with steeper side slopes and 

broader crests. 

Statistically significant results are also obtained for the analysis of profiles of 

smaller amplitude, but the correlation coefficient rarely exceeds 0.3. This value for the 

correlation coefficient still exceeds the threshold for significance. The threshold lies 

between 0.1 and 0.15, one wavelength from the origin, and decreases as the square root 

of the distance parameter [118]. Figure 3.13 sho\\'s spectra taken from profiles on two 

separate electrodes at the same distance downstream from the leading edge. While the 

peaks are not identical in amplitude, there is a remarkable similarity in the average 

period between successive peaks. This period corresponds to the observed striation fre

quency on the original zinc profile, which was deposited at 20 mA/cm2 on a platinum 

electrode in a zinc sulfate solution. 

., 
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The advantage of autocorrelation is that infonnation can be obtained at several 

electrode positions, and '(he resulting spectra directly compared. Figure 3.14 shows 

that, with superimposed autocorrelations of profiles taken at various distances from the 

leading edge on a single electrode, striation frequencies shift slightly as striae meld 

downstream. Although the shift is small, at three wavelengths it becomes discernible; 

there is a monotonic increase in frequency as one moves downstream from the leading 

edge. In other instances, not illustrated, the striations towards the trailing edge of the 

deposit are again spaced more widely apru t. 

The explanation for this behavior lies in the way striae emerge and propagate. 

Larger nodules at the edges are the first to extend themselves and form a pattern before 

the rest of the electrode. This may occur because the leading and trailing edges have an 

ohmic advantage, since the electrode is bounded by an insulator. Figures 3.15 and 3.16 

show that the autocorrelation function at the leading and trailing edge is weakly 

periodic when only 10 C (20 C/cm2) has been deposited. The rest of the electrode does 

nut yield spectra with distinct periods. There is no reason to suppose that the periods at 

the leading and trailing edge are phase-aligned, however. As the striae at the front pro

pagate downstream (the preferred direction), they meet an out-of-phase array, and shift 

sideways slightly as the two proto-striations me:ld. 

The "esults at 10 C (20 C/cm2) are important for understanding how striae 

emerge. The deposit is rough, but of relatively uniform average thickness from front to 

back, as seen in Figure 3.17. There is a distribution in the size of individual nodules, 

but before striae emerge, the leading edge is not (on the average) thicker than the mid

dle of the electrode. By now, however, a weak patterning has already occurred at the 

leading edge, as evidenced by the autocorrelation results. This patterning seems to 

accelerate local growth, because after the passage of 20 C (40 C/cm2), the regions Imm 

from the leading and trailing edges are, on the average, 50% thicker than the center por

tion of the electrode, as shown in Fig. 3.18. 
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3.4 Fourier Analysis and Spectral Power Estimation 

While the autocorrelation results provide information on deposit conditions at 

various locations on the electrode surface, the quality of the output waveform is limited 

by noise and determination of a single correlation distance is not always possible. The 

relatively low correlation coefficient indicates that perhaps more than one wavelength 

could be characteristic of a particular striation profile and that noise may be obscuring 

the actual correlation distances. Fast Fourier transform decompose the waveform into 

an orthogonal set of sine and cosine functions. This is advantageous because the entire 

scan, not just half of it, is used in determining the power of periodic components in the 

cross-sectional morphology of the zinc deposit. Noise contributes a background-level 

to the spectrum, but does not alter the frequencies into which the wavefonTl is decom-

posed. Multiple peaks, or sidebands, are identified separately, and accounted for by 

comparison with the shape of the zinc profile. 

A Fourier transform carries phase information as the power at a given frequency 

is partioned into separate coefficients for the sine and cosine functions. These 

coefficients are the amplitude of the component function. The phase information may 

be useful in some applications, but in our case it was found to be essentially random. 

There is no precise reference point at which to start the profilometric scan, so the data is 

not phase-locked to the striation frequency. 

To reduce noise by averaging the transform signal, one must first eliminate the 

phase angle of the component functions, since signals with random phase angle will 

sum to zero (i.e. if our signal has random phase angle, it too will vanish upon summa-

tion). Summing the squares of the amplitude of the sine and cosine components elim

inates the phase but retains a measure of the amplitude for a single spectral frequency. 

The resulting spectrum is called the Spectral Power Density (SPD). SPDs may be 

summed and averaged to provide data with less relative noise. For each experimental 

condition, a total of 27 profiles were obtained, nine profiles on each of three different 
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electrodes plated at the same conditions. They were analyzed separately, and nonnal

ized individually by the frequency of largest amplitude. Their SPDs were then included 

in the nonnalized average which is presented in the following figures. 

In obtaining the Fourier transfonn, advantage is taken of the "FFT" algorithm by 

adopting a choice of N data values, where N is a power of two, N = 2P. In our data sets, 

the number of data points was never exactly equal to 1024 or 2048 (the powers of two 

closest to the measured number of data points in each 3.7 mm scan), so zeros were 

appended to the data set to bring the total up to the required value. This is a standard 

procedure, known as zero-padding. The percentage of appended zeros ranged from 

only a couple to 8% of our data set, so that even at low frequencies, an integral number 

of striation wavelengths was included in each data set. Tests were perfonned to deter-

mine whether the padding operation distorted the resulting Fourier spectrum. Doubling 

the nunlber of appended zeros from 20 to 40, shifted the maximum power of the output 

spectra by a negligible amount (approx. 1 %). 

The first Fourier spectra obtained had peaks that were obscured by noise, to the 

point that the largest signal amplitude was only twice as strong as the background 

power. Two types of noise were apparent: 1) flicker noise (l/f noise) which decreases 

as the reciprocal of the frequency, and an additional low frequency noise that is caused 

by bowing of the electrode surface. Although the platinum substrates had been care

fully polished on a wheel, there was a slight bowing from the side to the center of the 

active area. Since striation wavelengths are also of relatively low frequency, the elec-

trodes had to be repolished on a flat nylon cloth (cf. chapter 2), to eliminate the overlap 

between the two signals. 

The frequencies that are determined by Fourier analysis range from one per scan 

length to the Nyquist limit at the upper frequency end. The Nyquist limit [118] states 

that a minimum of two data points must be taken per cycle for a frequency component 

to be resolved. Each of our Fourier transforms used 512 equally-spaced data points out 
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of the 2048 taken over 3.7 mm, and the output resolved frequencies up to 256 

wavenumber, equivalent to a wavelength of less than 14 Jlm. The rest of the points were 

also used in separate Fourier transfonns, and the results were averaged. Taking four 

transforms over the same data set reduces the variance of each frequency power esti-

mate from 100% to 25% [118]. 

A third source of possibly spurious peaks is known as aliasing, which often 

occurs if there is substantial power at frequencies higher than the Nyquist limit. As 

seen below, this is not the case in our data set, as the amplitude of small-scale rough

ness is much smaller than the striation height. No appreciable power was seen in the 

spectra close to the Nyquist limit. The visually observed number of striae ranged from 

5 to 25 per scan length, and it was over this region of wavenumbers that striation peaks 

were expected, far from the Nyquist limit of 256 (where only small-scale roughness 

was expected to contribute to the spectrum). 

In addition to repolishing and the averaging of multiple SPDs to reduce noise, 

an additional technique was employed to mitigate the effects of finite scan length on the 

results. The data set was "windowed," which means that it was multiplied by a function 

before Fourier transfonnation. This windowing function must have the property that its 

value is zero at the beginning and end of the scan, and rises to a maximum value of 

unity at the center of the data set, around which point the function is symmetric. 

The most common windows used for finite data sets are a triangular (linear) or 

parabolic (quadratic) function. Their purpose is to weight the data set to diminish the 

effect of points that lie close to the ends of the scan. Since the data are "wrapped" 

around themselves to fonn a continuous signal by the Fourier algorithm, discontinuities 

at the ends may create unwanted spurious power. By windowing the data, any such 

discontinuities are damped. In practice, the zero-padding of the data was distributed 

evenly between the beginning and end of the data set, thus avoiding any discontinuities. 

In this case, the windowing serves a second function, to dampen the importance of the 
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zero-padded data, leaving only the 'true' data to contribute to the power spectrum. 

Transfonning data without use of an explicit tailing function corresponds to the implicit 

use of a "square" window, which rises vertically to one at the first data point, and 

remains there for the duration of the scan. 

As Bracewell acknowledges in his pithy recent review in Science, "Much practi

cal technique is involved [in Fourier analysis]." He goes on to warn about the pitfalls 

of both zero-padding and windowing, particularly the appearance of oscillations in the 

power spectra obtained. The use in this work of these noise-reduction techniques is 

justified on the basis of accepted general practice [118], and by the sharp, oscillation-

free spectra obtained as a result. After noise reduction, power at wavenumbers above 

60 rarely exceeded 0.01 (nonnalized by the peak power), and averaged only 0.002 for 

wavenumbers between 100 and 256. 

For ease of comparison, the results are all plotted using the wavenumber as the 

horizontal axis, which is equivalent to the frequency of striations over the 3.7 mm scan 

length. Table 3.1 converts this to a striation wavelength; it should be noted that each 

frequency bin is representative of power from halfway from the preceding discrete fre

quency bin to halfway towards the following one. Thus, wavenumber 12 is the average 

power for striation wavelengths between 291 and 345 ~m. 

The range of operating conditions tested was limited by the need to obtain 

representative spectra, with as little variance as possible. Three parameters were varied 

in the experiments on flat electrodes: total charge passed, applied galvanostatic current 

density, and solution composition (anion type and supporting electrolyte concentration 

were changed; zinc ion concentration kept constant). 

The results for a range of charge passed are shown in Figures 3.19a, band c. At 

10 Coulombs (20 C/cm2), there is still no distinctive sharp peak present. The power at 

a wavenumber of one, caused by the slight bowing of the electrode after polishing, 

dominates other spectral features. The remaining power falls off with higher frequency, 
.., 
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typical of noise caused by random roughness. With the passage of 15 C (30 C/cm2
), 

however, a single sharp peak occurs at a wavenumber of eight (A = 470 J,lm). This 

peak does not immediately shift with increased loading, and is still the largest at 25 C 

(50 C/cm2). In both cases, however, a a weaker secondary peak occurs at wavenumber 

16. This bimodal distribution is observed in the original profile, shown in Fig. 3.8. 

There seem to be two distances, one between large nearest neighbors, another between 

these large peaks and smaller ones that are growing in between the earlier striae. There 

is a third frequency which can be seen in the 25 C spectrum, centered on wavenumber 

11. By 30 and 50 C (100 C/cm2), the distribution becomes narrower and the power 

becomes concentrated at this intermediate frequency between the two predominant 

peaks seen at shorter deposition times. 

Each power spectrum is an average of three separate experiments, not redeposi-

tion on an electrode that has been tested and then replaced in the flow cell. It is then 

even more remarkable that the same periodicities emerge after deposition of 15 and 25 

C and that congruence on a single peak at wavenumber 11 or 12 (A. = 31D-330J,lm) 

takes place at 30 and 50 Coulombs of charge passed (60 -100 C/cm2). 

In general, at the same amount of charge passed, the frequency of striations will 

increase as the current density is raised, as in Figure 3.20 (the same effect is also seen in 

Figure 3.27, discussed below). In both the complexing chloride and the non-complexing 

sulfate solutions, the peaks shift to higher frequencies as the rate of deposition is 

increased. The lack of difference in spectra between the two solutions is seen more 

clearly in Fig. 3.21, where the spectra for experiments at three different current densi

ties are superimposed. The largest peaks occur within a distance of two bins, or less, of 

each other in all three cases, and the shape of the spectrum is similar as well. 

Differences emerge only at the highest current densities tested, in regions where 

striae are confined to the leading edge of the electrode. Such leading-edge striations are 

not usually observed in deposits plated in a sulfate solution, but occur regularly in 
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chloride solutions. The spectra in Fig. 3.22 shows the difference between the leading 

edge and the electrode average for the case of deposits obtained at 50 and 60 mA/cm2. 

At 50 mA/cm2, a peak at wavenumber 12 is clearly seen in the leading edge (defined as 

the first 3 mm of the electrode length) spectrum, while it is much weaker for the whole 

electrode (average of all 9 scans taken). By 60 mA/cm2, the average spectrum is com

pletely dominated by the low-frequency global current distribution, while the leading 

edge still bears a small signal from periodic striated structures. 

It is of interest to define the highest current density at which striations emerge. 

A number of researchers [17,58,59], claim to have obtained striae at current densities 

above 60 mA/cm2. If one plates zinc for a much longer time than is necessary to obtain 

striae at low current densities, the roughness of the deposit becomes substantial, 

increasing the actual electrode area. After prolonged deposition, the current density 

based on the real area declines to progressively lower values, and not surprisingly, 

striae emerge as evident in the spectrum obtained from a deposit plated with 90 C (180 

C/cm2) of zinc at 120 mA/cm2 in an unsupported chloride electrolyte. The period 

observed is identical to the one obtained at 50 C (100 C/cm2) and 20 mA/cm2 in Fig. 

3.19c. It seems that the period of striations at long deposition times is not as dependent 

on the applied current density based on geometric area. This may be because the active 

electrode area is now much larger, and the range of actual current densities smaller. It 

seems reasonable that as the current density based on the real area falls, wider striations 

would become favored, since they are the ones that emerge in experiments at low 

current densities at short times. 

This result may explain the discrepancy between the macro-morphology of zinc 

deposited in chloride versus sulfate electrolytes. As shown in Figure 3.1, striations are 

obtained in chloride electrolytes at much high current densities after the deposition of 

150 C/cm2, than from sulfate solutions. After the deposition of 40 C/cm2, however, the 

SPDs of zinc deposits plated from each of the two solutions was practically identical. 

• 

a ., 
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As the substrates become rougher, the effect of ohmic advantage must be more impor

tant. Deposition in chloride solutions, which have a significantly lower resistivity still 

lead to the development of striations at these longer deposition times, while use of the 

more resistive sulfate solutions will not. If ohmic considerations outweigh the advan

tage of recirculation in the wake of the nodule, elongation and alignment caused by 

variations in concentration polarization will not occur. 

Experiments with well-supported zinc chloride electrolyte solutions were per

formed on both platinum and graphite substrates. Fig. 3.23 through 3.26 show macro

photographs of the zinc deposits obtained. They are qualitatively similar to the results 

in zinc-bromide solutions which are shown in Fig. 3.3-3.7. The SPD spectra (Fig. 3.27) 

show peaks at the same wavenumbers as deposits plated from unsupported chloride and 

sulfate electrolytes. On changing the substrate to Gould graphite-loaded polymer, the 

striation density at a given current density, measured by the most prominent peak in the 

obtained power spectrum, changes as summarized in Fig. 3.28. Results on both plati

num and carbon both show a dependence of striation number on current density, but the 

slope is higher for the carbon substrate. This means that the current density for the tran

sition from striated to nodular growth occurred at a lower value for the carbon sub

strates, and for both substrates occurred below :0 mA/cm2. At sufficiently high current 

densities, striae meld to form a pattern with a lower density, then at still higher deposi

tion rates form a noduled, unstriated surface. The difference between the two substrates 

can be correlated to the nucleation characteristics reported by Tsuda [34] and Anderson 

[14]. Zinc nucleates better on platinum substrates at low current densities; as a conse

quence, higher striation frequency is to be expected. What stays roughly constant is the 

critical frequency at which striae no longer develop. Above this cutoff frequency, the 

striae do not seem to be morphologically stable; they either meld or emerging nodules 

coalesce before the striated pattern appears. 
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3.6 [)eposition on Micro-Profiled Electrodes 

The effect of precisely-patterned arrays of surface features on the resulting zinc 

morphology was examined using the micro-profiled electrode (MPE), whose fabrication 

is described in [33] and Appendix A. Both nodule arrays and artificial striae (hemi-

cylinders) were used in the zinc deposition experiments. The first trials were completed 

before the profilometry apparatus was available, so the results are qualitative. As 

shown above, plating on different substrates (platinum vs. graphite) made a difference 

in the spacing of striations at the same deposition conditions because of differences in 

the nucleation characteristics of the substrate. A more direct way to examine this was 

by using artificially-patterned substrates, where the density, distribution, and orientation 

of surface features is detennined a priori, independent of the applied galvanostatic 

current density, i. 

Plating zinc on a flat platinum electrode at 30 mA/cm2 in a well-supported 

chloride solution, results in a nodular deposit after the passing of 90 C (180 C/cm2). If 

the working electrode is replaced with a micro-patterned gold substrate, striations are 

evident at the same plating conditions, as seen in Fig. 3.29. The top photo in the figure 

shows a deposit obtained on a polished substrate used as a control, while the deposits at 

lower left and right were plated on micro-profiled electrodes with different surface 

features. 

The number density of the striae depends on the underlying pattern. An MPE 

with artificial nodules, 2.5 J..Lm in height and spaced 50 J..Lm apart in both square- and 

triangular-pitched arrays yielded fine striations with a estimated wavelength of approxi

mately 140 Jlm. This value was obtained from counting ridges in macro-photos of the 

resulting deposit. Such a large number of striae do not persist in deposits on flat, control 

electrodes after such thick deposits are grown, regardless of the applied current density. 

Electrodes patterned with artificial striations 2.5 - 3.0 J..Lm in height, 20 - 40 J..Lm in 

width, spaced 200 Jlm apart, and aligned in the direction of flow, also developed a zinc 
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deposit characterized by much wider striations. The period of the striations was equal 

to the spacing of the artificial herni-cylinders. 

Experiments on artificially profiled substrates were used to test whether the 

orientation of the pre-existing surface features also had an effect on the resulting mor

phology. Artificial herni-cylindrical obstacles identical in size to the ones described 

above, were placed perpendicular to the direction of flow. Thick striae aligned in the 

flow direction were also obtained, independent of the orientation of the curved obstacle. 

This is not as surprising as it may appear, however, since the spacing was similar to that 

obtained at long times in unsupported electrolyte. 

Spacing of the nodules is also critical. Experiments with nodules spaced 500 J..1.m 

apart, showed little difference from the morphology on flat, polished electrodes. The 

addition of a few, widely-spaced 2.5 J..1.m protrusions does little to alter the total number 

density of growth centers. More recent work on patterned electrodes at lower current 

densities (10 and 20 mA/cm2) in an unsupported sulfate electrolyte also gave negative 

results; there were no differences in the morphology compared to that obtained at 

equivalent current densities on polished substrates. The striation frequency on the pat-

terned substrates, both nodules and hemi-cylinders, was nearly identical to that obtained 

on control electrodes. 

A set of experiments was done on flat electrodes to try to explain these diver

gent results at different current densities. Since the distance between nodules on the 

artificially-patterned substrates is small, they correspond to the nodule density obtained 

on flat electrodes after initial deposition at a high current density. If such a well

nucleated electrode was then grown slowly, would striae still emerge? Results on the 

profiled electrodes seemed to indicate that they would, and that after enough time, the 

growth rate would determine the striation spacing at low current densities. To investi

gate this possibility, a platinum electrode was plated for 2 C/cm2 at 100 mA/cm2
, then 

grown at 20 rnAicm2 until an additional 38 C/cm2 were passed. The resulting deposit 
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had striations localized in the front half of the electrode, with a frequency close to the 

value obtained for deposits grown at 40 rnA/cm2. Thus, deposits with a dense spacing 

of nodules, but grown slowly, show features which are characteristic of electrodes 

deposited galvanostatically at an intermediate current density. 

3.7 Conclusions 

The following conclusions may be drawn from the profiles obtained, and from 

the determination of preferred striation wavelengths by auto-correlation analysis and 

spectral power density estimation: 

1) Striae emerge after the deposition of 15 - 20 Coulombs of deposit (30 - 40 

C/cm2) at current densities well below the exchange current density, which is taken to 

be 100 rnA/cm2 (from [49]), and at only 80/0 or less of the diffusion-limited current den

sity. This is in agreement with prior work by Faltemier [17]. 

2) At short times, the range of current densities over which striae develop is 

independent of the anion in solution, and also independent of the presence of supporting 

electrolyte. Some differences emerge after 75 C (150 C/cm2) are deposited, however. 

This may account for disagreement in the range of current densities over which striae 

have been reported. Jaksic [22] and Faltemier [17] obtained striations at current densi

ties up to 80 rnA/cm2 in rotating disk experiments, and Vee and Jome [58, 59] at even 

higher rates, but only after the passage of much larger amounts of charge. Striae were 

obtained in this study at 120 rnA/cm2, but only after depositing 90 Coulombs, when the 

real surface area greatly exceeds the geometIic area. 

3) The shape of striae changes from sinusoidal to square shaped as deposition 

time increases. The shape at a given loading is a function of current density, since at 

low current densities the valleys appear to be entirely quiescent even at short times (no 

zinc deposition is observed). The only possible reaction between striae at 4-8 mA/cm2 

seems to be the evolution of hydrogen. Striae fonn more quickly at low current 
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densities, and the ratio in deposit thickness between top and valley is smaller at higher 

current densities. 

4) Melding of striations may be caused by misalignment near the back electrode 

edge between two sets of striae, one growing upstream and the other downstream. 

5) The formation of a periodic structure at the leading and trailing edges 

accelerates the deposition rate locally by increasing the real surface area of the deposit 

and concurrently increasing the average deposit height. This is a self-accelerating pro

cess, since the increased average !leight gives the leading and trailing edges greater 

ohmic and concentration advantages over the rest of the deposit. 

6) Striation frequency varies with loading, as the spacing induced by nucleation 

is replaced by a new, perhaps flow-determined spacing. At 20 mA/cm2 in sulfate solu-

tion, a bimodal power spectrum was replaced by a spectrum with a single peak of inter

mediate frequency after more charge was passed. 

7) Striation density is a strong function of current density, as reported by Jaksic 

[22-24], Faltemier [17], Jorne [58, 59], and Selman [56, 57], but is independent of solu-

tion anion composition or the presence or absence of supporting electrolyte. 

8) Replacing a substrate with another material with different nucleation charac

teristics changes the frequency of striae obtained at a given deposition rate. The nar

rowest stable striae do not depend on the substrate, however. Above a threshold fre-

quency, striae meld and the observed power spectrum becomes bi-modal, with power 

also concentrated at a frequency of half the expected value. 

9) Patterned substrates have a remarkable effect at high current density, where 

striations may not otherwise occur. At 30 mA/cm2 and after plating 90 Coulombs in a 

well-supported zinc-chloride electrolyte (1 M ZnCl2 + 2M KCI), the use of MPEs with 

artificial nodules results in thin striae while using electrodes patterned with micron

sized ridges results in the formation of thicker striae. The periodicity of the thick striae 

matches the spacing of the hemi-cylindrical ridges. Thick striae also occur if the lines 
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are oriented perpendicular to flow. Electrodes with two patterns of lines followed the 

behavior detennined by upstream features, while the use of MPEs with only a sparse 

array of nodules gave negative results. 

At lower current densities, the artificially-patterned electrodes do not give depo

sits that are greatly different from the control electrode, and at 10 rnA/cm2 no differ

ence is seen in the striation number density. This suggests that a critical density of 

nuclei is necessary to form striae; altering this density significantly with the use of 

densely packed nodules results in a qualitative difference in the resulting macro

morphology of the zinc deposit. 

10) Striations are usually characterized by a single period characteristic of the 

current density at which the zinc is plated, although the peak in the power spectra is 

broader than a single bin for averaged spectra. This is caused by a distribution of peak 

spacings on different electrodes. The proper frequency may also fall between bins, 

leading to some broadening which is an artifact of the method. Zinc plated first at a 

high current density, then at a lower one, where striae ordinarily occur, have a striation 

density characteristic of a galvanostatic current density intermediate to the two values 

at which the deposit was actually plated. 

These results lend plausibility to a scenario where growth centers emerge 

through a competition for current, and through a directional recirculation of the flow, 

elongate and align, forming striations. 
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Table 3.1: Wavenumbers and Striation Wavelength 

Striation Frequency Corresponciing 
per Scan Length Wavelength (~m) 

5 750 

6 625 

7 536 

8 469 

9 417 

10 375 

12 313 

14 268 

16 234 

18 210 

20 181 

i 22 170 
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Figure 3.1 Zinc macro-morphology after deposition of 180 C/cm2 as a function 

of current density. At low deposition rates, ti~~ surface is marked by broad, 

mesa-shaped grooves. At intennediate current densities, striae appear, up to 60 

- 80 rnA/cm2, when the surface becomes smoother. Up to 130 - 150 rnA/cm2
, 

the leading edge contains a few short striae which do not propagate the length of 

the electrode. 
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Morphology of Zinc Electrodeposits 
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Figure 3.2 Zinc macro-morphology after deposition of 180 C/cm2 as a function 

of current density and electrolyte composition. The range of current densities 

over which striae appear varies only slightly depending on the presence of sup-

poning electrolyte and the degree of zinc-ion complexation. 
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Fig. 3.3 Striated Zinc Deposit (4 mA/cm2, 40C/crn2) XBB XX6-64S1A 

Fig. 3.3-3.7 Zinc striations deposited at constant current over a range of current 

densities (4 - 40 mA/cm2) in a channel now cell frolll aIM ZnBr2 solution at Re 

= 2(X)(). The current densities over which striations appear are all below 10o/(i of 

the measured linliting current. The dinlensions in all five figures are the sanle; 

the electrode length is 1.0 cm and the width is 0.5 cnl. 
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Fig. 3.4 Striated Zinc Deposit (1 () IllA/cn12, 40C/cn12) 
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Fig. 3.5 Striated Zinc Deposit (20 mA/cm2, 40C/cn12) XBB XX6-644X A • 
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Profile at 25 Coulombs, 1 mm Cut 
Exp. 25c': 20ma/cm2. 1 M ZnS04. Pt. pH 5 
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Figure 3.8 Cross-sectional profile of a striated zinc deposit scanned 1 mm from 

the leading edge. The deposit was plated at a rate of 20 rnA/cm2 from aIM 

ZnS04 unsupported electrolyte, pH 5. Two periods are evident in the SPD, the 

distance between neighboring peaks, and the period between nearest tall ridges. 
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Figure 3.9 Auto-correlations of a function are calculated in an analogous 

manner to shifting the function by a delay t and multiplying the function by 

itself at all points, then normalizing the sum of the product by the maximum 

value for all shifts 'to A correlation of one occurs at t=O and whenever the func-

tion matches the shifted function y(t + t) exactly. 
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Figure 3.10 Grouping of auto-correlations according to type, in the manner of 

Peklenik [120]. A deterministic function of arbitrary phase will produce a 

phase-shifted auto-correlation. More complicated imput signals will result in 

weaker correlations with increasing distance from the origin, and may display 

more than one correlation period. 
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Fundamental Harmonic Resultant waveform 
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Figure 3.11. Addition of a weak hannonic to a fundamental frequency gives the 

resulting wavefonn an intennediate period which appears in the its fourier 

decomposition. From a figure in [120]. 
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Figure 3.12. Auto-correlation of a deposit cross-section with high-amplitude 
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square-waved; the striations are flat with steep side slopes. 
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2n:m cut, 20 Coulombs 
20ma/cm2. sulfate. Pt 
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Figure 3.13. Auto-correlation functions from two separate electrodes plated at 

the same current density, 20 rnA/cm2, and profiled 2 mm from the leading edge. 
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Figure 3.14. Superimposed auto-correlation functions from profile~ taken at dif

ferent distances from the leading edge. A small shift in the dominant mode 

appears with increasing distance from the leadi ng edge. 
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Figure 3.15. Auto-correlation function from a profile taken at 2mm from the 

leading edge, after 10 Coulombs of deposition at 20 mA/cm
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Figure 3.16. Auto-correlation function from a profile taken at 9 nun from the 

leading edge, after 10 Coulombs of deposition at 20 mA/cm2. 
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Figure 3.17. Deposit thickness and roughness after the deposition of 10 

Coulombs of zinc (20 C/cm2). 
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Figure 3.18. Deposit thickness on two separate electrodes after the deposition 

of 20 Coulombs of zinc (40 C/cm2). 
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Spectral Power Density 
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Figure 3.19 a) Spectral power density averaged for a total of 27 profiles of three 

separate electrodes at nine different distances from the leading edge, for a 10 

Coulomb zinc deposit (20 mNcm2, ZnS04)' 
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Figure 3.19 b) and c) Spectral power density averaged for a total of 27 profiles 

of three separate electrodes at nine different distances fronl the leading edge, for 

a 20 - 50 Coulomb zinc deposits (20 mA/cm2, ZnS04)' 
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Figure 3.20 a) and b) Spectral power density of deposits plated at 10 mA/cm2 

and 30 mA/cm2 in a) zinc sulfate and b) Zh~C chloride solutions. 
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Figure 3.21 a), b), and c) A comparison of spectral power densities of zinc 

profiles on deposits from chloride and sulfate electrolytes. 
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Figure 3.22 a), b), and c) A comparison of spectral power densities of profiles 

taken near the leading edge versus the average spectra of all nine profiles for 

deposits at 50 and 60 mA/cm2. 
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Fig. 3.23 Striated zinc deposit (10 mA/cm2, 4OC/cm2) from a well-supported 

(1 M ZnCl 2 + 2M KCI) solution. 

Fig. 3.24 Striated zinc deposit (20 mA/cm2, 4OC/cm2) from a well-supported 

(1M ZnCl 2 + 2M KCl) solution. XBB 906-4911A 
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Fig. 3.25 Striated zinc deposit (30 n1A/crn2. 40C/cn/) fron1 a well-supported 

(1 M ZnCl 2 + 2~1 KCI) solution. 
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Figure 3.27. Spectral power density of striated zinc deposit profiles. 
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Figure 3.28. Frequency vf striations as a function of current density and sub

strate. Frequency rises with current density until the striae meld; the frequency 

then falls to half of the expected value. 
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Fig. 3.29 The effect of 'olicron-scale patterns on the Illucro-morphology of zinc 

electro-deposits. The deposit obtained in a control experiment on a polished 

platinum surface was nodular, but not striated. At the saIlle conditions, deposits 

on an MPE show thin and thick striae, depending on the underlying pattern. 
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Chapter 4 - Analysis of the Causes for the Emergence of Striations 

4.1 Problem Statement 

When zinc is electrodeposited from acid electrolytes in the presence of forced 

convection, three-dimensional nucleation is followed by the growth of micron-sized 

nodules. Below a maximum current density, these nodules elongate and form a periodic 

striated pattern perpendicular to the flow direction. This behavior is perplexing at low 

deposition rates, since the development of such patterns are usually associated with sub

stantial local depletion of a reacting species. In zinc, counterintuitively, striae appear at 

current densities below 5-10% of the limiting value, and disappear at higher current 

densities. 

4.2 Previous Theories for Striation Emergence 

A number of theories have been advanced to explain the genesis of striations. 

Unfortunately, none of them is able to match the experimental observations satisfac

torily. While pattern emergence is a complex phenomenon and may have a combina

tion of causes, some factors may be discounted as primary. To this end, we will first 

briefly review previously proposed explanations: 

4.2.1 Presence of Impurities. 

laksic [23] and Tsuda [34] both studied the effect of surfactants and inorganic 

impurities on the formation of striae. Under broad ranges of experimental conditions in 

ultra-pure solutions, striated deposits developed. 

The emergence of striae was delayed, however, when the solution was kept at 

high purity; in contrast, the addition of hydrogen-promoting impurities accelerated their 

formation. The addition of hydrogen-inhibiting inorganic adulterants led to a longer 

initiation time and fewer ridges. The addition of surfactants resulted in a smoother 
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appearance related to densely-spaced ridges. These observations can be explained by 

the changes that such impurities induce in zinc nucleation behavior and current 

efficiency. 

4.2.2 Degree of Complexation. 

Striations appear both in sulfate solutions, which are non-complexing, and in 

chloride and bromide solutions, which complex zinc ions to varying degrees, as seen in 

Fig. 3.10. It has been postulated that complexation hinders the availability of zinc ions 

for the deposition reaction, so that the actual limiting current is less than in a non

complexed solution. Although this idea has merit, the current densities at which striae 

appear are typically less than 10% of the measured limiting value, and since striae still 

occur in sulfate solutions, this effect cannot be important. Fig. 4.1, from McBreen and 

Cairns [50], shows how zinc ions are distributed among various complexes. Only if 

equilibration between complexes were slow, and if the deposition reaction occurred 

preferentially from the Zn+2 ion, would this partitioning have a direct effect on mass

transport. The effect on migration is a weaker one, and in the presence of supporting 

electrolyte it is negligible. In well-supported electrolytes, striations still appear. 

4.2.3 Bubble Wakes. 

Selman [56] found that in rotating cylinder systems, zinc striae occur only at 

conditions where hydrogen gas bubbles also appear, and that bubbles are the initiators 

of striae. Because of centrifugal forces, bubbles congregate at the electrode surface and 

interfere with and obscure the deposition process. To study whether striae occur in the 

absence of significant hydrogen evolution, McVay [31] deposited zinc at conditions of 

high current efficiency (98% +) in an in-situ flow cell. Her time-lapse video of the 

deposition process shows that nodules elongate and line-up without the presence of any 

macroscopic flow disturbance or hydrogen bubbles upstream of the nodules themselves. 
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Both Jaksic [22-24] and the present author have perfonned experiments at low 

pH, where bubble coverage is high. Rather than catalyzing striae emergence, bubbles 

attached to the surface impede the elongation of striae downstream. Figure 4.2 shows 

how striae bend around bubble imprints and then resume their periodic spacing down

stream of the disturbance. 

4.2.4 Edge or Substrate Effects. 

On small electrodes, such as those used in our studies, the effect of edges must 

be carefully considered. Under some conditions, the number of striae that appear across 

an electrode is five or fewer, and the non-unifonn current distribution at the edge may 

affect the spacing of striae. The leading edge may also playa significant role in deter

mining striation wavelength. 

Faltemier [17] tested the effect of electrode size by depositing zinc in a much 

larger flow cell, with electrodes that were 20 em long and 5 em in across. He observed 

that at low current densities, striae eventually span the entire electrode surface and have 

the same period as on smaller electrodes. What his photographs show, however, is that 

a single striation is unlikely to extend the entire electrode length, rather, the average 

number stays constant, but individual striae tend to emerge between neighbors and 

meld back into neighbors over a finite distance [16]. 

The effect of foreign substrates was also considered, and discounted as a direct 

cause of striae. Zinc striae appear even when the deposition process occurs on zinc 

itself, which shows that the emergence of striae is not a foreign substrate effect. Zinc 

deposition on zinc also includes nodule fonnation, which is a direct precursor for the 

appearance of striae. It may be noted, then, that to support reasonable current densities, 

it is necessa: y to create 3D nuclei, and these nuclei have a much faster growth rate than 

on the zinc substrate itself. The rate enhancement may be caused by the greater number 

of defects on the emerging nodules. If kink and edge sites are present at a larger con-
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centration than on a polished surface, they may account for the differential rate of 

growth between nodules and the underlying surface. 

Fig. 3.18 shows the striation frequency on platinum and graphite substrates as a 

function of the applied current density. While the frequency of striations at a given 

applied current differ between the two substrate materials, the maximum stable fre

quency is the same for both. This seems to coincide with the observation that at high 

current densities the striae meld together before they can form distinct ridges. While 

different substrates may alter the range of currents over which striae are formed, by 

changing the nucleation characteristics, they do not directly determine whether striae 

appear, as long as the zinc nodule density is sufficiently low. 

4.2.5 Auto-catalytic Zinc/Hydrogen co-evolution. 

According to Epelboin and co-workers [66-69], voltammetry and impedance 

studies show that zinc deposition is an auto-catalytic reaction. They argue that two-

electron transfer is unlikely, and that the reaction sequence must proceed in two con-

secutive steps. While the intermediate uni-valent zinc species, said to exist as an adsor-

bate on the surface, has not been detected directly, Epelboin et al. argue that the pres

ence of a backward-bending region in the I-V curve obtained during cyclic voltammetry 

shows that a catalytic intermediate exists. The negative slope appears after correction 

for ohmic drop, and covers a region of only two to four millivolts, as seen in Fig. 4.3 

from [69]. It occurs only at high zinc ion concentrations. 

Epelboin et al. have variously identified the catalytic intennediate in their theory 

as either the univalent zinc species itself, or an adsorbed hydrogen species. Their pro

posed reaction sequence involves four separate steps, listed below: 

(4.1) 

Z +2 Z + - 2Z + n + n ads + e ~ n ads (4.2) 
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Zn+ads + Hads ~ Zn + W (4.3) 

Zn+ads + e- ~ Zn (4.4) 

The deposition of zinc in this model must proceed through the prior fonnation 

of a uni-valent intennediate which auto-catalyzes the deposition reaction. Adsorbed 

hydrogen also plays a catalytic role, as an alternative pathway to zinc deposition. 

Epelboin et al. 's reaction scheme is quite complicated, and there is no direct evi

dence to support their claims. Their proposal that a negative resistance region exists 

during zinc deposition fails to account for the fact that during his experiments, the 

active area of his deposit may be changing substantially through nucleation and 3-D 

growth. Smaller kinetic overpotentials would then be expected as a function of time 

during a galvanostatic experiment. Even with a slowly increasing current density, as in 

a voltammetric sweep, a small decrease in the kinetic overpotential may be detected in 

some cases. Since, as noted above, the negative resistance region is about two mil

livolts wide, a small (less than 4%) error in his ohmic compensation may be the cUlprit. 

Thus, his impedance and voltammetry data may be explained by recognizing that the 

real surface area is growing as deposition proceeds. 

4.2.6 Goertler vortices. 

laksic proposed that striae are caused by Goertler vortices [22]. While vortices 

occur in a number of flow situations, paired counter-rotating Taylor-Goertler vortices 

are usually associated only with flow over smoothly-curved surfaces, and not over a 

bump or set of bumps which are much smaller than the hydrodynamic boundary layer 

[38a]. Furthermore, if striae appeared as a result of vortices, their frequency would 

depend on vortex spacing, which, in tum, is a function of the Reynolds number. The 

apparent lack of correlation in this respect tends to rule out this hypothesis. It is hard to 

imagine how such vortices would occur not only in laminar, channel flow, but also in 

rotating disk and rotating cylinder geometries or in a turbulent flow regime. 
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This proposed explanation also fails to account for what makes zinc a unique 

material. The appearance of Taylor-Goertler vortices would have to be a general condi

tion of all electrodeposition experiments in laminar flow fields. If so, then the electro

deposition of metals at low fractions of limiting current would often exhibit striations. 

This is not the case. One must instead focus on the distinctive nature of zinc deposi

tion, on its nucleation and its kinetics, to determine the reasons for the emergence of 

striations. 

Vortices may occur in the wakes of protruding obstructions, but they would be 

localized to the area immediately behind protrusions which occur in the initial stages of 

deposition. Vortices have been observed under turbulent conditions, for example, in the 

wake of small macroscopic objects in a flow cell. Horseshoe vortices appear in air 

streams [113], at either side of blocks glued to smooth walls in a channel flow cell and 

extends a long distance downstream. As expected, heat transfer studies show that such 

vortices significantly promote transport in the wake of protrusions. The conditions in 

striae experiments are at sufficiently low Reynolds number to discount the possibility 

that horseshoe vortices occur. 

The results of Fischl (discussed in Chapter 1) with 256 urn obstructions at Re = 

2000, however, show that significant mass-transfer enhancement may still occur as a 

result of the presence of sub-millimeter flow obstacles. The recirculation in the latter 

case is probably not of the horseshoe type, and tends to be fairly localized. In any case, 

on rotating disks, the striae first appear downstream (where the current d(~nsity is 

highest), then propagate towards the disk center. Thus, at least for the case of striae on 

a rotating disk, the effect of horseshoe vortices can be discounted. 

None of these theories explains why striae at low deposition rates are unique to 

zinc, yet appear ubiquitous when zinc is plated from a variety of acidic solutions in a 

number of different flow geometries. In the next section, the stages or zinc deposition 

are examined. The remainder of the chapter presents an alternative view, that focuses 
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on the particular nucleation and kinetic characteristics of zinc in an effort to explain 

how and why striae develop. 

4.3 Stages of Zinc-Deposit Morphological Development 

When the current is stepped to a constant value at the beginning of galvanostatic 

zinc deposition, the potential overshoots the steady-state value. This "super

polarization" occurs while the surface forms sub-microscopic zinc clusters which have 

a much higher activity than the flat, polished electrode. The process of charging the 

double-layer and hydrogen evolution consume a portion of the current, but the majority 

goes to the formation of these clusters, requiring an additional nucleation overpotential 

in addition to the kinetic one. At short times, the nuclei that form immediately are 

dispersed randomly and grow at a diffusion-limited rate. They have a large kinetic 

advantage over the surrounding surface, which is free of nuclei, and which can only 

grow by a two-dimensional addition of ad-atoms. This two-dimensional growth dom

inates at extremely low current densities, when the overpotential is never large enough 

to create 3D nuclei. The experimental work of Yamashita [79] determined that the 

exchange current density in this growth regime was very low, less than 1 mA/cm2. 

Thus, the 3-D sites, which have a io in excess of 100 mA/cm2 [48, 49] consume as 

much current as diffusion will allow. As the potential is high, more nuclei will form. 

As more of the surface becomes covered with active clusters, the overpotential neces

sary to maintain the galvanostatically-applied current falls to a steady-state value. 

Nucleation proceeds until the overpotential is so small that the probability of 

new nuclei forming is less than that of dissolving existing nuclei. The value of this 

"nucleation overpotential" (llnuc) has been measured on glassy carbon by McBreen, 

who reported a value of 40 mY. For large values of llnuc' the nucleation of zinc is 

instantaneous, as reported by various authors [51]. The growth centers that eventually 

emerge from the nuclei form in the first instants of zinc deposition. After the passage of 
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50 mC, no new growth centers emerge [17]. 

Photo-micrographs taken by Tsuda [34] show that the size distribution of 

growth centers is fairly narrow, but that the number and average size varies greatly as 

the applied current density is increased (Fig. 4.4). This may be shown schematically by 

Fig. 4.5, where the nodule population is plotted against the mean distance to nearest 

neighbors; as the current is increased, both the mean distance and the variance decrease. 

Since essentially all of the growth at these short times occurs on nodules, the rest of the 

electrode surface contains at most, a thin layer of zinc. 

Milchev [110] has shown that in the case of silver nodules, there exists a region 

of reduced surface overpotential extending up to ten nodule radii. This exclusion 

region is the result of an ohmic advantage which the taller nodule has over the sur

rounding flat surface. The nodule also has the added benefit of spherical diffusion, 

which facilitates mass-transport. The boundary-layer around growing nodules is illus

trated in Fig. 4.6. If the nodule is isolated, it will grow fastest. Nodules that are within 

each others diffusion and ohmic exclusion regions grow more quickly away from one 

another, but they nevertheless get closer closer and meld with continuing deposition. 

When the nodules reach a critical size, approximately 20 urn in height, they 

begin to elongate in the direction of flow, as shown by McVay [31] and Jaksic [22-24]. 

They are still not completely aligned, but begin to meld and on a larger scale, show the 

characteristic spacing that fully emerges after the deposition of 40-50 C/cm2. The rela

tive dimensions of the ohmic exclusion and flow recirculation regions are illustrated in 

Fig. 4.7. The ohmic region is axisymmetric, while the recirculation is directed in the 

direction of flow, giving the striae a preferred orientation. It is this time period, 

between the development of growth centers, and the appearance of fully-developed 

striae that remains puzzling. 
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4.4 A Phenomenological Theory of Striation Emergence 

Striations in zinc, according to our view, occur at low current densities because 

of four factors: 1) a moderately high, concentration-dependent exchange current density 

( io = 100 mA/cm2 ) on nucleated zinc growth centers, 2) a fairly passive non-nucleated 

background surface ( io = 1 mNcm2 ) where hydrogen evolution is the predominant 

reaction, 3) the effect of ohmic exclusion near a growing nodule and 4) local fluid recir

culation in the wake of nodules. The emerging striation wavelength is thus detennined 

by the nodule density, which is a strong function of the applied current. 

While striae occur far from limiting current, it is not true that local concentra

tion changes have no importance. Even at low current densities, the deposition potential 

deviates from the zinc equilibrium potential because of finite kinetics, ohmic drop in 

the electrolyte, and some depletion of the reactant near the surface. At rates below the 

exchange current density, the kinetic, and ohmic and concentration overpotentials are 

proportional to each other. This is called the 'linear' region, since the equations for the 

individual overpotentials can be linearized as a function of the average current density, 

as shown in Figure 4.8 and Equation 4.5. 

For all reactions, 

11 = 11s + 110hm + 11c (4.5) 

The total overpotential in the linear region is fairly modest, once the ohmic drop far 

from the electrode surface is neglected, as in Eq. 4.6. 

11 - l10hm = l1s + 11c + ~11ohnl' (4.6) 

Neglecting ohmic losses far from the electrode surface allows us to define a differential 

ohmic drop from a chosen reference plane. The electrode surface, or perhaps, a fixed 

distance away from the electrode equal to the "ohmic boundary layer" may be used. 

Such ~ boundary layer can be chosen so that it is much thicker than the surface topol

ogy. In this case, the current lines at this imaginary boundary are still perpendicular to 
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the average surface plane. In our analysis below, the relative ohmic advantage of peaks 

over valleys will be estimated by this method. 

The maximum current density at which striae emerge over the entire electrode 

after the deposition of 20 microns of deposit is 40 mNcm2 based on the original area of 

the flat, polished electrode. As striations develop into their usual sinusoidal pattern, 

however, the total macroscopic surface area of the electrode is increased by 10-40% as 

a sinusoidal profile develops. The actual increase depends on the ratio of striae ampli

tude to wavelength. This reduces the average current density based on the real area to a 

maximum of 28.8 mA/cm2, above which, striation do not form. 

U sing the consensus exchange current density from [48] with io = 100 mA/cm2 

at [Zn+2] = 1M, a = 0.5, and n = 2, and a Butler-Volmer model for the current density, 

one can calculate the average value of the surface overpotential (11s in Eq. 4.7), at the 

conditions where striae form. 

(4.7) 

Equation 4.7 may be linearized, as seen above, resulting in Eq. 4.7a below: 

(4.7a) 

From this linearized form, we can calculate a constant differential current per millivolt 

increase in surface overpotential at a given zinc concentration, 

oi 
( 01'\s )cZn = 1 = 7.82mA/mV (4.7b) 

For an current density of 28.8 mA/cm2, the average surface overpotential is 3.80 mY. In 

this low current regime, a small change in the local surface overpotential (11s) can cause 

a large relative change in the current density. At higher currents, in the Tafel region, a 

doubling of the local current requires an increase in 11s of 9.64 mY. In the linear region, 

increases of less than 2.5 m V are needed for the same ratio in current densities. For 
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example, if the peaks of striae are growing at 38 mNcm2 while the valleys only grow at 

19 mA/cm2, then the difference is 11s over the profile is only 2.5 m V. Since this 

corresponds to the conditions prevailing when striae grow at the highest average current 

density, this is also the largest deviation in 11s on a striated surface. This calculation 

overpredicts the difference in 11s since it neglects the roughness due to the micro

crystallinity of the deposit. 

Small-scale roughness can often increase the real surface area by a factor of 

two, which would lower the average surface overpotential to 1.78 mY, and the max

imum difference in 115 between peaks and valleys to 1.27 mY. Furthermore, the esti

mate for the exchange current density may be too low, rather than too high. Landau 

[49] reports that for a growing dendrite, the io measured was 240 mA/cm2, which would 

also lower the value of the overpotential by a similar ratio. These two effects may be 

related, however, since microcrystallinity may also increase the apparent exchange 

current density based on a macroscopic surface area. To stay on the conservative side 

in our estimates, the effect of microcrystallinity is assumed to be included in the meas

ured value of io. Landau's higher value is not included in the analysis; its use would 

increase the sensitivity of the zinc deposition reaction to small local variations in con

centration and solution conductivity. 

The cotemporal evolution of hydrogen gas on the same surface must also be 

considered. Although the exchange current density of H2{Zn is very low, 3.2xlO-ll 

[36], even at a pH of 5.4 one can calculate that the hydrogen partial current may be as 

high as 0.9 mA/cm2 as shown in Fig. 4.9. This discounts diffusion limitations on the 

hydrogen ion, however. If these limitations are not significant, as in the leading edge of 

a channel flow cell, the open-circuit potential lies 0.11 m V anodic of the zinc equili

brium potential under these assumptions. The overpotential reported above must then 

be corrected by this amount, yielding an average zinc surface overpotential of 3.68 m V. 
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4.4.1 Estimates of Local Variations in Ohmic and Concentration Overpotential 

At 40 mA/cm2 (based on the geometric area), the difference in thickness of the 

zinc deposit between the top and 'Jottom of a striation plated from a solution of 1 M zinc 

chloride is a factor of two. This increases to a factor of approximately 5: 1 at 15 

mA/cm2, and below 10 rnNcm2, bare substrate can be seen between the ridged zinc 

deposits. The deposit can be approximated by a sinusoidal wave, with an amplitude of 

20 microns (average height = 20 microns), and a wavelength that varies linearly with 

the average zinc current. Experimentally, the wave.length at 10 mA/cm2 is 600 

microns, while at 40 mA/cm2 the wavelength is 170 microns. 

Data given in Table 4.2 show that in all five cases shown, the difference in sur

face overpotential between a striation peak and adjoining valley was less than 2.5 m V, 

even though the range of applied current densities (based on the geometric area) was a 

factor of eight. Evidently, a key role of the decreasing striation wavelength is to pro-

vide additional macroscopic surface area. Combining this with increasing current to the 

striation valleys keeps the difference in surface overpotential to a value of approxi

mate.! y two millivolts. 

At higher current densities, about half of the difference can be attributed to vari

ations in ohmic drop, which is estimated in two ways. a) By assuming that the bottom 

of the profile is hindered by a amount equal to the resistivity of the solution multiplied 

by the profile height and the average current density: 

~"ohm = iava I p. c 
(4.8) 

This is an approximate result, and somewhat overestimates the difference in local sur-

face overpotentials. b) The second method is a better approximation: one defines a flat 

equipotential plane at some distance from the surface, and assuming no change in resis

tivity as a function of concentration, detennines the difference in ohmic drop to the top 

and bottom of the profile. In the case of primary current distribution solved numerically 
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by Prentice and Tobias [31], once the ratio of amplitude to wavelength of a sinusoidal 

profile exceeds 0.15, the valley region has a greatly diminished current density. This 

numerical result may also be used to estimate the distance at which the potential lines 

become parallel to the average surface plane, and the current distribution becomes uni

form. The thickness of this "ohmic boundary layer" ranges from 0.4 A to 0.58 A, as 

seen in Table 4.3 and shown schematically in Fig. 4.10. The ohmic drop from this sur

face to the profile is equal to the resistivity multiplied by the average current along a 

perpendicular line from the equipotential plane to the surface and the distance along 

that line. This average current is not equal to the surface average current density, and 

must be estimated separately. 

Oohm 

~"ohm = J i dl. 
h 

~"ohm = (Oohm - h) i avg p. 

(4.9) 

(4.10) 

If the arithmetic mean between the local and average surface current density is used as 

an approximation for this value, the ohmic drop to peaks (~,,=) is larger than the 

ohmic drop to valleys at low average current densities, and lower than ,1,,;~ey at higher 

average current densities, as seen in Table 4.2. 

The difference in ohmic drop between the peak and valley is, at most, responsi

b�e for only a portion of the difference in surface overpotential between the peak of a 

growth center and the surrounding valley. The rest must be caused by changes in the 

local concentration of the reactant. This increases Tlc in the valleys and concurrently 

lowers the exchange current density. Ohmic effects, in any case, could not be the sole 

cause of the formation of striae, since they do not exp!~~,n the directionality of striation 

propagation. There must be an advantage for striae to grow downstream in channel 

electrodes, and upstream on rotating disks. In both cases, they emerge where the 

current density is highest, and where there is probably a substantial ohmic advantage 
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for the growth of peaks, but they propagate based on the presence of enhanced concen

tration regions. 

It may be supposed, based on the work of Fischl [18] and McLamon [30] that 

recirculation preceding and trailing emerging nodules replenishes the electrolyte near 

the electrode surface with solution of bulk concentration. If so, it is possible to calcu

late what concentration the solution must have at the sides of the nodules to be disad

vantaged to the same degree as they are versus the peaks of the striation. 

If the entire 2.5 mV differential overpotential were caused by a concentration 

effect, according to the Nemst equation [37], the valley would be 18% more depleted 

than the peaks. Since some of the difference in 11 is accounted for by an ohmic advan

tage, the valley may be only depleted by, say, 10%. This would mean that the concen

tration overpotential in the valleys is 1.33 mV larger than at the peaks, but the exchange 

current density concurrently falls by 15%. If the surface overpotential at the base of 

striae were between 1 and 2 mY, lowering the concentration would add an addition 

0.2-0.3 m V to 11s' The combined effect of the 10% difference in concentrations is 

approximately 1.6 m V, while the ohmic advantage would contribute the additional 0.9 

mV. 

This entire analysis does not address one point, however. At times, the 

apparently bare substrate appears between neighboring striae. This occurs frequently at 

current densities below 10 rnA/cm2, but can sometimes happen even at higher deposi

tion rates. If the surface is completely quiescent, ohmic and concentration effects can

not be the culprit. At very small current densities, between 1 and 4 rnA/cm2, the depo

sition of zinc galvanostatically is especially difficult, with very thick striae alternating 

with millimeter-wide patches of apparently passive surface area. This passive region 

may even extend to the very edge of a channel electrode, where the transport should be 

maximized, and where ohmic drop is at a minimum. At higher currents, very thick 

deposits appear at the electrode edge, so that the appearance of passive regions in our 
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cell is not an artifact. The only explanation that seems plausible for this curious 

striation-related behavior, is that the concomitant hydrogen evolution (calculated above 

to be 0.9 mA/cm2) somehow prevents the development of abundant zinc nuclei. This 

may occur either through competitive adsorption or through & pH change at the elec

trode surface. At pH 6, zinc hydroxide is expected to form, and may well precipitate on 

the surface. It is difficult to investigate this ex-situ, since the deposit develops an 

oxide/hydroxide film when exposed to air. 

4.5 Conclusion 

The estimates presented allow one to conclude that the emergence of striation 

occurs in the following manner: As a result of a high exchange current density on zinc 

growth centers, zinc deposition from acid-halide electrolytes occurs in the linear regime 

up to a real current density of 30 rnA/cm2. It is in this range that striations occur as a 

result of an increased sensitivity to local values of the surface overpotential. In the 

linear regime, at an average current density of 15 rnNcm2, a difference in the local sur

face overpotential of 2 mV will yield thickness ratios of 5:1 between favored and 

unfavored portions of the surface. In the Tafel region, this would require a difference 

of over 20 m V in the surface overpotential for an identical thickness ratio. Thus, ana

lyses which previously relied on much lower estimates of the zinc exchange current 

density were not able to explain its peculiar sensitivity to concentration at conditions far 

from limiting current. 

Contradictory claims can now be resolved. Epelboin' s S-shaped voltammetric 

curves can be explained as a steep current-voltage transient superimposed on a substan

tial change in the active electrode area. This combination responds in a manner similar 

to an autocatalytic system. The presence of 3-D growth centers are the actual catalysts, 

not some proposed univalent zinc species, since the nodules have an exchange current 

density that is much higher than the underlying substrate. This differential exchange 
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current density accelerates the deposition reaction as nodules fonn. 

The appearance of passive inter-striae electrode regions at low current densities 

is left unexplained. It is probably related to competitive hydrogen evolution and a 

hydrogen-induced pH change which may lead to the precipitation of zinc hydroxide. 

Although the fraction of the total current used in hydrogen evolution is small, it may be 

large enough to alter the pH in the recessed valleys, yet small enough not to lead to the 

generation of bubbles. The poor transport in and out of striation valleys may also cause 

a change in the local concentration of H+. 

4.6 Recommendations for Future Work 

Although there is evidence to suggest that the appearance of striations is linked 

to the sensitivity of the deposition reaction to small variations in the local value of the 

surface overpotential, a more quantitative theoretical model would help confinn this. A 

rigorous model would involve a three-dimensional simulation, but several approxima

tions may be made which could reduce the inherent complexity and make the problem 

tractable. The kinetics can be modeled by a linear approximation, which should include, 

however, a concentration-dependent exchange current density. The real difficulty lies in 

determining the length scales over which the simulation must be perfonned. If atten

tion is focused on a single growing nodule, the cooperative behavior between succes

sive nodules more-or-Iess aligned in the flow direction will be obscured. It is also quite 

possible that nodules act in concert, creating a much larger ohmic exclusion zone 

around them. It is otherwise hard to imagine how a spacing of 600 microns occurs at 

early deposition times, when the nodule radius is on the order of 40 microns. At a dis

tance of 15 radii, the effect of a single nodule must be fairly faint. 

The second recommendation relates to future experimental work. It was 

envisaged that a redesigned micTomosaic electrode, described in Appendix B, could be 

used to determine the local current distribution around growing zinc nodules in-situ. As 
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seen in Part II, a new micromosaic electrode has been manufactured in-house, partially 

accomplishing this goal. Since development of the required process methodology took 

longer than expected, the micromosaic was instead used to extend investigations on 

mass-transport enhancement to multiple gas-bubble columns. Its application to the zinc 

project seems entirely within the scope of a future research endeavor. 
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Table 4.1: Striation Model Parameters and Physical Properties 

Variable Value 

Striation Amplitude 40J,J.m 

C~ 1.00M 

i<fb Zn++an (3D) rnA 
100.0 --2 

em 

i~b Zn ++ an (2D) rnA 
< 1.00 --2 

em 

Eo - EZn 0.113 mV 

i H2 at Eo 
rnA 

0.88 -2 
em 

(dT\s /di) Zn++an2 7.82 rnA/mV at Cb 

(dT\s /di) H+1H2 0.04rnA/mV 

p ZnCl2 13.4 Ohm-em 

p ZnS04 33.4 Ohm-em 
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Table 4.2: Data for Specific Cases 

Variable Cases 

I (rnA) 5 7.5 10 20 

igeometric (nu;) 10 15 20 40 
cm 

Wavelength (J..lm) 600 400 250 170 

Amplitude (J..lIl1) 40 40 40 40 

Area Factor 1.18 1.22 1.27 1.39 

ireal (nu;) 8.47 12.3 15.7 28.8 
cm 

Thickness Ratio ( .ipeak ) 00 5.0 3.0 2.0 
Iv alley 

Cavg/Cb 0.992 0.988 0.984 0.971 

11~ (mV) 0.98 1.48 1.94 3.68 

(d11Jdi) Zn (mAIm V) 7.71 7.68 7.66 7.56 

iovg Zn++{Zn ( rnA ) 
cm2 

98.8 98.2 97.6 95.7 

iH2 (nu;) 0.92 0.94 0.96 1.03 
cm 

i~g (rnA ) 
cm2 7.5 11.4 14.7 27.8 

'max (rnA) lZn --
cm2 15.1 19.0 22.1 37.1 

.min (rnA ) lZn --
cm2 0 3.8 7.4 18.5 

~ 11:=1- (mV) 0.455 0.66 0.85 1.54 

~ 11s504= (mV) 1.13 1.65 2.11 3.85 
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Table 4.3: Ohmic Boundary-Layer Thickness with Primary Current 

Reduced Amplitude <~) 
A OOhmic <A) 

0.068 0.537 

0.076 0.531 

0.096 0.526 

0.106 0.495 

0.150 0.400 

0.200 0.455 

0.250 0.531 
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Figure 4.1. Degree of zinc ion complexation in zinc chloride solutions from 

McBreen et aI. 
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Figure 4.2 Zinc striations growing around an attached hydrogen bubble. The 

striae originate upstrean1 of the disturbance and follow the flowpath around the 

obstruction. XBB RR6-6459A 
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Figure 4.3. Backward-bending "steady-state" current-potential curves, from 

Epelboin et al. [66 J. 3000 rpm, rotating disk electrode. 1) 1.5 M zinc sulfate + 1 

M sodium sulfate and 2) 0.72 M zinc chloride + 2.67 M ammonium chloride. 
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XBB 817-6764B 

Figure 4.4 Zinc nucleation density after 900 nlC/cn12 of deposition at three dif

ferent rates: A) 10 mA/cln2, B) .30 nlA/cn12, and C) 90 nlA/cIl12. Ultrapure 1 M 

zinc chloride (pH 5.2), 800 RP~1 on a rotating disk. Tsuda and Tohias 1341. 
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Figure 4.5. Distribution of distances between neighboring nodules. As the 

nodules become more numerous, the mean and the variance of the separation 

distance fall. 
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Figure 4.7. Ohmic exclusion and flow recirculation zones in the vicinity of a 

growing zinc nodule, over 20 J.lm in height. 
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Figure 4.8. Linear zinc kinetics. Comparison of surface, concentration and 
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Figure 4.9. Partial hydrogen and zinc currents in the zinc linear kinetic regime. 
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Figure 4.10. Ohmic boundary-layer thickness. 
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Part II: Mass-Transport Enhancement by Rising Bubble Curtains 

Chapter S. Introduction and Literature Review 

5.1 Introduction 

In many industrial electrochemical processes, mass-transfer to the electrode sur

face limits the reaction rate. Forced convection is used to promote mass transport, even 

with the added expense of pumping costs. An economical variant is to use the force of 

buoyancy to promote mixing. Natural convection alone, however, is rarely sufficient. 

The addition of electrolytically-generated gas bubbles offers another alternative. The 

anodic process in chlorate cells, for example, is diffusion-limited and the mass-transfer 

coefficient is determined by the gas evolution rate [160]. 

Mixing due to gas evolution can be substantial; Whitney [141] has calculated 

that even a modest number of bubbles (evolved at a rate of 130 mA/cm2) can effec

tively match the diffusion-layer thickness for a bulk flow rate of 135 cm/sec in a I-em 

diameter channel. This is equivalent to a Reynolds number of 6700 [143]. Enhance

ment occurs because bubbles generated on an electrode rise inside of the diffusion 

boundary layer. Mixing in their wake is extraordinarily efficient in replenishing the 

region near the electrode surface with reactant. Fouad and Sedahmed [150, 151] com

pared the power consumed by gas-evolution to the pumping costs required to obtain 

identical mass-transport rates (Table 5.1). They determined that hydrogen evolution 

was always more economical, and that the energy savings increased dramatically with 

gas evolution rates. At the highest rate studied, a 90% power savings could be attained. 

Bubble mixing also reduces the supersaturation near the electrode surface, which 

lowers the concentration overpotential and can considerably improve the voltage 

efficiency. 
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The addition of a gas-evolving side-reaction is not usually practical, however. 

Only certain electrochemical systems are compatible with the presence of hydrogen, 

though some metal deposition reactions, notably that of chromium, are typically per

formed in the presence of vigorous hydrogen evolution with no adverse effects. In other 

cases, though, the bubbles cover the electrode surface, and can lead to poor deposit 

qUality. In many instances, bubble curtains create a substantial ohmic resistance and 

forced convection must still be used to scavenge gas bubbles from the inter-electrode 

gap. The gases evolved are typically reactive and may back-react on the same electrode 

as a diffusion-limited reaction. 

Gas evolution involves consecutive and simultaneous nucleation, disengage

ment, and coalescence, in addition to buoyancy-driven motion. To understand the 

dynamics of this process, it is necessary to separate the different components, and study 

each in isolation. Work in this laboratory dates back to the 1950's, when Tobias and 

associates [133, 137, 140] determined the resistivity of gas-electrolyte emulsions and 

the resistance caused by bubbles rising in the inter-electrode gap. In the 1960's, Cheh 

[129] studied the growth of non-interacting bubbles in a variety of concentration fields. 

More recently, Bon, Cettou, Dees [132], Dukovic, Elliott, Putt, Sides, and Whitney 

[142, 143] examined various issues concerning bubble nucleation, coalescence, and 

bubble-induced enhancements in mass transport. The reader is referred to their indivi

dual theses for specific details [127-141], and to review articles by Vogt and Sides for a 

broader introduction to the field of electrolytic gas evolution [164, 166]. 

Mass-transfer enhancement by bubble streams rising near an electrode surface 

can be quantified by the use of a redox indicator reaction held at a potential where the 

reduction reaction proceeds at limiting current. By using a micro-mosaic electrode 

array (MME), which has a characteristic segment length similar in size to the bubble 

diameter, one is able to measure local mass-transfer coefficients. Dees [130], who 

designed the original MME, observed the effect on mass-transport of the detachment 
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and coalescence of bubbles on a horizontal MME, while Whitney [143] examined the 

effect of an isolated bubble column rising along a vertical MME. In the present work, 

new, corrosion-resistant MME electrodes are used, equipped with multiple satellite seg

ments for the fonnation of parallel gas columns. The aim is to examine a case which 

more realistically model the observed bubble curtains which occur under many electro

lysis conditions. The fabrication of the MME is described in detail in Appendix B, and 

the experimental procedures and results are given in Chapters 6 and 7. 

5.2 Mass-Transport to Gas-Evolving Electrodes 

In 1951, Roald and Beck [160] proposed that the relation 

V 0.5 

kM"r-( :.) (5.1) 

could be used to correlate the mass-transport coefficient, kMT' with the volumetric rate 

of gas evolution, V g' normalized by the electrode area. This was confirmed by Ibl and 

Venczel [155], and a theoretical explanation was given for the square-root dependence. 

Ibl and Venczel postulated that a penetration model, Originally conceived by Stefan, 

1878 and similar to one used by Higbie [153] to model the absorption of gas into a 

liquid, could account for the observed relation. It may be noted that Higbie found that 

in his case a penetration theory was insufficient to predict the experimental absorption 

rates [153]. The penetration, or surface-renewal, model postulates that the passage of a 

gas bubble re-equilibrates the surface reactant concentration with the bulk value, driv

ing up the local mass-transport limited rate. Between bubble passages, the solution is 

quiescent according to this model, and the transport-controlled current follows the 

Cotrell equation [35], 

n·FD·C·OO 

• ( ) 1 1 1 
1 t = 

(1tD
i
t)o.5 . 

(5.2) 

The average current density is determined by integrating the current passed between 
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successive bubbles and dividing by the time. The average diffusion-limited current is 

proportional to the square-root of the waiting time 'two 

2n·FO·C·
OO 

1 1 1 

(7tD
i
't

w
)O.5 . 

(5.3) 

It is often assumed that the frequency of bubbles leaving the surface from a 

given location varies linearly with the gas-evolution current density. This is equivalent 

to stating that the bubble size is independent of current density, since 'tw is proportional 

to the bubble radius and inversely proportional to the volumetric rate of gas evolution. 

Changes in the slope of the mass-transfer coefficient versus bubble current have instead 

been ascribed to changes in the enhancement mechanism, assuming that the bubble size 

leaving the surface is constant. If the average bubble size changes, it is no longer neces

sary for the surface-renewal model to predict a 0.5 power dependence of the mass

transfer coefficient on the rate of gas evolution. Therefore, the bubble frequency must 

be measured independently by photographic or acoustic means. Janssen and Hoogland 

[158, 159], for example, report that bubble volumes increase at current densities above 

30 mA/cm2 because of coalescence. It should also be noted that neither the bubble size 

nor the speed of its ascent enter into the time-averaged current, since it is assumed that 

the replenishment of the reactant at the surface is complete and instantaneous. 

While often satisfactory in "saving the phenomena", the surface-renewal model 

is not mechanistically probable in many instances, as admitted by Higbie himself in 

1935 [153]. Another hypothesis, proposed by Stefan and Vogt in 1979 [165], leads to 

the same power dependence. These authors replace Ibl' s concept of instantaneous 

surface-renewal followed by a period of quiescent diffusion [155], with a model that 

postulates continuous micro-circulation caused by growing gas bubbles. They envision 

that each bubble creates flows that are localized in nature. Their correlation also 

predicts a 0.5 dependence on the Reynolds number, but gives mass-transport 
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coefficients that are a factor of three lower than the surface-renewal model: 

Sh = 0.93 ReO.5 Sc°.487 (5.4) 

Figure 5.1 is a plot from Stephen and Vogt [165] which shows that, in general, 

the rate of enhancement increases as the square root of the gas evolution current. The 

data are quite numerous, and there are certainly some grouped subsets which seem to 

follow a different dependence. Vogt explains this by stating that the exact dependence 

varies with the electrode- and cell-geometry. The disparities are often striking: Alkire 

and Lu [144] report exponents equal to 0.15 and 0.5 in the same system, over different 

current density ranges. Even recent work using tracers, such as by Chen and O'Keefe 

[145], finds it impossible to reconcile their data to either a surface-renewal model or the 

turbulent natural convection models described below. Fits over a narrow range of 

current densities may work, but subtle geometric changes yield surprisingly different 

results. 

What is lacking in either of the micro-circulation hypotheses are any distinc

tions in the flow mechanisms when one varies the orientation of the gas-evolving elec

trode. Both the surface-renewal model, as discussed by Ibl, and the microconvection 

model, however, take into account the presence of adhering bubbles on the electrode 

surface. The second of these theories was explicitly derived for a horizontal electrode, 

since it envisages a squeeze flow between two growing bubbles as the mechanism for 

the occurrence of circulatory micro-convection. The data that Stephen and Vogt corre

late, however, include results on both horizontal and vertical electrodes; even data on 

sparged rather than electrolytically generated bubbles. In all cases, the rising gas bub

bles are expected to lie inside of the diffusion boundary layer. According to these 

models, it is the direct, local replenishment of this reactant-poor region that is responsi

ble for the observed increase in mass-transport. 
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An alternative explanation for the dependence of mass-transport enhancement 

by rising gas bubbles is the "hydrodynamic" model proposed by Janssen and Hoogland 

[158], which was presented in a quantitative form by Janssen and Barendrecht [157]. 

This model is based on earlier studies by Fouad and Ibl [149], Fenech and Tobias [136], 

and Wragg [167] on laminar and turbulent natural convection. In all of these models, 

the entire boundary layer is thinned by the presence of macro-convection induced by 

buoyant flow. The distinction made by Janssen's group is that the flow is created by 

bubbles rising close to, but perhaps outside of, the mass-transport boundary layer, in 

direct analogy to Zuber's work on nucleate boiling [168]. 

Fenech and Tobias [136] examined the limiting current in natural free convec

tion to a horizontal surface, and found that the limiting current scaled as: 

Sh' = 0.19(Gr Sc)lf3 (5.5) 

where the Grashof number, Gr, is given by 

gl\pi - Po) 
Gr = 

PiV2 
(5.6) 

In this analysis, Pi refers to the density of the bulk solution while Po is the density of the 

solution at the interface. Wragg later redid the analysis, and substituting a different 

characteristic length scale, nevertheless emerged with the identical correlation, save for 

a slightly different coefficient: 

Sh = 0.16(Gr Sc)lf3 (5.7) 

Ibl and Fouad found experimentally that the limiting current to a vertical electrode in 

turbulent natural convection scaled as the 0.28 power of the Grashof number, while 

Fouad and Gouda later reported 0.29 as a better fit. All of these exponents are similar 

to one another, and the use of one-third by Janssen and Hoogland is not surprising. In 

extending this analysis to bubble-induced hydrodynamic flow, Janssen and Hoogland 

redefined the densities involved, and the length scale became the bubble radius. They 
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left the exact coefficient arbitrary, as an adjustable parameter. 

Sides ascribes differences in mass-transport theories to the parochialism of 

national research s,:hools arising separately in Switzerland, Germany, and the Nether

lands. To varying degrees, though, both micro-convection and "hydrodynamic" 

macro-convection are likely to occur during gas evolution. It is the relative degree by 

which they contribute to mass-transport enhancement that varies from one set of condi

tions to another. By focusing on the behavior of a single or small set of bubble 

columns, it may be possible to observe transitions from one regime to another, both 

spatially and as the gas-evolution rate is changed. 

5.3 Mass-Transfer Studies with a Micro-mosaic Electrode 

Electrolytically-generated gas bubbles are much smaller than those created in 

other ways, such as by forced flow through a submerged orifice. Rising hydrogen bub

bles generated in an acid solution are usually 60 - 80 urn in diameter, while rising oxy

gen bubbles in the same low pH solution are generally smaller, approximately 40 urn in 

size [127, 138, 158]. There is a dependence of size on the applied current, but it is not a 

reproducible one. Bubble size is generally predicted by arguments that focus on surface 

tension and contact angle, quantities that do not depend on the dynamics of gas evolu

tion. In practice, however, tiny bubbles on a surface may coalesce before detachment, 

yielding a more uniform size distribution, not based on the local geometry of the elec

trode. In order to study the behavior of such small bubbles, it is necessary to use an 

array of electrodes that have the same dimensions as the bubble. It is also advantageous 

to use non-interacting columns for the determination of bubble-induced mass-transfer 

enhancement. Instead of using macroscopic electrodes where the individual volume 

and surface coverage of bubbles vary greatly and cannot be controlled, a microelectrode 

with small satellite segments can be used to generate single or multiple bubble streams 

of precisely-measured size. If the gas column is created at a micro-electrode, it is likely 
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that the bubbles can be of uniform size, and that scavenging can be avoided. In this 

manner, changes in mass-transport can be linked directly to the passage of bubbles past 

the reacting surface, and not to more complicated phenomena such as coalescence. The 

limiting current on the vertical electrode of a redox couple (measured at a potential 

where gas evolution does not occur) gives the value of the mass-transfer coefficient. An 

array of sensor segments can then used to map out the variation of the enhancement as a 

function of distance from the rising column. Since each segment has dimensions similar 

in size to the bubbles themselves, effects that persist over a distance of several bubble 

diameters can be studied. 

Dees and Tobias [131] designed such an array, which was named the micromo

saic electrode (MME), shown in Fig. 5.2. The original MME was fabricated by 

Hewlett-Packard, and later a second set (somewhat modified) was made by Bell Labs. It 

contained a 10 x 10 array of isolated platinum squares, approximately 100 urn on a side, 

which were connected to separate current followers, but kept at the same fixed poten

tial. Using the limiting current behavior of a redox reaction as an indicator, Dees was 

able to measure variations in the mass-transfer coefficient occurring as a result of gas 

bubble detachment and coalescence. 

Whitney and Tobias [143] used the MME to study the effect of single columns 

of electrolytically-generated gas bubbles on the mass transport to a vertically-oriented 

electrode. They found that a distinction could be made between bubbles generated on 

the MME itself, at a satellite segment, and bubbles evolved from a wire a some distance 

from the micro-mosaic surface. Two competing theories, the surface-renewal and the 

hydrodynamic models, were directly compared in their ability to correlate the observed 

mass-transfer enhancement as a function of gas evolution rate and bubble size. For 

bubbles rising inside the diffusion layer (i.e. generated on a satellite pad on the MME 

surface itself), the enhancement was local and corresponded to a surface-renewal 

mechanism, with a corresponding 0.5 power dependence on the gas-evolution rate. 
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In this case, the bubble moves to a position approximately 60 urn from the 

vertically-oriented electrode, and rises inside of the diffusion-boundary layer. Whitney 

determined that there was a regio;} of the surface which was effectively renewed, while 

the remainder of the MME was unaffected by the passage of the bubble. The width of 

the rene\val path stayed fairly constant with increasing current density but varied with 

bubble size. Each bubble passing over the MME array disturbed the boundary-layer 

results in a periodic disturbance in the measured diffusion-limited reaction rate. 

Whitney's measurements showed such a periodic fluctuation in the observed redox lim

iting current, which gave further support for the surface-renewal model. 

The bubbles evolved at the tip of a wire facing the MME, however, would rise 

outside of the diffusion boundary layer, and the effect would not be expected to be as 

localized. Oscillations that were detected were ascribed not to changes in boundary

layer thickness, but rather to periodic occlusion of the electrode by the passing bubbles, 

resulting in a substantially larger ohmic resistance. For the bubbles rising at a distance, 

Whitney used a assisted laminar-convection model, where the total mass-transfer 

coefficient is determined by the cube root of the cubes of the component mass-transfer 

coefficients. This model was proposed experimentally by Churchill, then supported 

with scaling arguments by Ruckenstein. 

A rising-cylinder model was used to explain the observed dependence of the 

mass-transfer coefficient on gas-evolution rate. The rising-cylinder theory also predicts 

a 1/3 power dependence, in consonance with earlier hydrodynamic and turbulent 

natural convection models. This analysis predicts the dependence on gas evolution rate 

r~asonably well, but fails to predict the enhancement distribution over the MME, or the 

strong variations in enhancement as the cylinder distance was increased. 

For the studies on columns generated on the satellite segments, Whitney limited 

her studies to relatively low current densities, 35 - 160 mA/cm2, corresponding to 3.5 -

16 uA. This was to avoid generating large-scale fl uid motion or macro-convection 
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inside the cell. She grouped th~ data into two idealized regions, one where surface

renewal enhanced the reaction rate and the other, including the rest of the segmented 

array, where no effect was presumed to occur. Whitiley determined the scale over 

which a laminar bubble column periodically increased the n1easured current density and 

found that it ranged from five to seven bubble diameters, a horizontal distance of 

aoproximately 300 - 360 um. Outside of this region, the current fell to a roughly con

stant vruue that was assumed to equal the background free-convection current, ~ by 

her nomenclature. 

Separate measurt!ment of the free-convection limiting current gave a value that 

was, in fact, slightly higher tt.ali (he current density to the "unenhanced" region during 

gas evolution, in three out of five cases. This may have been caused by depletion of the 

Fe+3 reactant during experimentation. 

For results on the H-P and Bell Lab MMEs (Fig. 5.2), the bubble column is gen

erated at a satellite situated midway between columns five and six, at a distance of 500 

urn from the bottom edge of the lOxiO array. Column five in the redesigned MME 

(Fig. 5.3) is directly underneath the rising bubble stream, which is generated at the 

same distance from the array as in the older design. The relatively large distance was 

chosen to minimize variations in measured limiting current caused by the oxidation of 

dissolved hydrogen. The buffer electrode between the satellite and the array effectively 

blocks the hydrogen from reaching the sensing matrix. A decrease in redox limiting 

current is expected with increasing height for the free-convection limiting current. This 

expected small decrease was not detected experimentally. 
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Power 
consumed Velocity Mccb. 

Current Applied Rate of HI in H. of mech. power 
density voltage IFe(CS),'- evolution evolution circulation consumed 
A/em l V A/emz eml/cmS/s W em/s W 

0·0065 2·05 0·006 0·000063 10·2 70 12-6 
0·0098 2·20 0·009 0·000100 22'1 138 96 
0,0109 2·25 0·010 0,000113 27 164 161 
0,0120 2·30 0·011 0,000125 32·4 193 249 
0'0133 2·32 0·012 0·000160 37·1 223 386 
0,0156 2·40 0·013 0,000325 49'1 255 407 
000204 2·60 0·014 0,000800 82·6 288 877 
0·0225 :!·65 0·015 0·000940 96·2 323·5 1243 
0·0270 2·80 0'016 0,001380 133·7 360 1738 
0·0330 3·05 0·017 0·002000 200 398 230:2 

Table 5.1 Comparison of power consumption between bubble-induced convec

tion and mechanical stirring. Cell dimensions: 50 cm high, 90 cm wide, 2 cm 

electode-separator spacing. Solution composition: 0.2 M K3FE(CN)6 + 0.2 M 

K4FE(CN)6 + 2 N NaOH. Cell voltage: 1.7 V. From Fouad and Sedahmed, 

[ 150]. 
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Figure 5.1. Correlation of mass-transport with gas evolution rate from Stephan 

and Vogt [164]. 
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Figure 5.2 ()riginal micro-mosaic electrode <.ksigned hy Dees and Tohias and 

fahricawd hy llewlett-Packard. Ilydrogen huhbles were evolvcd at the furthest 

satellite, 500 ~m helow the segmentcd array 114()1. XBC X()()-X()X6A 
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Figure 5.3 Redesigned, corrosion-resistant micro-mosaic electrode fabricated at 

the U. C. Berkeley microlab by the author. Parallel sateHi te segments allow the 

generation of multiple gas columns to simulate a curtain of bubbles rising in the 

diffusion boundary layer. X BC 911- 394A 
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Chapter 6 . Experimental Procedures 

6.1. Equipment 

6.1.1 Electrochemical Cell 

Experiments measuring the local mass-transport enhancement to vertical elec

trodes by multiple gas columns were performed using a redesigned version of a micro

mosaic (MME) electrode developed earlier in this laboratory by Dees [131]. By 

measuring the change in local limiting current of an indicator reaction (the reduction of 

Fe+3 to Fe+2), the magnitude and spatial distribution of convective transport enhance

ment can be determined. The heart of an MME is a 10 x 10 array of square platinum 

microelectrodes integrated onto a silicon wafer. Each segment is 961lm on a side, simi

lar in scale to electrolytically-generated gas bubbles. Appendix B gives a thorough 

description of the design and fabrication of the redesigned MME, which was built in

house at the UeB microfabrication facility by the author. 

A photograph of the electrochemical cell employed, partially-dismantled, is 

shown in Figure 6.1. On the right stands the clear lucite electrolyte compartment which 

is positioned over the silicon wafer containing the individual array elements. A 

schematic diagram of the assembled cell is given in Figure 6.2. At the sides of the elec-

trolyte compartment are two platinum squares which serve as anodes, with electrical 

connection made at a common lead at the top of the lucite cell. A Luggin capillary con

nects the cell to the reference electrode compartment, while side openings provide a 

means of filling the assembled cell with electrolyte. The reference electrode is a 

mercury/mercurous sulfate electrode, immersed in the same electrolyte as contained in 

the main cell. 
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The white semi-circular Teflon attachment seen at the top of the lucite cell in 

Figure 6.1 below the anode leads, is a micrometer holder. A micrometer, which is not 

shown, controls the position of a separate platinum wire. The wire is positioned at a dis

tance of 300 - 800 microns from the electrode surface, and can be used to generate a 

single column of hydrogen gas bubbles [143]. The redesigned MME has satellite seg

ments from where hydrogen can be evolved. In this case, the distance of the rising gas 

bubbles from the electrode surface is smaller; they rise inside of the diffusion boundary 

layer. 

On the left of Figure 6.1, an MME is shown already placed in its lucite holder, 

joined to a printed circuit board by underlying zebra connectors. Each aluminum line 

on the circuit board corresponds to a separate array element, and carries current from 

that segment, through a junction box and current follower, back to the potentiostat. 

Four 32-pin connectors mate to the circuit board, and provide a total of 128 available 

data channels. 

Not all of the channels are used, as listed in Table 6.1. Several are reserved to 

provide power to the surrounding buffer segment, and some are intentionally left blank. 

The new micromosaic requires fewer connections to the buffer segment, so several of 

the channels previously used to provide the buffer with current are now either routed to 

a array element or not used. The changes in configuration required rewiring of the 

junction box built by Dees [130]. The new wiring is given in Table 6.1, with the 

affected segments listed with an asterisk. The wiring for the original micro-mosaic 

electrode is given in Appendix C of [130]. 

The current from each segment was fed into a current follower with 110 chan

nels, one hundred for the 10 x 10 array and ten for the satellite segments. In this 

manner, the currents can be monitored simultaneously, with the only time lag being the 

time necessary for the multiplexer to scan channels sequentially. The current from the 

much-larger buffer bypaSSes the sensitive current followef, and passes ffonl the junction 
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box directly back to the potentiostat. Table 6.2 shows the correspondence between 

array location and multiplexer channel number for the case when the "B" satellites are 

underneath the array and the "A" satellites are to the left of the array. Figure B.l in 

Appendix B shows the relative position of the satellite segments. The "B" satellites are 

situated 500 Jlm away from the array, while the "A" satellites are only 300 Jlm away, 

and oriented perpendicular to the "B" group. To use the "A" satellites, the electrode 

must be rotated 900 counter-clockwise. For most of the experimental runs, hydrogen 

was evolved from the satellites further away to minimize the back-reaction of hydrogen 

gas on the MME array. Those segments which were used to generate a bubble column 

were kept at a more cathodic potential than the buffer and array segments. This poten

tial was called K2, while the potential elsewhere on the cathode was Kl. K1 was above 

the hydrogen-evolution potential, at -300 to -500 mV versus the mercury/mercurous 

sulfate reference electrode. K1 was chosen to keep the Fe+3JFe+2 reaction at a 

diffusion-limited rate. K2 was varied until the desired hydrogen or oxygen gas current 

was obtained. The actual value includes a large ohmic drop which, as explained below, 

kept the current to each of the satellites the same. For experiments with hydrogen evo

lution, K2 ranged from -1.2 to -1.95 V versus the reference electrode, while for oxygen 

evolution, it ranged from +0.4 - + 1.5 V. The satellite segments not evolving hydrogen 

were kept at K 1, the same potential as the surrounding buffer and the micromosaic 

array. 

6.1.2 Data Acquisition System 

The data acquisition system employed in this project was substantially revised 

from the earlier work of Whitney and Dees [130, 141]. The computer in the original 

configuration was an HP 9825, and the multiplexer and oscilloscopes used were both 

compatible with this particular component. The drawbacks in using the old setup were 

substa'1tia!, however, since the !-IP 9825 employs an outdated programming language, 
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data cartridges for program storage, and obsolete low-density floppy disks for data 

storage. Upgrading to an IBM AT-compatible personal computer allowed for the use of 

standard BASIC programming, immediate storage of much larger amounts of data on a 

20MB hard disk (with archiving of data on high-density floppies), and quality graphics 

using commercial packages such as LOTUS and FREELANCE. 

Upgrading did require, however, new hardware interfaces and software. Two 

24-bit I/O boards (Metrabyte Model PI012) provided an interface to the NEFF multi

plexer. Random scanning of multiplexer channels and the gain setting were both 

computer-controlled. The AT computer read individual channel voltages and gain set

tings, then converted them to the appropriate segment current remotely. All 110 chan

nels could be scanned in approximately 50 Jlseconds. Since the experiments are 

steady-state, the time between data measurements at neighboring segments is not criti

cal. The actual measured delay was under one Jlsecond per segment and was deemed 

negligible. For all practical purposes, the mass-transport limiting currents were 

acquired simultaneously. 

The gas-evolution potential was set separately from the array potential by use of 

an RDE3 bi-potentiostat made by Pine Instruments, and an Hewlett-Packard 3325A 

function generator. Since the Pine potentiostat could not be interfaced directly with the 

PC, the function generator was used to input a fixed offset voltage to the potentiostat 

and set the K2 potential at which the hydrogen gas was evolved. The data-acquisition 

setup is schelnatically depicted in Figure 6.3, and a photograph of the apparatus con

nected to the cell is shown in Figure 6.4. The function generator was linked to the PC 

system by a National Instruments GPffi-PCII interface. The National Instruments 

board came with a set of BASIC-language programs. Standard Hewlett-Packard com

mands could be issued in a user-written BASIC program, and by linking with the inter

face software, the HP programmer could be controlled remotely. For galvanostatic gas 

evolution, the data acquisition program employed a control loop, whereby the satellite 
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segment current was read either through a multiplexer channel hooked up to the current 

output of the potentiostat, or through a Hewlett-Packard model 3455A digital voltmeter. 

The hydrogen evolution potential was stepped by five millivolts per loop until the 

desired total current density was attained on the satellite segments. The BASIC and 

machine-language programs used for data acquisition are listed in Appendix E. Debug

ging of the control programs was accomplished by the use of a circuit board wired with 

an array of resistors, each leading to a single multiplexer channel. 

6.1.3 Electrolyte Solution 

The electrolyte consisted of 0.1 M H2S04 and 0.05 M Fe2(S04h, premixed in 

quantities of 10 ml. Fresh electrolyte was made for each experiment, since the solution 

is reduced on exposure to light. The chemicals used for the electrolyte were: 

• Baker Ferric Sulfate, n-Hydrate 

• Baker Concentrated Sulfuric Acid 

6.2 Cell Assembly 

While the corrosion of micromosaic array elements was essentially eliminated 

by the electrode redesign, corrosion of the aluminum edge pads by leakage of electro

lyte out of the lucite cell compartment was a serious problem. The electrolyte used was 

a O.lM H2S04 + 0.05 M F~(S04h solution. The ferric sulfate is a strong oxidizing 

agent, and dissolves aluminum on contact. The edge pads and the large current

carrying lines were fabricated out of aluminum in order to take advantage of its high 

conductivity. Covering the edge pad with platinum did not forestall corrosion over the 

relatively large area pads since the electrolyte could seep under the sides of the pad. It 

was necessary, therefore, to insure that none of the electrolyte leaked out of the cell, 

and that after an experiment the cell was triple-rinsed with distilled water before 

disassembly. The lucite compartment was sealed with a gasket tightened by four 
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screws at the corners of the wafer area. The gasket seemed to be chemically-resistant to 

the electrolyte, but curiously, had poorer sealing properties when the acidic solution 

was placed in the cell than when distilled water was in the cell. To prevent leaks con

tacting the edge pads, a barrier of silicone and teflon tape was created outside of the cell 

compartment. In the event of leaks, the electrolyte flowed around the barrier and 

avoided contacting the pads. 

Filling of the reference electrode compartment was also difficult, since the cell 

had to remain in the vertical orientation. This meant that the reference compartment 

was directly in front of the cell and obscured the view of the Luggin capillary. The 

Luggin tip sometimes became blocked by small gas bubbles. This was a catastrophic 

event since the potential was controlled by the reference electrode. After cutoff, the 

MME was covered by bubbles as the potentiostat sent the potential to an extreme value 

of 2 Volts. Some segments were damaged as a result. Filling the cell through the Lug

gin capillary from the reference compartment became the accepted practice to avoid 

trapped bubbles. 

6.3 Experimental Procedure 

After the electrode has been placed in its holder, the circuit board is laid over it, 

and the lucite cell is screwed into place. The cell is filled as described above i through 

the Luggin capillary. First, distilled water is used to test whether the gasket is sealing 

properly, then the water is drained and replaced by electrolyte. The circuit board on the 

assembled cell is then mated to the four 32-pin connectors, and placed in its vertical 

holder where it is held in place by clamps. 

The experiment is started by setting both K 1 and K2 to a potential in the limit

ing current region for the Fe+H-IFe++ reaction. Control of the satellite potential and data 

acquisition is then computer-controlled as described above. Selection of hydrogen

evolving satellites is done manually by means of a series of switches. Uniform current 
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densities were obtained on each of the satellites by linking each in series to a 11.5 Kg 

resistor and a 1 O~turn lOOK potentiometer. Use of a unifonn external resistor did not by 

itself guarantee equivalence in the bubble current to each satellite. It appears that the 

kinetics of the satellites varies, and that one must use a different ohmic drop to each 

gas-evolving segment in order to assure the same current to each. Once the potentiome

ters have been adjusted and K2 potential is set to the desired value, switching segments 

on and off changes the total hydrogen current, but not the partial current to each seg

ment that is left on. 

6.4 Electrical Testing of the in-house MME 

There are three ways in which information from the MME array can be lost or 

degraded. The first is through the existence of defects, such as broken lines caused by 

dust and misfabrication during the processing sequence. In this case, information from 

that particular array segment is lost, and the current to adjoining elements is skewed by 

the resultant inhomogeneity in mass-transport over the non-polarized portion of the 

mosaic. Such "still-born" segments average about 10 out of the 100 in the array. 

There is little that can practically be done to eliminate this type of loss. Other failures 

are less damaging, however. 

Many segments may also be lost through corrosion as described in Appendix B. 

Even silicon nitride films provide only a temporary barrier to the oxidation of the 

underlying aluminum layer. The first new micromosaic used in our experiments (#4 

from Batch 1), lost approximately 1/3 of all active segments still alive, after every 24 

hours in solution. While better than the Hewlett-Packard electrodes, this performance 

was poorer than old electrodes fabricated by Bell Laboratories. Bell Labs also used 

titanium and silicon nitride as the intermediate layers between the buried aluminum 

wires and the overlying electrode. They then encapsulated the entire wafer with a 

polyimide film, leaving only the center and the buffer pads exposed. 
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As a result, it was detennined that a polymer film over the insulation layer 

would help protect the MME from accelerated corrosion. Polyimide has a serious 

drawback, however: it tends to lose adhesion and peel off. It is also difficult to spin and 

pattern, and requires a long 300 0 C baking process to fully imidize. In contrast, posi

tive photoresist, such as Shipley 1400J, is much better suited for patterning, needs 

shorter baking times, and provides the same protective qualities as polyimide. It does 

not peel off, but after soaking in electrolyte for three day:.;, there was a slight color 

change. Thus, the rest of the new MMEs used in our runs were patterned with resist 

before use and hardbaked for 45 minutes. Hardbaking is required to drive out solvents, 

which may otherwise contaminate the solution, and form a film on the platinum elec

trode surface. Such a film was observed after overnight cathodic polarization of an 

MME with a poorly-baked resist layer. After following this procedure, MME wafer #5 

suffered only three corroded segments in three days of continuous experimentation. The 

losses occurred in large gaps in the photoresist film; none occurred because of electro

lyte seepage through the polymer film itself. 

The third cause of degraded information from the MME array was through 

shorts between neighboring lines. The Faradaic current in this case in overwhelmed by 

a purely electronic current caused by the impedance mismatch between the separate 

current followers attached to the two wires. Each current follower attempts to measure 

the current through the wire, but in doing so, draws current from the other current to 

voltage converter connected to the same circuit through the short. These non-Faradaic 

currents may be conveniently detected before the MME is actually used by running all 

120 current followers simultaneously before the electrode is immersed in the electro

lyte. Any currents that appear are caused by shorts, and each pair of shorted elements 

may also be identified. One channel will have the exact current as its shorted counter

part, but with opposite sign. Since the current is really flowing in a closed loop, the net 

current must be zero. By disconnecting one of the two current followers, the other will • 
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measure the sum of the Faradaic currents going to both segments during the experi

ment. This is preferable to disconnecting both elements, in that the current to neighbor

ing, isolated elements is not distorted. Since column averages are used in our experi

ments, the row position of each segment need not be known, only which column it 

belongs to. Thus, several of the doubled-up segments were used without modification. 
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Table 6.1: Mapping Electrode Segments to Multiplexer Channel 

Mapping by Connector Position (Connector I) 

Connector Electrode J unction Box # Multiplex Ch. Datary # 

1-2,1-3,1-4 * (3,7) (12,8) 71 hex 46 
1-5 (2,7) (12,10) 128 hex 7F 
1-6 (1,7) (11,10) 127 hex 7E 
1-7 (5,6) (10,10) 126 hex7D 
1-8 (4,6) (9,10) 125 hex 7C 
1-9 (3,6) (8,10) 124 hex 7B 

1-10 (1,6) (7,10) 123 hex7A 
1-11 (2,6) (6,10) 122 hex 79 

1-12 * Blank disconnected -
1-13 * Blank disconnected -
1-14 * Blank disconnected -
1-15 * Blank disconnel;;ted -

I-Center Buffer - -
1-19 (1,5) (1,10) 117 hex 74 
1-20 (2,5) (11,9) 116 hex 73 
1-21 (3,5) (10,10) 115 hex 72 
1-22 (4,5) (9,9) 114 hex 71 
1-23 (1,4) (8,9) 113 hex 70 
1-24 (2,4) (12,9) 72 hex 47 
1-25 (3,4) (6,9) 111 hex 6E 
1-26 (1,3) (5,9) 110 hex6D 
1-27 (2,3) (4,9) 109 hex6C 
1-28 (1,2) (3,9) 108 hex 6B 
1-29 (1,1) (2,9) 107 hex 6A 
1-30 (AI) (1,9) 106 hex 69 
1-31 (2,2) ( 11,8) 105 hex 68 
1-32 (2,1) (10,8) 104 hex 67 
1-33 (3,3) (9,8) 103 hex 66 
1-34 (3,2) (8,8) 102 hex 65 
1-35 (3,1) (7,8) 101 hex 64 . 
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Table 6.1: Mapping Electrode Segments to Multiplexer Channel Numbers 

Mapping by Connector Position (Connector II) 

Connector Electrode J unction Box # Multiplexer Ch. Datary # 

11-2,11-3,11-4 * (9,10) (12,6) 69 hex 44 
11-5 (8,9) (11,5) 64 hex 3F 
11-6 (8,10) (10,5) 63 hex 3E 
II-7 (7,7) (9,5) 62 hex 3D 
II-8 (7,8) (8,5) 61 hex 3C 
II-9 (7,9) (7,5) 60 hex 3B 
IT-I0 (7,10) (6,5) 59 hex 3A 
IT-II (6,6) (5,5) 58 hex 39 
ll-12 (6,7) (4,5) 57 hex 38 
ll-13 (6,8) (3,5) 56 hex 37 
ll-14 (6,10) (2,5) 55 hex 36 
ll-15 (6,9) (12,3) 6 hex 05 

IT-Center Buffer -
IT-19 (5,9) (11,4) 53 hex 34 

11-20 * (5,10) (12,2) 7 hex 06 
IT-21 (5,8) (9,4) 51 hex 32 
IT-22 (5,7) (8,4) 50 hex 31 
IT-23 (4,10) (7,4) 49 hex 30 
IT-24 (4,9) (6,4) 48 hex 2F 
ll-25 (4,8) (5,4) 47 hex 2E 
ll-26 (3,10) (4,4) 46 hex 2D 
ll-27 (3,9) (3,4) 45 hex 2C 
ll-28 (2,10) (2,4) 44 hex 2B 
ll-29 (1,10) (1,4) 43 hex 2A 
ll-30 (2,9) (11,3) 42 hex 29 
IT-31 (1,9) (10,3) 41 hex 28 
ll-32 (3,8) (9,3) 40 hex 27 
ll-33 (2,8) (8,3) 39 hex 26 
ll-34 (1,8) (7,3) 38 hex 25 
ll-35 (4,7) (6,3) 37 hex 24 
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Table 6.1: Mapping Electrode Segments to Multiplexer Channel Numbers 

Mapping by Connector Position (Connector flI) 

Connector Electrode Segment J unction Box # Multiplexer Channel 
1II-2,III-3,III-4 * (10,3) ( 12,5) 8 hex 07 

Ill-5 (7,4) (5,3) 36 hex 23 
1II-6 (8,4) (4,3) 35 hex 22 

1II-7 (B2) (3,3) 34 hex 21 
1II-8 (9,4) (2,3) 33 hex 20 
111-9 (10,4) (1,3) 32 hex IF 

111-10 (6,5) (11,2) 31 hex IE 
III-II (7,5) (10,2) 30 hex ID 
111-12 (8,5) (9,2) 29 hex Ie 
111-13 (10,5) (8,2) 28 hex IB 
111-14 Blank - 27 hex IA 
III-15 Blank Disconnected -

III-Center Buffer - -
1II-19 (9,5) (5,2) 25 hex 18 

1II-20 (B3) (4,2) 24 hex 17 

1II-21 (9,6) (3,2) 23 hex 16 

III-22 (10,6) (2,2) 22 hex 15 

III-23 (8,6) (1,2) 21 hex 14 

III-24 (7,6) (12,1) 20 hex 13 

111-25 (10,7) (l1,1) 19 hex 12 

111-26 (B5) (10,1) 18 hex 11 

1II-27 (B4) (9,1) 17 hex 10 

III-28 (9,7) (8,1) 16 hex OF 

111-29 (8,7) (7,1) 15 hex OE 

III-3~ (10,8) (6,1) 14 hexOD 

III-31 (9,8) (5,1) 13 hex OC 

III-32 (10,9) (4,1) 12 hex OB 

III-33 (lO,10) (3,1) 11 hexOA 

111-34 (9,9) (2,1) 10 hex 09 

111-35 (8,8) (1,1) 9 hex 08 

• 
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Table 6.1: Mapping Electrode Segments to Multiplexer Channel Numbers 

Mapping by Connector Position (Connector IV) 

Connector Electrode Segment Junction Box # Multiplexer Channel 
IV-2,IV-3,IV-4 * (4,4) ( 12,7) 70 hex 45 

IV-5 (4,3) (6,8) tOO hex 64 

IV-6 (A2) (5,8) 99 hex 63 
IV-7 (4,2) (4,8) 98 hex 62 
IV-8 (4,1) (3,8) 97 hex 61 
IV-9 (5,5) (2,8) 96 hex 60 

IV-IO (5,4) (1,8) 95 hex 5F 
IV-II (5,3) (11,7) 94 hex 5E 

IV-I2 (5,1) (10,7) 93 hex 5D 
IV-I3 (5,2) (9,7) 92 hex 5C 

IV-14 (A3) (8,7) 91 hex 5B 

IV-I5 (6,2) (7,7) 90 hex 5A 

IV-Center Buffer - -
IV-I9 (6,1) (6,7) 89 hex 59 

IV-20 (6,3) (5,7) 88 hex 58 

IV-21 (6,4) (4,7) 87 hex 57 
IV-22 (7,1) (3,7) 86 hex 56 

IV-23 (7,2) (2,7) 85 hex 55 

IV-24 (A4) (1,7) 84 hex 54 

IV-25 (A5) (11,6) 83 hex 53 

IV-26 (7,3) (10,6) 82 hex 52 

IV-27 (8,1) (9,6) 81 hex 51 

IV-28 (8,2) (8,6) 80 hex 50 

IV-29 (9,1) (7,6) 79 hex4F 

IV-30 (10,1) (6,6) 78 hex 4E 

IV-31 (9,2) (5,6) 77 hex4D 

IV-32 (B 1) (4,6) 76 hex4C 

IV-33 (10,2) (3,6) 75 hex4B 

IV-34 (8,3) (2,6) 74 hex4A 

IV-35 (9,3) (1,6) 73 hex 49 
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Table 6.2: Multiplexer Channel Numbers ror Individual Segments 

Electrode Array Location 

Col.~ 

Row~ 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

1 1070 .1) 1080 .2) 110(1.3) 113(1,4) 1170~ 123(1,6) 127(1·7) 38(1,8) 41 (1.9) 

2 104(2.1) 105(2.2) 109(2.3) 7'P-4 ) 116{2.5) 122(2.6) 128(2.7) 39(2.8) 42(2.9) 

3 101 (3,1) 102{3.2) 103(3.3) 111(3,4) 115{3~ 124{3,6) 71 (J.7) 40(3,8) 45(3.9) 

4 97(4,1) 98(4,2) 100(4.3) 7rf4 •4) 114{4~ 125{4,6) 37(4,7) 47(4,8) 48(~,9) 

5 92(5.1) 93(5.2) 94(5.3) 95(5,4) 96{5.5) 126{S,6) 5O{5.7) 51 (5,8) 53(5.9) 

6 89(6.1) 90{6.2) 88{6.3) 816,4) 31 (6.5) 58(6.6) 57{6,7) 56{6,8) 6(6.9) 

7 86(7·1) 85(7.2) 82(7.3) 3d7,4) 300.5) 200,6) 62a ,7) 61 a,8) fJ)a.9) 

8 81 (1,1) 80{8.2) 74(1.3) 35'1.4) 29(1.5) 21(1,6) 15(8,7) 9{8.8) 64{8.9) 

9 79(9,1) 77(9.2) 73{9,3) 33(9,4) 25(9.5) 23{9,6) 16(9.7) 13{9.1) 10(9.9) 

10 780 0.1) 75(10.2) 8(10.3) 32(10,4) 28(10~ 22(10.6) 19(10.1) 14(10.8) 12(10.9) 

1106(.41) 99(A2) 91(A3) 84 (A4) 

1 76(B1) 34(82) 24(B3) .1 17(84) 

Multiplexer channels #27 and 52 are blank. The "A" satellites are 300 urn from the 
array, and the "B" satellites are 500 urn from the array. In the nomec1ature used, "B" 
satellites are directly below the array, and the "A" satellites are to the left. A 90° 
counter-clockwise tum allows use of the "A" satellites. The electrode numbering would 
then change (i.e. (1,10)=( 1,1), etc.). 

10 

·Bo,IO) 

44(2.10) 

46(3,10) 

49(4,10) 

5(5,10) 

55(6.10) 

59{7.l0) 

63{8,lO) 

69(9.10) 

11 (10.10) 

• 
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Figure 6.1 Partially-disassernbkd cell for ~tudies on ekctrolytic gas evolution 

with a nlicro-rnosaic ekctrode. The \1\lE is sho\\'11 in its cl~il1g. attached to 

four ~~-pin connectors which kau to the d~lta-acqlli\iti()n ~\'\lL'Il1. eBB 9 J 2-

9)7;\ 
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Figure 6.2. Electrochemical cell for gas-evolution experiments. 
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Figure 6.3. Schematic diagram of data acquisition system for the micro-mosaic 

gas-evolution experiments. 
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Figure 6.4 Experinlental apparatus for stlldies on bubble-induced nlass-

transport enhancernent. eBB <)12-<J5<)A 
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Figure 6.5. Schematic diagram of the potentiometers used to control the current 

to the satellite segments. Each segment has a variable resistor to match the 

satellite's impedance with the other gas-evolving segments. Once the current 

flow to each of the electrodes is the same at a given potential K2, the number of 

columns can be varied by use of the toggle switch. In the diagram, three 

columns of gas, on satellites 1, 3, and 5, are being evolved. 
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Chapter 7 - Mass-Transport to Vertical Electrodes 

7.1 Single Hydrogen Bubble Columns 

Experiments were performed on single and multiple hydrogen gas columns to 

detennine their effect on the mass-transport of a transport-limited reaction to a vertical 

electrode. Limiting currents for the reduction of Fe+3 were gathered over a broad range 

of practical gas-evolution rates, from 35 rnA/cm2 up to 1 Ncm2• The results for a single 

hydrogen bubble column are presented first, while data on parallel hydrogen and oxy-

gen gas streams are discussed below. 

Figure 7.1 shows results for a single hydrogen bubble column evolved from a 

Hewlett-Packard electrode identical to those used in previous work by Whitney and 

Tobias. Fig. 7.2 gives results from experiments on a gold MME of the original design, 

built by Bell Labs, while data from experiments with the new, redesigned micromosaic 

are shown in Fig. 7.2a. 

The data obtained with the HP electrode purposely cover the range of bubble 

current densities used by Whitney, to test whether the present experiments match her 

results. The ratio in relative local and far-field current densities in the presence low

current a single bubble stream is used as the basis for comparison. Local enhancement 

is taken to be the ratio of the bubble-enhanced transport-limited current density to the 

background value in the absence of rising bubbles (it Ii)), measured directly under the 

passing bubble stream. The far-field current is the average for the same ratio, measured 

at columns 1, 2, 9 and 10 (those that lie at least 400 Jlm to the side of the bubble path). 

At 35 rnA/cm2, Whitney obtained a ratio between the two regions of 1.32, compared to 

a ratio of 1.96 in our experiments. At higher current densities, the results are less 

disparate. The earlier work reported a relative enhancement ratio of 2.01 at 160 

rnA/cm2, while the present results give a ratio of 2.25 at 140 rnA/cm2 and 2.28 at 250 

...... " /"' ...... 2 
U~"'UI • 
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The discrepancy in peak and relative enhancements between the two studies 

may have several causes. Concurrent chromium corrosion on the HP micromosaics 

skews the observed enhancement ratios, but deviations are more likely because of the 

effect of secondary variables such as the bubble frequency and size, both of which may 

have been different between our runs and Whitney's. It is likely that the bubbles gen

erated on satellite segments do not capture all of the hydrogen evolved. Total capture 

was assumed by Whitney and Dees in their studies. As a result, the current density 

alone may not determine the level of observed enhancement. 

While segments on the HP MME failed after extensive corrosion, flickering and 

bipolar behavior were also observed before the appearance of an open circuit. Corro

sion was not significant in experiments with either the Bell or in-house MMEs, 

although non-working segments caused by fabrication flaws or non-adhesion still were 

present. The exact location of non-working and bipolar segments alters the average 

enhancement of the mass-transfer coefficient for each of the individual segments. 

Errors introduced by non-working segments are minimized by presenting the data as 

column averages, so that the effect of a single non-working segment is less pronounced. 

Our results on the HP and Bell electrodes were qualitatively similar to each 

other in terms of the breadth of the central enhancement region, but the value of the 

peak enhancement was off by a substantial margin. At 11 JlA (110 mA/cm2) on the HP 

electrodes, for example, the peak value of it iiI was 3.17, while it was only 2.55 for the 

Bell experiments. On the new MME, runs at such low bubble currents were not per

formed, owing to the lack of uniformity between the sizes of successive bubbles. 

On the gold (Bell Labs) micro-mosaics, the peak enhancement also goes 

through a maximum then declines slightly at the highest gas-evolution rate, 100 JlA (1 

Ncm2). While this phenomenon occurred at much higher hydrogen current densities 

than studied previously, it was still unexpected that an increase in gas-evolution rate 

would lower, rather than raise the mass-transfer coefficient directly behind the rising 
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bubble stream. It is unlikely that ohmic drop in the vicinity of the bubble would have 

created the diminished enhancement, since varying the potential at which the limiting 

current was measured did not change the data. What is evident is that the overall 

enhancement at 1 Ncm2 still rises to the side of the passing bubble, so that the renewal 

path is broader. This implies that the bubbles fonning the stream are larger at INcm2, 

though perhaps their passage over the electrode is less frequent. 

Although not emphasized in her discussion, Whitney [141] reported that the 

enhancement ratio actually falls between runs at 9 J.1A (90 mA/cm2) and those at 16 JlA 

(160 mA/cm2). There was a large concurrent increase in the reported bubble diameter 

as well, precisely between these two cases. At lower bubble currents, the diameter 

ranged from 45 - 60 microns, then jumped to 78 microns for the 16 JlA experiment. It 

may be surprising to find that a larger bubble would have less of an effect than a smaller 

one, since Stokes' Law predicts that the velocity of a rising sphere scales as the square 

of the radius. The bigger bubble rises faster, but as the increase in gas-evolution current 

is not proportional to the larger size, the bubble frequency falls between the two cases. 

It is likely that the higher frequency of the low-current case results in the larger 

enhancements to the; column directly beneath the rising stream, both in Whitney's data 

and our own at lA/cm2 on the Bell electrodes. 

This is precisely what is predicted by surface renewal models, which show that 

the redox mass-transfer coefficient should vary as the square root of the bubble fre

quency. Only when bubble size stays constant, can the frequency dependence be 

replaced by a gas-evolution rate dependence. In order to test the hypothesis that the fre

quency, not the size of bubbles determined the observed peak enhancement, micro

photographs (Fig. 7.3) of the bubble streams were taken for experiments with the new 

MME. 
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The hydrogen bubble volumes were then compared to the those expected from a 

mass-balance using a hard-sphere Stokes' value as the velocity of the rising bubbles 

([35a]). Janssen and Hoogland [158] observed that the speed with which bubbles rise 

past a vertical electrode does not stay constant with increasing height. Rather, there is 

an acceleration caused by convective currents. While the Stokes' Law velocity for a 50 

J.1m bubble is 0.56 cm/s, Janssen and Hoogland reported velocities four times as large. 

It was not possible to detennine the velocity of our streams independently, since high 

speed motion pictures were not taken, but for a mass balance and the observed distance 

between bubbles, it may be estimated that the stream is traveling close to the Stokes' 

velocity (within a factor of 25%), and no acceleration is observed in Figure 7.3. 

Acceleration would result in an increase in distance between successive bubbles 

towards the top of the photographs. 

The micro-photographs reveal that the bubble diameter is not constant as a func

tion of current density, which is consistent with the experimental work of Bon [127] 

and Putt [138], who report that the bubble size increases with the volumetric rate of gas 

evolution until a constant maximum size is reached at very high current densities (2 

Ncm2 and higher). On an ideal surface, the size of a detaching bubble is uniquely 

determined by its surface tension and contact angle. On real electrodes, especially 

microelectrodes with sharp corners, the proximity of sites for gas evolution is closer 

than the spacing of marginally stable bubbles. In this event, coalescence on the surface 

will precede detachment. At higher currents, the coalescence events are very 

numerous, leading to substantially larger bubbles emerging before detachment. Thus, 

the size of detaching bubbles is determined by the dynamics of the nucleation and the 

growth of small bubbles, rather than by purely thermodynamic considerations. This 

accounts for the variation in bubble size with increasing current density. 
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Figures 7.4 shows the measured hydrogen bubble size as a function of gas-

evolution rate. Comparison is made between the size measurcl from microphotographs 

to the size calculated from a mass-balance, assuming that Stokes' law holds and that the 

microelectrodes have a 100% capture efficiency for the generation of bubbles from the 

evolved hydrogen. At low current densities, this condition is severely violated, since a 

substantial supersaturation is necessary at the electrode surface before gas bubbles 

nucleate. This means that a substan tial fraction of the hydrogen generated is used to 

maintain this supersaturation, Q.~ somt'; of the dissolved hydrogen diffuses away from the 

gas-evolving satellite. This fraction becomes less significant at higher current densities, 

and near-total capture of the generated hydrogen in evol';ed bubbles can be assumed. 

This corresponds \\-;th our measurements; a slight negative deviation from the calcu-

lated value of the bubble diameter is found experimentally for bubbles generated at 

current densities below 200 rnA/cm2• The capture efficiency at the lowest current den

sity (35 mA/cm2
) is 51 % +/- 11 %. The large margin of error that low current densities 

is a reflection of the difficulty of accurately measuring the diameter of the very small « 

35 J.U11 diameter) rising bubbles from enlargements of micro-photographs. 

Fig. 7.5 shows a logarithmic plot of the bubble-volume data versus gas-

evolution rate. Linear regression gives a best-fit with an exponent of 0.367, with a 

correlation coefficient, ~, of 0.993. The volume, which is proponional to the cube of 

the diameter, scales as the 1.1 power with the gas evolution rate; that is, an approxi

mately linear dependence. This indicates that in our experiments, the frequency, not 

the bubble size, is the variable which stays roughly constant. Figure 7.6 gives estimates 

for the frequency. calculated from the distance between successive bubbles, for a large 

range of hydrogen currents. While the gas-evolution current was increased by a factor 

of 20. the frequency increased uy less than a factor of two, and above 25 J,1A, seems to 

have stayed fairly constant. If the frequency doubles, the enhancement is expected to 

increase by a factor of 1.42, since the mass-transpon coefficient is proportional to the 
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square root of the bubble frequency. 

The enhancement ratio plotted in Fig. 7.7 on a logarithmic scale, rises less 

quickly above 20 J..1..A than at lower currents. This corresponds precisely to the current 

density where the capture efficiency becomes very close LO one, and where the fre

quency of the bubbles no longer rises substa'ltially. Thus, above this value, the contri

bution from surface-renewal mechanisms to the measw'ed mass-transfer coefficient 

should be constant. It is not surprising, then, to find that the peak enhancement is only 

a weak function of gas-evolution rate. In the case of the Bell MME experiments, a 

small fall in the bubble frequency may cause the enhancement to diminish directly 

underneath the rising bubble stream at the highest reported current density. 

Since the enhancement to the side of the center-line of the gas stream continues 

to rise, albeit slowly, at higher gas volumes, an additional mechanism must also be at 

work to provide more efficient mass-transpon to the venical electrode. At these high 

current densities, it is likely that macroscopic hydrodynamic flows will contribute to the 

background natural convection. The drag exerted by the rising bubbles forces the fluid 

in the cell to rise, and creates a cell-wide recirculating pattern that reinforces the natural 

convective flow caused by density variations near the electrode surface. 

The unexpected lowering of background litniting currents in the presence of ris

ing bubble streams s~en in Whitney's results was not observed. A modest enhancement 

of the limiting current was measured over the entire segmented electrode under all 

experimental conditions, even at current densities lower than those used in the earlier 

study. This may help elucidate how the enhancement of mass-transport varies with dis

tance to the sides of rising gas columns. Directly underneath and in close proximity to 

the rising stream, surface-renewal is the dominant mechanism. Further away, the 

enhancement is weaker but more unifonn, probably resulting from an assisting macros

copic convective flow. This suggests that an analysis using the hydrodynamic models 

presented above in Chapter 5, made be useful in correlating the data. 
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Based on turbulent natural convection models, Janssen and Barendrecht obtain 

the following dependence of the mass-transport coefficient on the diameter and gas 

fraction of the bubbles, as in Eq. 5.7: 

kd 12p vdbub 1/3 
Sh=~ = O.16( 1) ( D. ) 

Di PI - Pg 1 

(7.1) 

This is very identical to the analogous model proposed by Zuber [168] for heat transfer 

at a horizontal electrode during nucleate boiling. By incorporating a dependence of rbub 

on the current density, 

( . )0.367 
rbub a. Ibub (7.2) 

we transform 7.1 into 7.3: 

i red a (i )0.09 * eO.33 
1 bub (7.3) 

Experimentally, from our measurements for outlying segment columns (i.e. 

columns 1-3 and 8-10), the mass-transport increases as a function of the gas current 

density with an exponent ranging from 0.12 to 0.17, with a correlation coefficient, fl, of 

0.97-0.99+, as seen in Fig. 7.7. While somewhat higher than predicted by the revised 

hydrodynamic model, better agreement is obtained after the effect of changing bubble 

size in included in the analysis. The effect of the gas fraction is may be one reason for 

the discrepancy, since (7.1) was derived for a small gas fraction. 

The exponent in the correlation is also sensitive to the addition rule used for 

detennining the relative contributions of background natural convection, bubble

assisted laminar flows, and surface-renewal by local turbulent mixing. Using 

Churchill's sum of cubes [146] approach as discussed in Chapter 5, for combining the 

hydrvdynamic contribution with background leads to the low power dependence 

reported. Previous researchers have not subtracted out background at all [158], or have 

followed Beck's proposed linear summation [160]. Therefore, although Alkire and Lu 

[144] also obtained a 0.15 dependence, it was after a linear subtraction of the back-
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ground natural convection. If we followed Beck's convention, the exponent would 

range from 0.25 to 0.32, similar to the ranges reported for turbulent natural convection 

by Fouad and Ibl [149]. 

The surface-renewal contribution is not of the same form as an assisting laminar 

flow, so the proper addition rule to be employed remains undecided. It seems likely 

that the presence of a bubble-induced laminar fluid flow provides the surface renewal 

mechanism with an appropriate background diffusion layer thickness, which is periodi

cally thinned with a frequency equal to the time between successive bubbles passing the 

surface. If so, the contribution of the surface-renewal must be linearly, not cubically, 

summed with the contributions of the two laminar flow mechanisms. The total mass

transfer coefficient will then be 

(7.4) 

This hypothesis can be tested with experiments on multiple columns. In situations 

where surface-renewal is the dominant enhancement mode, linear superposition of 

single-column enhancement should predict the effect of multiple columns if Eq. 7.5 

holds. 

Finally, as stated above, the actual velocity of the bubbles is only important in 

so far as the frequency is detennined by the spacing between bubbles divided by their 

velocity. At higher bubble currents, the velocity of the rising stream may add linearly 

to the Stokes' velocity, so that frequencies calculated in Fig. 7.6 may be too conserva

tive at the upper gas-evolution rates. Thus, the divergence between the predicted power 

dependence from the 'hydrodynamic' model and that obtained experimentally may be 

caused by higher frequencies than would be expected with bubbles rising in a quiescent 

fluid. 

7.2 Multiple Hydrogen Bubble Colunlns 
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While single-column data was useful in identifying the mechanisms of enhance

ment, it is nevertheless far removed from situations normally encountered in electro

chemical systems. Curtains of bubbles rising laminarly over a vertical electrode are 

ubiquitous, and studies on parallel columns allow us to more closely approximate them. 

Our experiments measured the effect of distance between adjacent gas streams as well 

as the effect of the total number of columns. The most extensive set of runs was done 

with two columns, but data was also obtained on the effect of three and five parallel, 

non-interacting streams. Experiments with more than two columns give a more com

plete picture regarding the cooperative effect of columns. At some point, cell-scale 

recirculating flow created by the bubbles will become the dominant enhancement 

method, and experiments with three and five columns can detennine these effects. 

The generation of multiple columns required careful matching of the impedance 

of each micromosaic satellite to obtain the same current density at each one. Both the 

resistances and the catalytic activity of each of the electrodes were different. The differ

ence in overpotential for hydrogen generation had to be compensated by use of trim 

potentiometers on each of the satellites, as explained in Chapter 6. 

Figure 7.8 shows two columns rising from adjacent segments. The micro

photographs differ only in the type of lighting used. The placement and angle of the 

fiber-optic illumination greatly changes the contrast between the vertical electrode and 

the bubble. In the top micro-photo, the bubbles are dark circles, which approach each 

other as they rise. The resulting enhancement, Fig. 7.9, is stronger and broader than for 

a single column. Fig. 7.10 shows a comparison between the enhancement for single 

columns at 25 and 50 ~, and for two columns, with 25 JlA evolved on each. When 

comparing the overall enhancement for the same total hydrogen gas-evolution, creating 

two parallel columns with smaller bubbles gives higher peak and far-field enhance

ment ihan a singie stream. • 
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Towards the periphery, the hydrodynamic effect is the dominant enhancement 

mechanism, while close to the streams, surface-renewal provides the larger contribution 

to the mass-transfer coefficient. While both effects are promoted by the presence of the 

more-numerous smaller bubbles, the surface-renewal model explicitly states that the 

frequency of bubble passage, not the size of the bubble, determines the local enhance

ment. It should be remembered that the volume of a sphere is proportional to the cube 

of the diameter, while the velocity of a rising bubbles is proportional to the square. 

Thus, for equivalent volumes of gas, the smaller-width stream of bubbles will pass 

an electrode more frequently, even if its velocity is lower. 

The results for columns spaced only 200 Ilm apart show only one enhancement 

peak, so that the columns act as if they were one. This is so, even if the bubbles do not 

travel side by side. Rather, they try to space themselves so that the bubbles in one 

column are exactly out-of-phase with their nearest neighbor, doubling their frequency 

relative to the case with a single bubble stream. The phase-locking behavior is probably 

a result of entrainment, whereby the resistance to buoyant motion is minimized if the 

aggregate column width is narrowed. The narrowest column is created when the bub

bles stay 1800 out of phase. 

At larger separations, the bubbles no longer tend to entrain one another. They 

rise vertically along the centerline between adjacent micromosaic segments, directly 

above the satellites from where they were generated, as seen in the micro-photographs 

in Fig. 7.11. The enhancement for the 400 Ilm separation between adjacent columns 

shows a double peak at low current densities, which becomes a wider single envelope at 

higher bubble currents (Fig. 7.12). The results for this pair of satellites is the least sym

metric of all the experiments done, probably caused by a small ( < 50/0 ) difference in 

gas-evolution rates between the two streams. In spite of this, there is a remarknble pat

tern that develops when a second column of gas bubbles is turned on~ on one side of the 

center stream. As Fig. 7.13 shows, segments on the other side of the center bubble 
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stream remain completely unperturbed by the presence or absence of additional gas 

columns. The effect of gas streams Bland B2 is negligible on columns 6 - 10. If peak 

enhancement were caused by macroscopic flows, this would not be likely. Rather, 

localized turbulent mixing is shielded by the presence of the central bubble stream. 

The penalty for increasing the bubble separation from 200 to 400 ~m is also 

very modest. The peak enhancement is equally high in both cases, but is spread out 

over a larger width for the wider separation. The closer separation is clearly less 

optimal if the enhancement ratios are averaged over the entire micromosaic. Increasing 

the separation further (Fig. 7.12), to 800 Jlm, creates a smaller enhancement between 

the bubble columns. The peak enhancement ratio also falls from 3.6 using streams 

B1+B2 and Bl+B3, to 3.2 for experiments with B1+B5, as seen in Fig. 7.14. Thus, the 

optimal spacing of gas streams for maximal unifonn enhancement lies between 400 and 

800 ~m separation for bubbles that are approximately 80 microns in diameter. Since 

the surface-renewal effect has been shown by Whitney to extend for 5-7 bubble diame

ters, an optimal spacing of approximately 400-560 Jlm would have been expected. 

Figure 7.15 shovvs micro-photographs of three parallel bubble columns. 

Entrainment is noticeable when the streams are 200 Jlm apart; the bubbles in neighbor

ing streams are locked out-of-phase with respect to one another and the width of the 

composite stream is contracted. Superposition of enhancement can be tested by plot

ting the results as in Fig. 7. 16. Here we see that three bunched gas streams do not have 

a wider effect than expected by superposition. The results for B3 match those for 

Bl+B2+B3 for columns 6-10. In fact, the fit is amazingly reproducible. The results for 

the B3 case alone, were taken several hours earlier than for the combined case. The 

slight deviation ( <5% ) between the two can be accounted for by the small (9%) differ

ence in the current densities used. As seen in earlier examples, the enhancement ratio is 

only a weak function of gas-evolution rate, but a strong function of the position of the 

gas stream. When the three columns are spaced widely apart (Fig. 7.17), the effect of • 
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column B 1 is again matched perfectly, for the same reasons as given above for B3. If 

superposition holds, then the data from parallel columns can be predicted by data from 

single columns, as long as entrainment does not distort the behavior of the component 

streams. Section 7.7 below shows the results of such a model for both the hydrogen and 

oxygen bubble experiments. 

With the use of three, more widely-spaced columns (Fig. 7.18), surface-renewal 

is supplemented by strong cell-wide flows. This is seen both by the stronger and flatter 

enhancement profiles, and by experimental data taken after the bubble columns were 

shut off. If surface-renewal were acting exclusively, the enhancements for micromo

saic columns 1-4 would coincide between the experiments with B 1 +B2+B3 versus B 1-

B5. They do not, and five gas streams yields a significantly higher enhancement, espe

cially at currents below 100 Jlm per column. 

The "abklingen" or decay experiment consists of measuring the limiting current 

for the reduction of Fe++ to Fe++-+ on the micromosaic after the bubble evolution is 

stopped. Before shut-off, three columns of gas were used. Their individual gas

evolution rates were fairly modest; 16 JlA per column. Fig. 7.19 plots the decay of the 

average current density on the micromosaic versus time. It takes up to 1-2 minutes until 

the limiting current falls back to the background level. This suggests that for multiple 

bubble columns, the thinning of the boundary layer by assisted laminar convection is 

the primary method of enhancement. 

The experiments with five bubble columns continue the trend observed in the 

earlier runs. The photos (Fig. 7.20) show possible entrainment, with the bubbles mov

ing out-of-phase with their nearest neighbor, greater enhancement than equivalent

volume runs with fewer columns is shown in Fig. 7.21, with a broad uniform enhance

ment over the entire micromosaic. The only difference from data with fewer bubble 

streams is that there does not appear to be the same degree of monotonic increase as the 

bubble current density is increased. While the average enhancement always rises, some 
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mosaic columns show a greater relative increase than others. 

7.3 Oxygen Bubble Columns at Low pH 

A second set of experiments was conducted with oxygen bubbles generated in 

the same low pH (0.5 M H2S04) solution. It has been reported that oxygen bubbles are 

smaller than hydrogen bubbles in acid electrolytes [138]; and our micro-photographs 

confinn this. Rather than obtaining a single bubble at each satellite, oxygen forms a 

tightly grouped stream which is composed of several smaller bubbles entraining each 

other. With hydrogen, all coalescence occurred on the satellite segment prior to detach

ment, aiid the bubbles fonned were fairly large in size. For oxygen, a distribution of 

bubble sizes emerges from the satellite, and over a short vertical distance the larger 

bubbles scavenge their slower-moving neighbors. The scavenging is over before the 

stream passes the micromosaic, where the mass-transport measurements are made. 

Figure 7.22 shows two micro-photographs of an oxygen stream rising over the 

micromosaic, at 25 and 1 oo~. A careful examination shows that below the micromo

saic, the bubble size is considerably smaller than towards the top, showing signs of bub

ble scavenging. The stream width is also larger than with the single-bubble hydrogen 

columns, and the expectation is that the mass-transport enhancement generated by oxy-

gen bubbles will also have a broader impact. 

Fig. 7.23 shows such a comparison of enhancements induced by the two dif

ferent gases for identical single 25 JlA streams. It should be remembered that an 

equivalent volume of oxygen consumes twice as much charge as hydrogen, so that this 

comparison is not of streams with equivalent volumes. The far-field enhancements 

between these two cases are, however, nearly identical, with the background 

hydrodynamically-induced enhancement ratio ranging from 1.45 - 1.55 versus the back-

ground natural-convection limiting current. This allows one to make a direct com-

parison of the strength and extent of the surface-renewal effect between the two bubble 
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varieties. 

As noted above, smaller bubbles were shown to be more effective at enhancing 

transport when two, parallel 25 )lA hydrogen streams were compared to a single 50 JlA 

hydrogen bubble stream. The frequency of the smaller bubbles was double, and their 

surface area was also increased. This consequently increased the total drag on the sur

rounding fluid, which induced a commensurately larger hydrodynamic effect. 

As expected from a surface-renewal model, the oxygen stream's peak enhance

ment is higher, but the peak width is a bit narrower. The oxygen stream has much 

smaller, more closely spaced bubbles. The ratio of enhancements should equal the 

square root of the ratio of frequencies, 

. I' hyd 
Imax Imin 

= (7.5) . I' oxy 
Imax lmin 

Since the peak enhancement is 40% larger for the 25 JlA oxygen stream, the surface

renewal predicts that the frequency of the oxygen column must be nearly twice as high. 

From interpolation between Fig. 7.3c and 7.3d, the distance between hydrogen bubbles 

rising in a single stream is 180 )lm, while their radius is 68 )lm. Over the micromosaic, 

at any instant, there are approximately six hydrogen bubbles. Fig. 7.22 show, however, 

that the oxygen bubbles are much more numerous (thirty cover the segmented array), 

and that their diameters range from 10 to 45 Jlm. The distance between nearest neigh

bors in the oxygen stream is only about 50 Jlm. What is difficult to determine is the 

velocity of the rising street of oxygen bubbles. Stokes' law would give a large range of 

velocities for the individual bubbles, and would not account for the fact that the small 

bubbles rise much more quickly because of entrainment. The entrainment in this case 

is much more pronounced than with two parallel hydrogen streams, which had a fairly 

mono-disperse bubble size. 
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When a statistical analysis is done, and both curves are fitted to Gaussians, the 

centerline (midway between columns 5 and 6) and the background enhancement stay 

constant between the two cases. What varies is the half-width of the surface-renewal 

region \vhich increases from 117 Jlffi for oxygen bubbles to 174 J,J.m for hydrogen. The 

data from the Gaussian analysis is given in Fig. 7.24 and Table 7.1 underneath the 

figure. 

The average diameter of hydrogen bubbles generated at 25 J..LA is given in Fig. 

7.4 as 68 J.1m. The full width of renewal path is expected to be 325 - 450 J.1m by 

Whitney's analysis. Replacement of Whitney'S assumption that the renewal is unifonn 

within the path with a Gaussian approximation of the renewal's effect leads to a best fit 

of 348 J..lm for the full width, in excellent agreement with her previous estimates. 

The oxygen bubbles are also smaller than the hydrogen bubbles, but the width 

of the stream is larger because, on average, between one and two oxygen bubbles travel 

side-by-side as they rise. If the average oxygen bubble is 35 J.lm (from Fig. 7.20), its 

renewal path should be approximately 175-245 J.1m wide. The width of the stream is 

100 J.1m wide, so that the bubble position may vary by 65 J.1m and remain within the 

stream. Adding 65 J.1m to the renewal path of a single bubble, yields the renewal path 

of the oxygen stream as 240-305 J.1m. The gaussian analysis yields 234 J,J.m which is in 

fair agreement with these estimates. 

The only caveat is that the data points are not numerous enough to conclude 

with certainty that the renewal path between the two cases is statistically different. 

Since data was gathered at only ten columns, the fit is good but the margins of error are 

fairly broad, as seen in Table 7.1. Data with a refined mesh (i.e. a higher-resolution 

mosaic array) would be necessary to con finn our findings. Such an array would be 

difficult to fabricate, since the current lines must be thinner than the segment size, yet 

wide enough to prevent substantial ohmic drop. 
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7.6 Parallel Oxygen Bubble Streams 

The results for multiple oxygen bubble columns show that the enhancement is 

indeed more localized and stronger than for the hydrogen gas data. Even when neigh

boring satellites (B2 and B3) are use to generate side-by-side gas streams (a 200 ~m 

separation distance), at low current densities one obtains a bimodal enhancement and 

even at high gas-evolution rates, the single enhancement peak exhibits the presence of a 

shoulder, as in Fig. 7.25. The micro-photographs in Fig. 7.26 show that oxygen neigh-

boring streams do not seem to entrain one another, as in the case of two neighboring 

hydrogen columns. This lack of entrainment indicates that the columns act separately, 

rather than cooperatively. Linear superposition should account for their combined 

enhancements. As Fig. 7.24 illustrates, oxygen streams at low current densities have 

very small bubbles, so their renewal path is not expected to extend far. Further separa

tion yields a more distinct separation between enhancement peaks, as seen in Fig. 7.27. 

As with earlier experiments using hydrogen bubbles, segments to the right of stream B3 

are not affected at all by the use of either stream B I or B2. 

The final set of experiments used three oxygen bubble columns. In the case of 

hydrogen bubbles, this produced a relatively flat enhancement profile, with the average 

level of enhancement much improved over the two-column case. This is not seen in the 

case of oxygen bubble streams separated by 400 ~m. The streams act quite indepen

dently, and no unexpectedly large enhancement caused by cell-scale flow was observed. 

Fig. 7.28 shows microphotographs of the columns and Fig. 7.29 gives the enhancement 

ratios as a function of current density. Three peaks are evident, and they are relatively 

similar in height to the results for B3 alone, and Bland B3 combined. 
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7.7 A Linear-Shielding Model 

In the previous sections, we have seen that the enhancement of mass-transort 

can be separted into contributions from surface-renewal mechanisms and bubble

enhanced turbulent natural convection. A question remains: Can the enhancements for 

multiple columns be predicted on the basis of single stream data? 

A linear summation of the enhancements is shown in Fig. 7.30, and for seg

ments to the side of the individual streams, the match is poor. This is because each 

column effectively shields the effect of the other column from influencing farther 

regions of the micromosaic. The data in columns 1-3, and 6-10 is much better matched 

by the single stream results shown below the composite data. What is surprising is that 

shofting the B3 data to the left by 200 J.1m (to simulate a stream at B2) does a remark

ably good job of predicting the B2 result. Thus, linear superposion between columns 

and acknowledgement of shielding to the far side of columns should provide the best fit 

to the multiple-column data set. Fig. 7.31 gives the composite model, and the agree

ment is nearly exact. Fig. 7.32 compares the linear summation rule with the sum-of

cube (Ruckenstein and Churchill) rule, and a sum-of-squares rule. The best fit is clearly 

given by our simple linear/shielding model. 

Predictions for data Bland B3 is shown in Fig. 7.33 and the match is not quite 

as good. For three columns, however, our model is extremely accurate, as in Fig. 7.34. 

All three peaks are well-matched, as well as the strength of the troughs. The model is 

premised on the idea that the strong observed enhancement is local in nature, not the 

result of an assisting laminar flow, and that the effect can be thwarted by the presence 

of an obstruction such as a neighboring column. It is in consonance with the basic 

principles of a surface-renewal model, in both its length scale and in its logical summa

tion rules. 
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The model is not limited to the oxygen evolution experiments, as seen in Fig. 

7.35 and 7.36. The mass-transport enhancement caused by the rise of parallel hydrogen 

columns can also be well predicted, although with less accuracy than with the oxygen 

columns, which have a narrower renewal path. What is interesting to note is that the 

linear model matches the upward indentation in the enhancement ratio at column 5, for 

the experiment with streams Bland B5. This is an unintuitive result since there is no 

gas stream rising at this position, and the higher enhancement is clearly the result of 

superposition. 

The linear-shielding model should not be expected to work as when either of 

two occurences manifest themselves: 1 )when entrainment occurs between neighboring 

bubble streams, or 2) when hydrodynamic flows differ between the single and multiple 

stream experiments (Le. at high current densities for three and five parallel hydrogen 

gas streams). As expected, the model's predictions are poorer in these cases. 

7.6 Conclusions 

It is remarkable that in the gas-evolution literature to dates little distinction has 

been made between mass-transport enhancement to vertical and horizontal surfaces, 

and that the surface-renewal and hydrodynamic models are claimed to be valid in both 

cases. While the exponent of the dependence in mass-transfer correlations may fortui

tously agree, there is no justification for supposing that the enhancement mechanisms in 

the two cases are identical. The presence of coalescing bubbles on horizontal gas

evolving surfaces and the scavenging of small bubbles by larger ones over vertical elec

trodes also introduce unnecessary complexities into a credible analysis. By studying 

the mass-transport effect of parallel non-interacting bubble columns, a simple approxi

mation to the gas curtains found in industrial systems was simulated, without the 

accompanying uncertainties introduced by the combined effects of coalescence, 

scavenging, and the consequently unpredictable distribution of bubble volumes. 
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It was shown that the enhancement of the mass-transfer limited current of an 

indicator ion on a vertical electrode is increased by rising gas streams, and rises as a 

weak function of the gas-evolution rate. The peak enhancement rises in almost direct 

proponion to the far-field enhancement, showing that it is the result of a general, rather 

than local improvement in the mass-transfer coefficient. This suggests that a 'hydro

dynamic' model should account for the increase, but does not explain the higher con

stant enhancements in the vicinity of a single stream. 

By measuring the size of generated bubbles, and calculating their dependence 

on gas current, it was detennined that the time between bubble passages over the 

mosaic does not vary by more than a factor of two, even if the gas-evolution rate is 

increased 20-fold. Since the enhancement predicted by surface-renewal models is 

solely a function of the bubble frequency, it seems likely that contributions from 

periodic renewal would not be a function of gas volume. Thus, the total mass-transfer 

coefficient would be expected to include contributions from background I!:ltural con

vection, local surface-renewal, and more global assisted laminar flow generated by the 

rising bubbles. The surface-renewal effect was postulated to sum linearly in addition to 

the other mass- transfer mechanisms, and also to be linearly superimposable. This last 

point was tested by modeling the behavior of both multiple hydrogen and oxygen bub

ble streams as superimposed and shifted single gas columns. The match obtained was 

excellent 

Testing of the surface-renewal theory was also accomplished by comparing 

enhancements from equivalent volume single and double hydrogen gas columns. The 

enhancement obtained from two columns, separated by 200 ~lm, was significantly 

higher than for a single column with the same gas volume. This indicates that the size 

of bubbles is iJnponanr in two ways: i) smaller bubbles that are more frequent than 

larger bubbles of equivalent volume by a factor of rlargc/rsmall' and 2) an equivalent 

volume of small bubbles will have a higher drag on the surrounding fluid causing the • 
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far-field hydrodynamic enhancement to rise as well. 

According to Whitney's data, the renewal path for a penetration model should 

be between 5 and 7 bubble diameters. After correction for the width of the oxygen 

stream (which is more than two diameters wide), our data comparing hydrogen and 

oxygen bubble streams agree with her estimates. The surface renewal theory predicted, 

accurately, that the oxygen stream would cause a larger peak enhancement, but be 

confined to a width only 2/3 as wide. Modeling of the enhancement as a gaussian dis

tribution gives precisely this result for the relative width of the two enhancements 

(hydrogen vs. oxygen). What was not known a priori was that the integrated total 

enhancement between the c"ses would be nearly identical even though the volume of 

the oxygen bubbles was only half as much as for the hydrogen strearri. Sharper, nar

rower enluU'~cement regions with oxygen streams give (within 5%) the same integrated 

increase in mass-transpon as an equivalent hydrogen columns, whose frequency is 

lower but size larger. It is possible that the smaller oxygen bubbles also rise closer to 

the electrode surface, and this may compensate partially for their smaller total gas 

volume. 

The degree of precision in OlJ~r data is attributable to the use of single and non

interacting parallel gas columns, in conjunction with a redesigned corrosion-resistant 

micromosaic array. The speed of acquisition and spatial resolution of the data make 

this experilnental system ideal for studies of micro-scale mass-transfer enhancement 
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Table 7.1: Parameters of the Gaussian Fit 

Variable Oxygen bubbles Hydrogen bubbles 
-, 

Column Centerline (#) 5.51 5.69 

Full-width at half-maximum 242 Jlm 348 flm 

Far-field Enhancement (baseline) 1.50 1.46 

Integral Enhancement 6.41 6.76 
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Hydrogen bubbles, Old H-P MME 
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Figure 7.1. Fe+3 reduction limiting current at a vertical H-P micromosaic elec-

trode in the presence of a single, rising stream of hydrogen bubbles plotted as a 

ratio versus the natural-convection background value (in the absence of bub

bles). Each column is 100 J...Lm wide, and the bubbles rise past column five. 
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Figure 7.2a. The limiting current for Fe+3 reduction on a vertical, gold micromo

saic electrode in the presence of a single, rising stream of hydrogen bubbles 

plotted as a ratio versus the natural-convection background value (in the 

absence of bubbles). Each column is 100 ~m wide, and the bubbles rise past 

column five. 
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Fig. 7.2b Mass-transport enhancement to a vertical, re-designed micro-mosaic 

electrode caused by a single rising hydrogen bubble stream. 
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100 jJ.m 

Fig. 7.3 a) Single 4 mA/cn12 stream of hydrogen bubbles generated at an MME 

satellite. 

Fig. 7.3 b) Sir.gle 10 nlA/cn12 stream of hydrogen bubbles generated at an 

MME satellite. XBB 915-3730A 
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100 J.lm 

Fig. 7.3 c) Single 20 mA/cn12 streanl of hydrogen bubbles generated at an 

MME satellite. 

Fig. 7.3 dj Singie 30 11lAicn12 stream of hydrogen bubbies generated at ,an 

MME satellite. XBB 915-3733 A 
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100 ~m 
I ! 

Fig. 7.3 e) Single 50 mA/cm2 streanl of hydrogen bubbles generated at an 

MME satellite. 

Fig. 7.3 1) Singie 100 mAicn12 strearn of hydrogen bubbies generateu at an 

MME satellite. XBB 915-3737 A 
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Hydrogen Bubble Size 
Sincle Column, Ne"w MME 
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Fig. 7.4 Hydrogen bubble size measured from photographs and calculated from 
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Rate Dependence of Hydrogen Bubble Size 
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Fig. 7.5 Linear regression of hydrogen bubble size versus gas evolution rate. 
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Hydrogen Bubble Frequency 
Sincle Column, New MME 
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Fig. 7.6 Frequency of hydrogen bubbles passing the micro-mosaic array. 
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Redox Limiting Current Enhancement 
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100 J..lm 

Fig. 7.8 Micro-photograph of two parallel hydrogen bubble streams, 50 

mA/cm2
. The difference between the photos is caused by the angle of illurnina-

tion. The nubbles are attracted to each other oy entrainnlent, and nlininlize drag 

by forming a narrower colunln. 

X B B 916-4167 A 
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Fig. 7.9 Ratio of mass-transfer coefficients: two parallel hydrogen columns, 200 

~m apart, versus background natural-convection. The two bubble columns are 

rising between columns 3 + 4 and 5 + 6. 
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Fig. 7.10 Mass-transfer enhancement ratios. Effect of two parallel hydrogen 

columns, 200 ~m apart, compared to the effect of a single column. The two 

columns are each generating 25 ~a of hydrogen gas. 
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100 Jlm 

Fig. 7.11 Micr0-photograph of two parallel hydrogen bubble streanlS, 50 

mA/cm2
. The ~treanlS are 400 J.lIll (top) and XOO J.lIll (bottonl) apart. No 

entrainment is seen. 
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Fig. 7.12 Mass-transfer enhancement ratios. Effect of two parallel hydrogen 

columns, 400 ~m apan. 
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Fig. 7.13 Comparison of mass-transfer enhancement ratios. Effect of two paral-

leI hydrogen columns, spaced 200 and 400 Jlm apart, versus the effect of a sin

gle column of rising bubbles. The effect on mass-transport of additional 

columns of gas is confined to the region to one side of a neighboring column. 

The neighboring column acts as a shield; micro-mosaic segments on the other 

side of the center gas stream do not benefit from the generation of bubbles at 

sites B 1 or B2. 
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Two Hydrogen Bubble Streams 
New in-house micromosaic electrodes 
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Fig. 7.14 Mass-transfer enhancement ratios. Effect of two rising hydrogen 

streams spaced 800 Jlm apart. 
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100 ~m 

Fig. 7.15 Micro-photograph of three parallel hydrogen buhble strearns, 50 

mA/cm2. The streams are 200 ~m (top) and 400 ~un (bottorn) apart. Entrain-

ment is noticeable in the slight narrowing of the space het\\,'een the center and 

right colunln in the top photo. At a larger separ~lti()l1, no entrainment is 

observed. XBB ~ 16-4192A 
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Fig. 7.16 Mass-transfer enhancement ratios. Effect of three rising columns of 

hydrogen gas bubbles, spaced 200 Jlm apart, compared to the effect of a single 

column of bubbles. 
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Fig. 7.17 Mass-transfer enhancement ratios. Effect of three rising columns of 

hydrogen gas bubbles, spaced 400 ~m apart. 
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Fig. 7.18 Comparison of enhancement ratios. Intennediate bubble columns 

shield the far-field effect of neighboring bubble streams. 
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Fig. 7.1:.J Decay of limiting current on the micromosaic array to the background 

value caused by natural convection. In excess of a mi;}ute is required for the 

mass-transport rate to relax; this implies the presence of substantial cell-wide 

flows induced by the rising curtain of gas bubbles. The gas evolution rate was 

16 Jl.a for each of three parallel columns. 
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IOO ~m 

Fig. 7.22 Micro-photograph of four and live parallel hydrogen bubbie streams. 

The streams arc 200 ~m apart. Narruwing of the distancc hetwcen streams is 

not very noticeahk, perhaps hl'Callsc of thl' s~rollg cL'll-wide flows that occur in 

the presence of it wide l'lIn;lill or ri\illg hllhhks. X BB 915-3745A 
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Fig, 7.21. Enhancement to mass-transport caused by a curtain of five, closely

spaced, parallel hydrogen bubble columns. The peak enhancement is a factor of 

six higher than the natural-convection limiting current. 
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25 mA/cm2 50 mA/cm2 

Fig. 7.22 Streams of oxygen bubbles generated at a single satellite segnlent. 

The bubble diameters are not mono-disperse and the rising colun1n is 

significantly wider than a single bubble. XBB 916-4206A 
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Hydrogen vs. Oxygen Bubbles 
Single Streams (B3), 25 uA 
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Fig. 7.25. Mass-transfer enhancement caused by two parallel oxygen bubble 

streams, spaced 200 J..l.m apart. 
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Three 02 streanlS 

Fig. 7.26 StreanlS of oxygen bubbles generated at a low current density, 20 

mA/cm 2. The detaching bubbles are very fine (10 - 20 ~m in dianleter), but arc 

scavenged and agglomerate before over the segmented array. XBB 916-4196A 
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Oxygen Bubbles 
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Fig. 7.27. Comparison of mass-transfer enhancements caused by two parallel 

oxygen bubble streams, spaced 200 and 400 ~m apart, with the effect of a single 

rising column of bubbles. 
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Fig. 7.28 Three parallel strean1S of oxygen bubbles. XB B 916-4207 A 
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Fig. 7.29. Mass-transfer enhancement caused by three parallel oxygen bubble 

streams, spaced 400 Jlm apart. 
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Oxygen Bubbles 
Two Columns: 81, 83 vs. 82, 83 
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Fig. 7.31. Linear summation of single-bubble enhancements between columns 

combined with shi~~ding towards the periphery. 
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Fig. 7.32. Comparison of alternative addition rules: Prediction of the combined 

multi-column effect on mass-transport by linear, quadratic, and cubic summa

tion of single-bubble enhancements. 
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Fig. 7.33. Prediction of the combined effect of two oxygen bubble streams (B 1 

and B3) on mass-transport by a linear-shielding model. 
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Fig. 7.34. Prediction of the combined effect of three oxygen bubble streams (B 1, 

B3, and B5) on mass-transport by a linear-shielding model and single-column 

data (on B3). 
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Fig. 7.35. Prediction of the combined effect of two hydrogen bubble streams 
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Nomenclature 

Roman Letters 

A area (em 2) 

C concentration (moles /1) 

C b concentration in the bulk (moles /1) 

D diffusion coefficient (em2/s) 

E equilibrium electrode potential (volts) 

EO equilibrium electrode potential at standard conditions (volts) 

F Faraday's constant (96,487 C /eq) 

Gr Grashofnumber 
current density based on the initial geometric area (mAfem 2) 

iavg average current density over the real surface area 

il limiting current density (rnA /em 2) 

I total current (Amps) 

I characteristic height of striae (em) 

n number of electrons transferred 

R Universal Gas Constant 

Re Reynolds number 

Se Schmidt number 

T temperature (OC) 

v velocity (em fs ) 

Greek Letters 

ex symmetry factor in Butler-Volmer Equation (taken to be 0.5) 

11 total overpotential 

l1s surface or kinetic overpotential 

1lc concentration overpotential 

t1110hm 
differential ohmic drop from ohmic boundary layer 

1( ionic conductivity (ohm-Iem-I ) 

I.. striation wavelength 

J..l viscosity (g fern -s) 

1t 3.14159 .... 

Po density (g fem 3
) in the bulk. 

Pi density (g fern 3) in the gas column. 
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Su perscri pts 
proPC.lty in recirculation region (Chap. 4) 

Subscripts 
b bulk phase 
s surface 
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Appendix A • Fabrication of the Microprofiled Electrode 

A.1. Mask Design and Process Sequence 

The design of the Micro-profiled Electrode (MPE) was accomplished as a 

master's project by the present author, various process and layout considerations are 

discussed in detail in [32]. The description in this appendix will focus on the adopted 

fabrication steps used in our work, shown in Fig. A.I. 

The MPE consists of two layers. The first is the underlying substrate, which is a 

polished copper square. The copper is 5.0 mm thick and 6.0 cm on a side. The polish

ing was done with successively finer grades of sandpaper, then, with the use of a special 

jig, it was continued on nylon embedded with 6 J.l.m and 1 J.l.m diamond paste and a 

Buehler lubricant. The polishing yielded a surface with a peak-to-peak roughness rang

ing from 0.15 to 0.30 J.l.m, and no scratches deeper than 2 J.l.m. 

After polishing, the copper was degreased and dipped in concentrated sulfuric 

acid to remove any oxides. Rinsing under clean room conditions prepared the substrate 

for the second process step, evaporation of a J.l.m-thick layer of gold on the active side. 

The gold was evaporated in a Veeco 401 evaporator. 

The second layer of the MPE is the one which contains micron-sized surface 

features. The nodules and artificial striae are created through a combination of micro

photolithography and pulse-plating of gold in the holes in the photoresist. Figure A.2 

shows the whole mask layout, where each of the 32 electrodes has a distinct pattern. 

The gray regions represent areas with high nodule density, with a separation of 40 J.l.m. 

This is not resolved on the computer plot, so that a gray area appears in the figure. 

The original process sequence envisioned using a process called lift-off to define 

the nodule layer. In lift-off, after the photoresist is exposed and developed, a second 

metal layer is evaporated. Where the photoresist has been removed the metal contacts 

the substrate, while the remainder deposits on the polymer. The resist is then removed 
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with acetone, and the metal not adhering to the substrate is supposed to flake off, leav

ing behind the desired pattern. The first attempts to use evaporation as a means to 

prepare the noduled surface met with no success. The MPE, as originally conceived, 

was to be made of platinum, but the evaporation of this high melting-point metal 

proved to be an obstacle. The platinum formed a eutectic with the tungsten boats which 

are heated during the process. The boats melted before any appreciable amount of pla

tinum was evaporated. 

As a consequence, gold was chosen as the preferred substrate material. It has a 

low melting point, and has the added advantage that, unlike platinum, it does not 

enhance the hydrogen co-evolution rate substantially. Zinc forms an under-potential 

deposition layer on gold and also forms an alloy. The surface, therefore, is covered by 

zinc before bulk deposition begins. In spite of gold's manifest advantages, lift-off was 

also not successful for the desired 2.0 J.lm film thickness. The gold was too malleable 

and peeled off, detaching the bumps after dissolution of the photoresist layer. 

A.2. Pulse-plating 

As an alternative to evaporation, pulse-plating of gold was employed to obtain 

the desired nodules. One considerable advantage is the ability to modify the shape of 

the deposited bump by varying the current distribution over the exposed substrate. Dry 

processes may have left nodules which were far from hemispherical, with sharp edges 

which would distort the current distribution during experiments on zinc striation emer

gence. 

A gold-covered copper square was again used as the underlying substrate, spun 

with a 5-J.lm thick photoresist and patterned photolithographically. The gold-covered 

copper was then immersed in a proprietary Engelhard gold cyanide acid-process elec

trolyte, which has a solution pH of five [122]. A pulsed current of 100 J.lsec. on-time 

and 1 msec. off-time was used. Most of the 30 rnA total current flowed to the exposed 
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backside of the copper square, but the current density was unifonn on both sides [121]. 

For a thickness of 2.5 J..lm, forty-two minutes of deposition time was required. The mor

phology of the resulting nodule was quite hemispherical, although somewhat rough on 

the sub-micron scale. It is important to cathodically polarize the copper before immer

sion, since a cementation reaction exchanging copper and gold may occur otherwise. In 

one run, the electrolyte changed color as copper was dissolved. The temperature of the 

bath was 45 °e. 

After plating, the resist was removed from the substrate, SEM photos of the sur

face taken, independent width measurements made on a Vickers optical microscope, 

and then the electrode was coated with a protective layer of resist prior to dicing [124]. 

Fig. A.3 and A.4 show photographs of the finished MPE electrodes. 

A.3. Electrodissolution Machining 

A variety of techniques were explored to dice the individual profiled electrodes, 

including a variety of saws, as well as dissolution machining. The saws suffer from the 

disadvantage that they either have difficulty in cutting the 5mm-thick copper plate, or 

would have left a burr and other defects on the surface. An attempt at careful sawing 

left an erratically wide street, with the electrodes non-unifonn in size and somewhat 

skewed in shape. The final alternative was to use spark erosion machining where large 

current pulses are passed between a thin wire and the substrate. The cost of this process 

was considerably higher than that of alternatives, but no burrs were evident on the sec

tioned electrodes and the street was even and equal in size to the design specifications. 

The spark erosion machining was done with the EDM machine in the Lawrence Berke

ley Laboratories (LBL) machine shop by the shop staff. 

The LBL machine shop also built the replaceable Teflon holders which housed 

the MPE substrates. A brass core is surrounded by a Teflon plug with a hole in the top 

for insertion of the MPE. Contact is made by silver epoxy injected into the small 
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opening to the side of the MPE. 

A.4. Reusability 

It was originally conceived that the MPE would prove to be a pennanent surface 

on which to carry out studies of the zinc deposition process. This proved not to be the 

case. Substantial alloying occurs between the zinc deposit and the gold substrate, as 

well as between the gold layer and the underlying copper. Upon dissolution, either by 

anodizarion or by immersion in 1 M sulfuric acid, the profiled pattern is often severely 

damaged and the surface is pock-marked. Adequate adhesion between the gold and 

copper is rarely maintained after dissolution of the zinc deposit. As a result, these sub

strates were not reused. 
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Figure A.I. Fabrication sequence for the micro-patterned electrode (MPE). 
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Figure A.2. Mask layout for the micro-patterned electrode. There are 32 dies, 

with eight separate patterns. The dark squares are regions with tightly-packed 

arrays. 
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Figure A.3. Mask layout for a single micro-patterned electrode with a set of 

densely-packed arrays, one is square-pitched; the other is tri!Logular-pitched. 
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Appendix B: The Fabrication of a Redesigned Micro-mosaic Electrode 

B.I. The Redesigned Mask Set 

The experiments described in Part II required the design of a new micro-mosaic 

electrode (MME) which can resist corrosion in acidic media and has additional satellite 

electrodes allowing the evolution of multiple bubble columns parallel to each other. 

Similar to the earlier design by Dees [144], the redesigned micromosaic electrode con

sists of a square lOx 10 array of platinum microelectrodes 98 microns on a side, sur

rounded by a 25 mm2 platinum buffer segment, integrated on a silicon wafer. The 

buffer region also contains embedded, but electrically isolated, satellite segments from 

which bubbles may be evolved. To supply current to the individual segments, an 

underlying aluminum layer is patterned so that each electrode is connected to its own 

individual edge pad. The aluminum is then coated with a dielectric material, over which 

the platinum segments are fabricated in the center of the silicon wafer. Contact is made 

between the two layers by a small via into which titanium is deposited. 

The redesign involved substantial changes in the fabrication sequence. All pro-

cessing for the new mosaic was carried out by the author in the Microfabrication 

Laboratory at V.C. Berkeley, a class 100 clean room facility. The original micro

mosaic, fabricated by Hewlett-Packard and Bell Labs [144], was hampered by the use 

of chromium interlayers and SiOz as a passivating layer over the aluminum. The Si02 

layer was apparently penneable to the electrolyte, which led to corrosion of both the 

chrorrlium and the underlying Al wire layer [144,158]. The original masks were not 

suitable for re-use, since they lacked alignment marks and depended on an outdated 

process involving negative photoresists which are substantially less dependable than the 

positive resists used in Microlab. The old masks also had two flaws which caused two 

stillborn (open) segments per micromosaic. The differences between the old and new e 
designs are summarized in Table B.l. 
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The new mask set has six separate masks, consisting of two aluminunl layer 

masks, one contact mask, two buffer and pad masks, and one milling mask for electrode 

definition. The masks were laid out using .xkic on a Sun workstation, an interactive 

graphics program for mask-making [123]. The geometries had to be changed, since the 

pattern generator used in Microlab has difficulty with non- "manhattan" features 

(manhattan geometries are those which have only right angles) [124]. Fig. B-1 shows 

the layout when the masks are superimposed on each other. The bottom layer which 

connects the large edge pads on the periphery to the central region is most clearly seen. 

This layer is fairly coarse, with the line width equal to 50 microns. Fig. B-2 through B-4 

show details of the center region. Fig. B-2 shows the second mask which connects the 

coarse aluminum lines to the underside of the individual elements of the micro

electrode array. Fig. B-3 shows the rest of the central masks, including the buffer, the 

contacts, and the milling-line mask. Fig. B-4 illustrates the vias (small dark squares) 

that provide electrical contact between the underlying aluminum layer and the overly

ing platinum segments. 

B.2. Process Sequence 

The processing used standard silicon technology to create a corrosion-resistant 

multi-level structure. The minimum feature size was 4 microns, which is fairly conser

vative [125]. Contact printing was used since the size of the entire die was well outside 

the limits allowed by reduction exposure. A combination of sputtering, low-temperature 

plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition (CVD), reactive ion etching (RIE), and 

liftoff were used during fabrication. The entire sequence given in Table B.2 consists of 

fony-four process steps, and uses six separate lithographic masks. 

While many of the process steps are standard, fabrication of this multi-layered 

structure requires a large number of individual stages, each with a probability of catas-

trophic (irreparable) failure. If the probability that a wafer is damaged; inlproperly 
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processed, or breaks at any step is just 1 %, the yield after 44 steps will be 64% of the 

original total. If the probability of catastrophic failure is 3%, then the yield falls to 

26%. Our yields were five out of twenty-two wafers (23%) for our first batch, and a 

much improved eleven out of twenty-four (46%) for our second batch. Approximately 

one-third of the losses occurred during the lift-off process, while another 20% of the 

wafers were broken by malfunction of the automatic lithographic equipment, beyond 

the direct control of the operator. The other half of the losses were caused by inaccu

rate processing, dropped wafers, and during process development involving especially 

the first batch. 

The rest of this section will describe parts of the process that were non-standard 

and involved optimization or development by the author. Results of corrosion tests and 

resistivity measurements are also given. A more thorough process guide is the Micro

lab manual [124], which details each piece of equipment individually, or a textbook 

such as Wolf and Tauber [125]. Table B.3 gives a list of the equipment used to build 

the in-house MME, and a synopsis of the various equipment functions. 

B.2.! Insulating Underlayers and Aluminum Line Definition 

P-type silicon wafers, four inches (10.16 cm) in diameter with 

<lOO>-orientation, were used as substrates for the electrode fabrication sequence. To 

insure that no current passes through the semiconducting silicon during experimenta

tion, two thick insulating films were first grown on the wafer surfaces in Tylan furnaces 

by CVD. The first film, IJlm-thick Si02 was formed using a standard steam oxidation 

recipe, SWETOXB. Silicon nitride (Si3N4) was then grown on top of the oxide layer as 

a second passivating film; a choice made primarily because of its superior moisture 

resistance. The process was done using the SNITC recipe, which grows a nitride film at 

800 °C. It requires almost three hours of furnace time, plus an additional hour for the 

slow ramo-uo to the desired temoerature. These two CVD orocesses are standard, but 
... J,. .i. • 
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are among the most costly steps in the fabrication sequence; processing in a batch of 24 

wafers reduces the per-wafer cost significantly. The yield is about 95%: some wafers 

crack as a result of the heating and cooling, which induces stress. 

The next steps involve micro-photolithography using Masks 1 & 2 to define the 

aluminum wire layer which conducts current from the external bonding pads to the 

micromosaic elements. The first aluminum layer is created subtractively, by wet etch

ing a continuous sputtered film in warm (50°C) phosphoric acid. Sputtering is done in a 

CPA assembly where trays containing nine wafers are carried on a track, and passed 

under a target which is being continually sputtered at a constant rate. The deposition 

thickness is adjusted by changing the track speed; the deposition constant in the micro-

lab system is calibrated weekly, and averages 83,000 (A of Al * c~ track speed). 
nun 

The sputtered aluminum film is partially covered with a patterned photoresist layer. 

Photoresists are photo-active, acid-resistant polymers, and are used in lithography to 

transfer an image from a mask onto the substrate wafer. Areas that are to remain intact, 

with no etching of the underlying aluminum, are protected by the resist. After wet etch-

ing, the photoresist is easily removed with acetone, and the wafer is then rinsed in dis-

tilled water until the resistivity of the water is over 10 Mil. 

The second layer is formed additively by a process known as "lift-off." The 

mask with fine aluminum wires is precisely aligned to the coarse layer after a new pho

toresist layer has been spun on the wafer. The process is facilitated by alignment marks 

(open crosses inside large boxes) in the upper right and lower left portions of the mask. 

Fig. B.5 shows the alignment mark both before and after addition of the second alumi

num layer. The top photo (Fig. B.5a) shows an unused alignment cross, while the next 

two show precise alignment and the maximum tolerated misalignment, respectively. 

The small misalignment in the third cross leads to the placement of connecting boxes at 

the edge of the underlying coarse aluminum line, as seen in Fig. B.5d. 
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After alignment, the wafer is exposed and developed in the usual manner, leav

ing holes in the photoresist where the fine lines should go. Aluminum is then sputtered 

over the patterned photoresist. Where the photo-active polymer was removed, the sput

tered film adheres to the substrate, while elsewhere it lands on top of the photoresist. 

When the resist is dissolved in acetone, the non-adherent aluminum flakes off, or may 

be peeled off as a non-adherent film. Unfortunately, when the thickness of the sputtered 

film is larger than 25% of the resist height, bridging may occur between the aluminum 

adhering to the substrate, and that lying on top of the polymer. If that is the case, after 

the photoresist is dissolved in acetone, the aluminum film stays behind, especially in the 

gap between two thin lines. 

The best method to avoid bridging involves use of chlorobenzene as a resist har

dener before the exposure process. Dipping the entire wafer in chlorobenzene changes 

the degree of polymer cross-linking in a region near the surface, but does not change its 

characteristics at some distance from the surface. Greater cross-linking decreases the 

resist sensitivity to light, and means that a ledge near the surface is formed at the edge 

between the exposed and unexposed regions after development. This overhanging 

ledge prevents bridging, but the addition of the chlorobenzene step adds complexity to 

the process sequence. Each wafer must be individually dipped in petri dishes placed in 

a laminar-flow hood, and care must be taken to prevent inhalation of the volatile, carci

nogenic organic compound. The main advantage of using 4" wafers is their compatibil

ity with the automatic lithographic equipment such as the Eaton resist dispenser and the 

MTI omnichuck. This time-saving advantage is eliminated when manual processing is 

used instead. Manual processing also introduces inhomogeneities in the individual 

behavior of electrodes, since bake times, resist thicknesses, and development times are 

no longer standardized as carefully. 
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Care must also be taken to prevent heating the photoresist to temperatures above 

150°C (some operators feel that Shipley 1400J has a greater temperature resistance 

than KTI resist, although no difference was discerned in our work). If the polymer tem-

perature exceeds this value, as may occur during sputtering or exposure to high-energy 

plasmas, acetone will no longer act as a solvent. In this case, aluminum adhering to this 

recalcitrant photoresist will not "lift-off." One should deposit only a portion of the 
o 

desired 5000 A aluminum layer thickness in each pass, since the photoresist cannot 

cool off in the evacuated sputtering chamber. Cooling is accomplished most efficiently 

by venting a side load-lock to atmospheric pressure. 

If only a portion of the photoresist becomes acetone-insoluble, a film remains on 

the electrode surface after lift-off. This film can be removed by plasma-ashing: expos

ing the carbon-rich photoresist to a low-power (80 watt) oxygen plasma at high partial 

pressure for fifteen minutes. The carbon is volatilized as CO2, and the surface is 

thereby cleaned. 

Figure B.6 shows micro-photographs of the fine aluminum layer at different 

magnifications. Figure B.6A is an overview of the central region showing the 110 

separate Al lines, while Figure B.6B illustrates the closest approach C6 J.!m) between 

adjacent lines (10J.lm wide). Several imperfections may appear: exogenous defects such 

as dust or endogenous ones such as mask or layout errors. The two types are seen in 

top and bottom of Figure B.7, respectively. While dust particles are usually not a prob

lem in the Class 100 clean room facilities at the Microlab, the MME suffers from a 

disadvantage relative to most chip designs. While a typical wafer has forty dies on it, 

our wafers have only a single pattern, and the entire pattern must be error-free for the 

MME to work properly. The MME is 5 cm across, and the line-lengths are also 5 cm or 

longer, so that a dust particle landing on any portion of this line will cut the connection 

between periphery and the segmented electrode. If a single segment does not pass 

current, data is lost on the inoperable array element, and the local concentration field at 
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the electrode surface is altered. The reactant concentration at a working MME elec

trode held at a potential in the limiting current regime is close to zero, but is increased 

over a non-operating micro-electrode. As a consequence, the eight adjoining segments 

also collect more current than they otherwise would and the current distribution on the 

MME becomes distorted. If the MME loses more than 10% of its individual segments, 

the array is essentially useless. The mask errors on the redesigned masks are compara

tively trivial, since they do not lead to the creation of open segments. Small indenta

tions, such as those seen in Fig. B.7, may change the line width slightly, but the meas

ured resistivity difference caused is insignificant. 

Visual inspection usually can determine whether electrical contact is adequate. 

Scratches and other defects (i.e. misalignment, bad liftoff, and bridging between neigh

boring lines) can all be seen under low-power magnification. Resistivity testing, the 

results of which are given in Table BA for a typical wafer, was delayed until after the 

platinum overlayer was created. The buffer segment and edge pads make suitable con

tacts for the resistivity probes; contacting the probes directly to the thin aluminum layer 

results in heavy damage. 

At this point, the wafers can no longer be processed in a large batch, because of 

the space limitations in the thin-film vacuum apparatuses necessary for the growth and 

etching of the barrier film on top of the aluminum layers. In retrospect, it may be 

appropriate to cut the wafers down to the size of the electrode at this point in the pro

cess, since this increases the nunlber that can be processed simultaneously in the CVD 

and RIE chambers from four to seven. The advantages of automatic lithographic pro

cessing are lost, but this is compensated by the fact that the alignment of Mask 4, the 

contact holes through the nitride barrier, is more easily accomplished on the smaller, 

diced wafers. The dicing was actually done after the Ti sputtering step, however. 
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After lift-off of the aluminum, a visual inspection or triage detennined those 

wafers that merited further treatment. They were passed on to the plasma-CVD step, 

while the rest were used for testing, process development, or were recycled by etch

back of the Al film. A curious problem occurs after etch-back, however: the original 

pattern of the MME aluminum lines becomes imprinted in the Si3N4 layer, as the wann 

50°C phosphoric acid is also a weak Si3N4 etchant. This "ghost" pattern is an interfer

ence color difference caused by the variable thickness of the underlying Si3N4. Perfor

mance is not affected by the appearance of this" ghost" pattern. 

B.2.2 Plasma-Enhanced CVD of Si 3N 4 and Corrosion Testing 

The most important difference in the process sequence between the redesigned 

micromosaic and the original version consisted of replacing the Si02 insulator with 

plasma-deposited Si3N4. The original Si02 film was porous to electrolyte, and both 

Dees and Whitney reported serious corrosion problems in the aluminum current

carrying layers. In contrast, Si3N4 films are impenneable to aqueous solutions if the 

structure of the film is continuous. This is usually the case for standard, high

temperature CVD processes, but in our case, the aluminum already on our wafer would 

melt at those conditions. In the presence of non-refractive metals, plasmas are used to 

selectively energize the vapor phase without heating up the substrate. Free radicals and 

ionized species fonn in the plasma and react on the surface, fonning a solid phase. As a 

result, the substrate is heated to only 300 °C, but the film often contains incorporated 

voids known as "pinholes." 

A second probiem is that plasma-enhanced CVD is often mass-transport sensi

tive, so that the deposition rate in the reactor varies by up to 500/0 with radial and angu

lar position, relative to the gas inlet. Ammonia (NH3) and silane (SiH4) are decom

posed in the l00W plasma with a 4: 1 stoichiometric excess of ammonia to assure com

plete reaction of the silane, and prevent its venting to the atmosphere (silane is 
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pyrophoric). A 1000 A film can be grown in five minutes with mass flow rates of 40 

sccm and 10 sccm for ammonia and silane, respectively. To eliminate pinholes that 

traverse the entire passivating layer, the film is deposited in four stages, each fifteen 

minutes long. The system is vented between passes, and the position of the wafers in 

the reactor is changed and they are rotated 900
• After four 15-minute depositions, the 

passive layer thickness is at least 1.2 Jlm, with a variation of less than 10% over the 

wafer. 

The introduction of a multiple-pass deposition sequence virtually eliminated 

corrosion of the buried aluminum in a hot (80 °C) phosphoric acid bath. The most sen-

sitive area for corrosion is at the location of the largest step-height on the wafer. This 

occurs at the juncture between the first and second Al layers, as illustrated in the 

schematic cross-section shown in Figure B.S. The thickness of the two aluminum 

layers on top of each other ranges from 1.0-1.1 Jlm. 

Corrosion tests were perfonned on Si3N4 films of various thicknesses, to investi

gate their protective properties. If the film growth were confonnal (kinetically-limited 

by the available surface) and independent of the local composition on the surface (i.e. if 

Si3N4 grew on aluminum as fast as on silicon), a thin Si3N4 layer would be sufficient to 

protect even topologies with large steps. On the other hand, if the deposition did not 

cover steps well, a thickness equal to the aluminum height would be needed as a bar-

rier. 

For comparison, an unprotected 0.5Jlm Al film was etched in 10-15 seconds. 

The corrosion tests on the protected films lasted 30 minutes, by comparison. In 30 
o 

minutes, silicon nitride will also etch slightly, but not more than 100-500 A will be dis-

solved [126]. This allowed us to detennine if any spots were protected only by a very 

thin layer of nitride, especially below pinholes. Figure B.9 shows the results, a dramatic 
o 

decrease in corrosion with increasing barrier film thickness. At top, a single 3000 A 

Si3N4 layer with pinholes protects the large Al line, but the thin Al wire is completely 
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dissolved by the acid; only the interference colors of the underlying nitride are visible. 

A corrosion-front on the edges of the large Al line are visible, as well as circular corro-

sion spots originating at a sub-micron sized pinhole. Under these conditions, pinholes 

most often nucleated at the edge between the aluminum lines and the substrate. The 

middle photo shows the results with a doubly-coated nitride barrier. Tiny pinholes are 

evident as black dots, but since they do not cross layers (they occur randomly in each, 

and do not line-up), no corrosion is evident in their vicinity. At the 1.0J,.lm step, corro-
o 

sion still occurs, cutting the fine Al line and creating an open circuit. The 6000 A 

nitride film is not conformal enough to cover this step. In the bottom photo, a com-
o 

pletely protected step is shown. Four layers (3000 A each, 1.2J,.lm total) of Si3N4 were 

deposited in separate passes over the aluminum layer. Further tests in ferri/ferro sulfate 

solutions with 0.5M H2S04 show only a little line degradation after a 24-hour immer-

sion at room temperature. The new MME is thus found to be much more stable than its 

predecessor. 

B.2.3 Reactive-Ion Etching of Si -IV 4 Protective Film 

The next challenge was to develop an etching technique which would allow pat

terning of th~ nitride film but leave the underlying aluminum unaffected. Wet etching 

of nitride (150 °C phosphoric acid, for example) will completely dissolve the aluminum 

lines. Reactive-ion etching in a plasma chamber was used as a "dry" alternative. Most 

dry methods do not have selectivity for nitride over silicon, and only a moderate selec

tivity for nitride over silicon oxide [126]. In our case, this was not a concern, but serves 

as an explanation why the microlab did not have a standard nitride RIE process. 

The development process used an SF6 plasma, a gas available in the general 

plasma etching system, the Plasmatherm. Etch rates at various powers, 40-100 Watts, 

and chamber pressures, 50-150 mtorr, were determined by profiling the wafers after a 

timed exposure to the reactive-ion plasma. As seen in Figure B.I0, taken after a five 
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minute etch at 70 Watts and 60 mtorr, an average of 8000 A of nitride has been etched, 

but the etch rate close to the edges is substantially higher. The bottom of the etch 

Jel1ch is also fairly rough, although once the aluminum layer is reached, no further 

chemical etching occurs. The conditions shown in this figure were chosen to do all sub

sequent etching, since the rate was slow and uniform enough to detennine the required 

etch time over the entire wafer. Three two-minute runs, with rotation of the wafer 

between etch cycles, were used as the standard etch for a 1.2 Jlm plasma-deposited 

Si3N4 layer. 

Etch rate increases quickly with increasing power, and becomes substantially 

more non-unifonn depending on position in the plasma reactor. At 100 Watts, the 

nitride barrier is etched in much less than a minute, and the underlying aluminum is 

damaged by physical ion bombardment for the remainder of the etch cycle. Such phy-

sical damage was eliminated by increasing the pressure, thereby lowering the mean free 

path of the ions, and by decreasing the power of the plasma. Fig. B.11 shows the 

etched profiles of the small center contacts. The lip to the sides of the contact shows 

the nitride layer covering the step between the bare wafer and the thin aluminum lines. 

In the center of the line, a contact is etched and the profiles show that all trenches are of 

uniform jepth. The nitride film, in this case, was 0.9-1.0 Jlm thick. 

B.2.4 PtlTi Sputtering and Milling 

The final steps in th~ fabrication involve the deposition of the metal electrode 

overlayers, titanium (for adhesion and corrosion protection) and platinum (the active 

electrode material). Titanium was selected as a via-filling material since it did not cor

rode in our preliminary testing, where we dipped wafers with patterned metal films in 

our oxidizing electrolyte. Figure B.l2. shows the mask used to pattern the deposited 

metal films . 
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Titanium and platinum were both deposited using lift-off, but the process was 

much simpler than for the fine Al layer. The metal thickness for this step is only 2000 
o 

A and the feature on Mask 5 is a single, large central square. The titanium was depo-

sited in the same CPA assembly as the Al layer, but the platinum was done separately. 

The CPA does not have a platinum target, since it would have to be severa1 inches 

wide, and would therefore be prohibitively expensive. A general sputtering system, the 

Randex, has a wider range of available targets, including platinum, but the deposition 

area is much smaller in size, requiring individual processing of each wafer. 

After Ti and Pt deposition, individual segments are defined by argon ion-milling 

through a patterned resist layer, using the standard method described in the microlab 

manual [124]. The milling time should not exceed twenty minutes, or else the pho-

toresist will become insoluble in acetone. Photorpsist ashing is helpful in removing the 

rest of the resist layer. Figure B.13 shows the final electrode cross-section, the top layer 

being the Pt/Ti film, although substitution of the Pt with another noble metal such as 

gold is possible. Figures B.14 shows a photograph of a completed mosaic segment. 

B.3 Summary and Process Alternatives 

A process for fabricating corrosion-resistant micro-mosaic electrode$ in the 

UCB microlab was developed. New positive-resist masks, an improved passivation and 

via layers, and redesigned geometry characterize the in-house electrode. 

Two modifications in the process may improve the perfonnance even more: 

replacement of the aluminum layer with a new sputtered copper film (a recent improve

ment in microlab's technology base makes this possible), and replacement of the two 

wire layer with a single mask. In hindsight, there is no reason why the entire wire layer 

cannot be deposited in a single step. Contact printing in the mask copier is sufficiently 

free of vibrations to aiiow the printing of fine 20 Jlm iines. Tnis wuuid elirninate the 

complicated Al lift-off step, and probably improve yields by at least 50 %. 
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Table B.1: In-house Micromosaic Project 

Differences between Electrode Designs 

Features Old Electrode In-House Electrode 

Mask Layout 

1 Negative Photoresist Positive Photoresist 
-..... 

2 No Alignment Marks Standard Alignment Crosses 

3 2 Stillborn Segments No Mask Flaws 

4 Non-Manhattan Geometry Only Right Angles 

5 Thinner Outer Lines Thick Outer Lines 

Processing 

6 3000Angstrom Al Lines 5000Angstrom Al Lines 

7 Si02 Passivation Layer Si3N4 Passivation Layer 

8 Chromium Adhesion Layer Titanium Adhesion Layer 

9 Single Satellite Segment 5 Parallel Satellite Segments 
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Table B.2: In-house Micromosaic Project 

Process Sequence 

Step Description 

1 Obtain clean < l00>-orientation Silicon test wafers. 

2 Grow 1 Jlm of Si02 by wet oxidation (SWETOXB) in Tylan furnaces. 

3 Grow 8000 Angstroms of thennal Si3N4 (SNITC) in Tylan furnaces. 

Mask I. 

4 Sputter aluminum in CPA sputterer, 5000 Angstrom thickness. 

5 Lithography; Spin standard KTI on Eaton photoresist dispenser. 

6 Use Mask Copier to expose far field (large Al line definition). 

7 Develop in MTI omnichuck, program 1; standard KTI develop. 

8 Etch the Aluminum in Phosphoric Acid at 50°C. 

9 Remove photoresist in the MTI. 

Mask II. 

10 Lithography; Use Shipley 1400J photoresist, spin on Eaton. 

11 Bake in oven at 90°C for five to ten minutes. 

12 Dip in chloro-benzene for resist under-cutting. 

13 Expose in Kasper contact printer for 6 seconds. 

14 Develop by hand with undiluted Microposit developer for 40 seconds. 

15 Sputter second 5500 Angstom Al layer in CPA (Use three passes). 

16 Liftoff Procedure: 

a. Carve lines in far field with a razor blade. 

b. Soak wafers in Acetone overnight. 

c. Use ultrasonic agitation to break micro-ridges. 

d. If absolutely necessary, gently use q-tip to remove recalcitrant AI. 

e. Rinse with distilled water and blow dry. 

f. Plasma-ash remaining photoresist in Technics-C (300W, 10 minutes). 

17 Triage!! Detennine which wafers v.,tarrant further processing. 

18 Chemical Vapor Deposition of Si3N4 in Technics-B. 

3 passes of 4000 Angstroms Si3N4 each are required to prevent pinholes. 
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Table B.2: In-house Micromosaic Project 

Process Sequence 

Step Description 

Mask Ill. (Large Contacts) 

19 Two-step Lithography; Spin KTI photoresist on Eaton. 

20 Expose Mask TIl in Mask copier for 90 seconds on Chrome settings. 

21 Develop in MTI for half-time (25 seconds) using Run 40. 

22 Check under microscope to see if pattern cleared. 

Mask N. (Small Contacts) 

23 Do not put wafer in white light, align and expose mask IV on Kasper. 

24 Use MTI to re-develop wafer, use nonnal develop run. 

25 Hardbake at 120°C for 20 minutes. 

26 Etch Si3N4 layer in Plasmatherm. Text has process parameters. 

27 Remove remaining photoresist with Acetone. 

28 Use Alpha-step 2000 to measure step heights. 

Mask V. (Center Buffer) 

29 Dice the electrode into a square with the Tempress saw. 

This reduces wafer size, and allows simultaneous processing 

of two wafers in the limited area of the Randex and Ion Mill. 

30 Standard Lithography; Spin KTI with Eaton. 

31 Expose on Kasper using Mask V 

32 Develop in MTI 

33 Sputter 2000 Angstroms of Titanium in the CPA 

34 Remove photoresist in ultrasonic agitator. 

35-37 Repeat 30 - 32 with the same mask. 

38 Sputter 2000 Angstroms of Platinum in the Randex. 

39 Remove resist and test line resistance with a I-V probe. 

Mask VI. (Segment Definition) 

40-42 Repeat 30 - 32 with mask VI. 

43 Ion mill trenches between segments. 

44 Remove resist, recoat, and expose pads and active area (Mask III). END!. 
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Table B.3: In-house Micromosaic Project 

Equipment List 

Equipment Name Function 

Process Equipment 

1 Ty Ian Furnaces CVD of Si02 and Si3N4 

2 CPA Target Sputterer Aluminum and titanium sputtering 

3 Wet Sinks Al etch, H~S dip, KOH development 

4 Eaton Resist Dispenser Automated 4" wafer lithographic equipment 

5 MTI Omnichuck Automated development and stripping 

6 Yl Spinner Manual photoresist spinning 

7 YWROven Hardbake of exposed, developed wafers 

8 Kasper Contact Aligner Contact exposure and lithography 

9 Mask Copier Contact exposure for 5" masks 

10 Technics AlB Si3N4 plasma-enhanced CVD 

11 Technics C Photoresist descumming 

12 Plasmatherm Si3N4 reactive ion etching and O2 plasma ashing 

13 Disco Saw Wafer dicing 

14 Randex Sputtering Platinum sputtering 

15 Ion Mill Electrode definition by Ar ion milling 

Analytical Equipment 

1 As200 profilometer Depth profiling of Si3N4 etching 

2 Vickers Line Thickness Measurements 

3 1-V Probe Station Resistivity Measurements 

4 Reichert Microscope Microphotography 
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Table B.4: In-house Micromosaic Project 

Resistances to Individual Array Elements 

Electrode Number Resistance (kn) 

1 .217 

2 .173 

3 .198 

4 .247 

5 .212 

6 .232 

7 .263 
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XBL 911-84 

Figure B. 1. Superimposed mask layouts for the fabrication of the re-designed 

micro-mosaic electrode . 

• -
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XBL 911-83 

Figure B.2. Mask layout for the fine aluminum wire layer (Mask 2). 
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XBL 911-81 

Figure B.3. Mask layouts for the segmented center of the micro-mosaic elec-

trode. 
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100 Jl.m Center Region 

10 Jl.m Closest Approach 

Fig. B.6 Detail of fine aluminum layer showing the region under the segmented 

array, and the closest designed distance between lines. XBB 909-7449A 
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20 Jlm Exogenous Defects (Dust Particles) 
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20 Jlm Endogenolls Defects (Mask Flaws) 

Fig. B.7 Fabrication defects in alulllinulll lines. XBB 906-4X91A 
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Si3N4 (PECVD) 

Figure B.8. Cross-~)ection of the MME after PECVD of the Si3N4 passivation 

layer at the largest wafer step-height. 
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PtiTi 

Figure B.13. Cross-section of the finished MME through the center of a seg

ment, showing the via structure. 
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20~m 

Fig. B.14 A single segment of a conlpleted MME array. The underlying alunli

num layer is visible under the transparent silicon nitride and translucent Pt/fi 

layers. The via is on target over the pad at the end of the alunlinum wire. The 

milling lines are 4 ~m wide. XBC 911-390A 
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Appendix C: An Impurity Analysis of 1M Zinc Bromide Electrolyte 

Chemical analysis of solutions was done periodically in the UC College of Chemistry 

micro-analytical laboratory to test for the presence of impurities in the electrolyte 

which may have influenced zinc deposit morphology in the experiments reported in 

Chapter 3. The tests measured zinc by atomic absorption and halide ion concentration 

by titration, then determined the concentration of copper and iron. These two metallic 

impurities are present in the zinc halide salt used as a starting material. They are known 

to catalyze hydrogen evolution, and are removed by cementation with zinc powder at 

70 °C (cf. Chap. 2). The table below gives typical results for a zinc bromide solution, 

nominally one molar in concentration: 

Atomic Absorption (AA) and Chemical Analysis 

Element Concen tration 

Zn 5.85 x 104 ppm (0.91 ± O.l M) 

Br 1.97 ± 0.1 M 

C 0.22 ± 0.3 percent by weight (negligible) 

N 0.06 ± 0.3 percent by weight (negligible) 

Metallic Impurities 

Element Concen tration 

Fe 6.6± 2.0 x 10-2 ppm by weight 

Cu 9.3 ± 4.0 x 10-2 ppm by weight 
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Appendix D: Computer Programs for Statistical Analysis 

The output from the Talysurf profilometer had to be converted to metric units and 

rewritten in standard ASCII format. This was accomplished by use of a basic pro

gram, called Datprn written and modified by Ken Jordan. Output files from Ken's 

program could be directly imported into LOTUS or FREELANC for plotting and 

analysis of the measured deposit profiles. Several other basic programs, written by the 

present author, converted and sorted the data into a standard fonnat for autocorrela

tion analysis, Fourier analysis, and spectral power estimation. The first program, Squ

ish, deleted the x-axis and printed out separate files for each profile. This was neces

sary because Datprn created only one output file for a series of 9 profiles on a single 

electrode surface, with the first data column reserved for the x-axis. The next pro

gram, Split, parsed the data from each scan into four equal portions, with the data 

points in each new file spaced four times further apart than in the original file. By 

doing this, and calculating separate Fourier spectra for each set, the variance in the 

estimate obtained for the power at each discrete frequency was reduced by 50%. This 

is possible because the striation spacing was much larger than the data spacing, and 

the power at high spectral frequencies was negligibly low. 

After the listings of the basic programs, shon LOTUS macros and MS-DOS 

batch files are given which prepared the data for zero-padding, then expedited analysis 

by allowing several spectra to be obtained ill a batch mode without operator assis

tance. Finally, the annotated fortran code, adapted from Numerical Recipes [117], 

for the various analyses is listed. The following appendix gives the programs required 

for data acquisition from the experiments described in Part II. 



D.1 Basic Programs 

D.1.1 DATPRN 

10 ' Program: DA TPRN 
20 ' Written by: Ken Jordan 
30 ' 

3/10/89 

40 ' This program will convert a * .DA T file created by the program 
50 ' TS 10.EXE (from Rank Precision Industries) and convert it into a 
60 ' form useful to LOTUS. 
70 ' 
80' input from user: Filename (no .DA T) 
90 ' input from files: FILENAME.DA T 
100' output to files: FILENAME.PRN 
110 ' 
120 ' Revised by: Ken Jordan 5/31/89 
130' This revision will handle three new commands from the new 
140' version ofTS10 (TS1087) (5.0). The new commands are 
150' HTP, H%, T% 
160 ' 
170 ' Revised by: Ken Jordan 10/03/89 
180' This version will make multiple output * .PRN files from a single 
190' *.DAT file containing several profiles (from TS1087 *.TEN files) 
210 ' 
220 ' ******************************************* Declare Variables 
230 ' 
240 DIM TYPE(50),FILE$,I,I1,CODE,UNITSFOUND, 

NOOFPTS,CUTOFF ,ASSESSED 
250 DIM CODES$(50),MNG$(50),UCODE$( 1 O),UNITS$( 10), 

MODE$( 6),Q$,A$,B$,ID$ 
260 DIM CUTOFFM(5),CUTOFFE(5),BLANK$,C$,NCODES%, 

APP$(32),TEMPF~E$,A,B 
265 DIM Factor,OFactor,ONoOfPts,Columns,FC,True,False,Skip,HighB,LowB 
270 ' 
280 ' ********************************************* Main Program 
290 ' 
300 GOSUB 2740 ' Titles 
310 GOSUB 400 'Read Data 
320 GOSUB 560 'Obtain Filename 
330 IF F~E$="" THEN GOTO 370 'End Program 
340 GOSUB 670 'Process TS 10 file to LOTUS fonnat 
350 GOTO 320 
360 ' 
370 PRINT "DATPRN: Normal End" 
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380 STOP 
390 ' 
400 ' ************************************** SUBROUTINE:Read Data 
410 ' 
420 READ NCODES% 
430 FOR 1=1 TO NCODES%:READ CODES$(I):NEXT 1 
440 FOR 1=1 TO NCODES%:READ TYPE(I):NEXT 1 
450 FOR 1=1 TO NCODES%:READ MNG$(I):NEXT 1 
460 FOR 1=1 TO 10:READ UCODE$(I):NEXT 1 
470 FOR 1=1 TO 10:READ UNITS$(I):NEXT 1 
480 FOR 1=1 TO 6:READ MODE$(I):NEXT 1 
490 FOR 1=1 TO 5:READ CUTOFFM(I):NEXT 1 
500 FOR 1=1 TO 5:READ CUTOFFE(I):NEXT 1 
510 FOR 1=1 TO 32:READ APP$(I):NEXT 1 
520 Q$=CHR$(34) , Q$ =" 
530 FOR 1=1 TO 10:BLANK$=BLANK$+" ":NEXT 1 
531 True=-1 
532 False=O 
540 RETURN 
550 ' 
560 ' ************************************** Subroutine: Obtain Filename 
570 ' 
580 FILE$="" 
590 LOCATE 19,1 :PRINT BLANK$ 
600 LOCATE 19,1 
610 INPUT "TS 10 (version 5.0) filename? (No .DAT, <cr> to quit)",FILE$ 
615 IF FILE$='''' THEN RETURN 
620 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(FILE$) 
630 IF (MID$(FILE$,I,I)=".") THEN FILE$=LEFf$(FILE$,I-I):GOTO 650 
640 NEXT I 
641 ' 
650 LOCATE 19,I:PRINT BLANK$:LOCATE 19,1 
653 INPUT "Skip, Start X (mm), End X (mm)? (1,0,1000 for all points)" 

,Skip,LowB,HighB 
655 IF (Skip<O) THEN Sk~p= 1 
657 IF LowB>HighB THEN B=LowB:LowB=HighB:HighB=B 
659 RETURN 
660 ' 
670 ' ******************** Subroutine: Process TS 10 File to LOTUS fonnat 
680 ' 
690 OPEN FILE$+".DAT" FOR INPUT AS #1 
700 FC%=O 
701 Factor=O:ON oOfPts=O 
710 TEMPFll..E$=FILE$ 
730 FC%=FC%+1 
740 IF FC%<=32 THEN GOTO 780 
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750 PRINT "ERROR:More than 32 output files. Rest ignored." 
760 GOTO 2340 'Error 
770 ' 
780 IF LEN(TEMPFILE$)+LEN(APP$(FC%»>8 THEN 

TEMPFILE$=MID$(TEMPFILE$,1 ,8-LEN (APP$(FC%») 
785 LOCATE 19,1:PRINT BLANK$:LOCATE 19,1 
790 PRINT "Processing ";FILE$;".DAT to ";TEMPFILE$+APP$(FC%);".PRN" 
800 ' 
810 IF (EOF(I)=-I) THEN CLOSE #1:LOCATE 20,I:PRINT BLANK$: 

LOCATE 20,I:RETURN 
820 LINE INPUT #1,ID$ 
830 LOCATE 20,1 :PRINT BLANK$:LOCA TE 20,1 
840 PRINT ID$ 
850 ' 
860 OPEN TEMPFILE$+APP$(FC%)+".PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
870 PRINT #2,Q$+ID$+Q$ 
880 ' 
890 ON ERROR GOTO 2340' Error 
900 IF (EOF(I)=-I) THEN CLOSE #1:CLOSE #2:REWRN 
910 INPUT #1,A$ 
920 IF A$=CHR$(12) THEN CLOSE #2:GOTO 730 
930 GOSUB 2420 ' TrimString 
940 IF A$='''' THEN GOTO 900 
950 GOSUB 2610' FindCode 
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960 IF CODE=O THEN PRINT "ERROR:Unknown Code=";A$:GOTO 2340 'Error 
970 ' 
980 'PRINT CODES$(CODE);T AB(5);TYPE(CODE);T AB( 1 O);MNG$( CODE) 
990 IF TYPE(CODE)=111-IEN GOSUB 1090 ' Type 1 
1000 IF TYPE(CODE)=2 THEN GOSUB 1250' Type 2 
1010 IF TYPE(CODE)=3 THEN GOSUB 1380' Type 3 
1020 IF TYPE(CODE)=4 THEN GOSUB 1560' Type 4 
1030 IF TYPE(CODE)=5 THEN GOSUB 1680' Type 5 
1040 IF TYPE(CODE)=6 TIIEN GOSUB 1850 ' Type 6 
1050 IF TYPE(CODE)=7 THEN GOSUB 2100' Type 7 
1060 IF TYPE(CODE)=8 THEN GOSUB 2230 ' Type 8 
1070 GOTO 900 
1080 ' 
1090 ' ******************************************** Subroutine: Type 1 
1100 ' 
1110 IF LEN (A$ )<=0 THEN INPUT # 1 ,A$ 
1120 IF (CODE=l) THEN A$=Q$+MODE$(V AL(A$»+Q$ 
1130 IF (CODE<>2) THEN GOTO 1170 
1140 A$=STR$(CUTOFFM(V AL(A$») 
1150 CUTOFF=VAL(A$) 
1160 A$=A$+","+Q$+"mm"+Q$ 
1170 IF (CODE=3) THEN A$=STR$(VAL(A$)*l000) 



1180 IF (CODE=4) THEN ASSESSED=V AL(A$) 
1190 IF (CODEo5) THEN 1220 
1200 MMODE=VAL(A$) 
1210 IF (MMODE=I) THEN A$=Q$+"(lnverted)"+Q$ 

ELSE A$=Q$+"(Normal)"+Q$ 
1220 PRINT #2,Q$;MNG$(CODE);Q$;",";A$ 
1230 RETURN 
1240 ' 
1250 ' ******************************************** Subroutine: Type 2 
1260 ' 
1270 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #1,A$ 
1280 NOOFPTS=V AL(A$) 
1290 FOR 11=1 TO NOOFPTS 
1300 INPUT # 1 ,A$ 
1310 PRINT #2,Q$;MNG$(CODE);Q$;",";Q$;"i=";Il;Q$;",";A$ 
1320 NEXT II 
1330 INPUT #1,B$ 
1340 GOSUB 1460 'DecodeUnits 
1350 PRINT #2,Q$;B$;Q$ 
1360 RETURN 
1370 ' 

1380 ' ******************************************** Subroutine: Type 3 
1390 ' 
1400 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #1,A$ 
1410 INPUT #1,B$ 
1420 GOSUB 1460 ' DecodeUnits 
1430 PRINT #2,Q$;MNG$(CODE);Q$;", ";A$;", ";Q$;B$;Q$ 
1440 RETURN 
1450 ' 
1460 ' *************************************** Subroutine: DecojeUnits 
1470 ' 
1480 UNITSFOUND=O 
1490 FOR 11=1 TO 10 
1500 IF B$=UCODE$(Il) THEN B$=UNITS$(I1):UNITSFOUND=1 
1510 NEXT II 
1520 IF (UNITSFOUND<>O) TIffiN RETURN 
1530 PRINT "Warning: Unknown Units=";B$;TAB(40); 

"Code Type::.:";TYPE(CODE) 
1540 RETURN 
1550 ' 

1560 ' ******************************************** Subroutine: Type 4 
1570 ' 
1580 IF LEN(A$)<=O TIffiN INPUT #1,A$ 
1590 INPUT #1,B$ 
1600 A$=Q$+MNG$(CODE)+Q$+","+A$+","+Q$+"@"+Q$+","+B$ 
1610 TNPUT#l;B$ 
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1620 GOSUB 1460 'DecodeUnits 
1630 IF RIGHT$(~1NG$(CODE),I)="a" THEN B$=B$+" depth" 

ELSE B$=B$+" heighth" 
1640 A$=A$+","+Q$+B$+Q$ 
1650 PRINT #2,A$ 
1660 RETURN 
1670 ' 
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1680 ' ********************************************** Subroutine: Type 5 
1690 ' 
1700 'Note: This subroutine is only compatible with TSI0 data files 
1710 ' from version 5.0. Version 4.5 and lower do not have the 
1720 ' second set of units, and the first set of units goes with 
1730 ' the second number. 
1740 ' 
1750 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #l,A$ 
1760 INPUT #1,B$:GOSUB 1460 'DecodeUnits 
1770 A$=Q$+MNG$(CODE)+Q$+","+A$+","+Q$+B$+" @"+Q$ 
1780 INPUT #1 ,C$ 
1790 INPUT #1,B$ 
1800 GOSUB 1460 'DecodeUnits 
1810 A$=A$+","+C$+","+Q$+B$+Q$ 
1820 PRINT #2,A$ 
1830 RETURN 
1840 ' 
1850 ' ********************************************** Subroutine: Type 6 
1860 ' 
1870 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #1,A$ 
1875 IF (NoOfPts>ONoOfPts) THEN ONoOfPts=NoOfPts 
1880 NOOFfYfS=VAL(A$) 
1890 INPUT #1,A$ 
1900 GOSUB 2610 'FindCode 
1910 IF (CODE<>46) THEN PRINT "ERROR: TS 10 file format error" :GOTO 2340 
1920 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #l,A$ 
1930 SCALE=V AL(A$) 
1935 OFactor=Factor 
1940 Factor=Cutoff* AssessedINoOfPts 
1945 IF (Factor=OFactor) AND (NoOfPts<=ONoOfPts) TIffiN GOTO 1950 

ELSE GOTO 1990 
1946 y 

1950 Columns= 1 
1955 PRINT A2,Q$;"Vertical";Q$ 
1960 IF MID$(B$,1,2)="u:n" THEN PRINT #2,Q$;"um";Q$ 
1970 IF MID$(B$,1,2)="ui" THEN PRINT #2,Q$;"uin";Q$ 
1971 ' 
1980 GOTO 2020 
1981 ' 



1990 Columns=2 
1995 PRINT #2,Q$;"Horizontal";Q$;",";Q$;"Vertical";Q$ 
2000 IF MID$(B$,1,2)="um" THEN PRINT #2,Q$;"mm";Q$;",";Q$;"um";Q$ 
2010 IF MID$(B$,1,2)="ui" THEN PRINT #2,Q$;"in";Q$;",";Q$;"uin";Q$ 
2011 ' 
2020 TSkip=Skip , Use TSkip because we want to reset for 

several columns of data. ' 
2022 FOR 1=1 TO NOOFPTS 
2023 IF I+TSkip-l>NoOfPts THEN TSkip=NoOfPts-l+l 
2025 FOR 11=1 TO TSkip 
2030 INPUT #1,A 
2035 NEXT 11 
2037 1=1+ TSkip-l 
2038 ' 
2040 B=I*Factor 
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2041 IF (B>LowB) AND (B<HighB) THEN InRange=True ELSE InRange=False 
2045 IF (lnRange=False) THEN GOTO 2070 
2046 
2050 IF (Columns=2) THEN PRINT #2, 

USING "##.####"""" ,##.####AAAA";B,NSCALE 
2060 IF (Columns=l) THEN PRINT #2, USING "##.####AAAA";A/SCALE 
2061 
2070 NEXT I 
2080 RETURN 
2090 ' 
2100 ' ********************************************** Subroutine: Type 7 
2110 ' 
2120 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #1,A$ 
2130 INPUT #1,C$ 
2140 A$=Q$+MNG$(CODE)+Q$+","+A$+","+Q$+"%"+Q$ 
2150 A$=A$+","+C$+","+Q$+"%"+Q$ 
2160 INPUT #1,C$ 
2170 INPUT #1,B$:GOSUB 1460 ' DecodeUnits 
2180 A$=A$+"," +C$+" ," +Q$+ B$+Q$ 
2190 PRINT #2,A$ 
2200 'PRINT "type 7:";A$ 
2210 RETURN 
2220 ' 
2230 ' ********************************************** Subroutine: Type 8 
2240 ' 
2250 IF LEN(A$)<=O THEN INPUT #1,A$ 
2260 A$=Q$+MNG$(CODE)+Q$+","+A$+","+Q$+"% @"+Q$ 
2270 INPUT #1,C$ 
2280 INPUT #l,B$:GOSUB 1460 'DecodeUnits 
2290 A$=A$+"," +C$+" ," +Q$+ B$+Q$ 
2300 PRINT #2,A$ 



2310 'PRINT "type 8:";A$ 
2320 RETURN 
2330 ' 
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2340 ' ************************************************** Routine: Error 
2350 ' 
2360 IF ERR=52 THEN PRINT "ERROR: End of File @ line";ERL 
2370 IF «ERR<>O) AND (ERR<>52» THEN PRINT "ERROR ";ERR;" at line ";ERL 
2380 PRINT "DATPRN: Abnonnal End" 
2390 CLOSE #l:CLOSE #2 
2400 STOP 
2410 ' 
2420 ' ****************************************** Subroutine: TrimString 
2430 ' This subroutine removes leading and trailing blanks from the 
2440 ' string variable A$ 
2450 ' 
2460 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(A$) 
2470 IF ASC(MID$(A$,I,I»=255 THEN MID$(A$,I,I)=" " 
2480 IF ASC(MID$(A$,I,l)<32 THEN MID$(A$,I,I)=" " 
2490 NEXT I 
2500 ' 
2510 FOR I=LEN(A$) TO 1 STEP-l 
2520 IF (MID$(A$,I,I)<>" ") THEN A$=LEFf$(A$,I):GOTO 2560 
2530 NEXT I 
2540 A$="":RETURN 
2550 ' 
2560 FOR 1=1 TO LEN(A$) 
2570 IF (MID$(A$,I,1 )<>" ") THEN A$=MID$(A$,I):RETURN 
2580 NEXT I 
2590 OOTO 2540 
2600 ' 

2610 ' ******************************************** Subroutine: FindCode 
2620 ' This subroutine finds the code number for the contents of A$ 
2630 ' 
2640 CODE=O 
2650 FOR 1=1 TO NCODES% 
2660 IF CODES$(I)=MID$(A$,I,LEN(CODES$(I») THEN CODE=! 
2670 NEXT I 
2680 IF (CODE<=O) THEN RETURN 
2690 ' 
2700 IF (LEN(A$)<=LEN(CODES$(CODE») THEN A$="":OOTO 2720 
2710 A$=MID$(A$,LEN(CODES$(CODE»+ 1) 
2720 RETURN 
2730 ' 

2740 ' ********************************************** Subroutine: Titles 
2750 ' 
2760 CLS:PRINT "Program: DATPRN";TAB(50);"Version 3" 



2770 PRINT T AB(50);" 1 0/04/89" 
2780 PRINT 
2790 PRINT" This program will convert * .DA T files generated by" 
2800 PRINT "the Rank Taylor Hobson Program TAL YSURF 10 87 PC (C) to" 
2810 PRINT "a *.PRN file for use in LOTUS (C)" 
2820 RETURN 
2830 ' 
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2840 ' ************************************************* Data Statements 
2850 ' 
2860 ' Codes (TS 10 codes used to identify numbers in * .DA T file )--------
2865' (These codes come from appendix }\.., 1 or A.2 in the TS 10 manual) 
2870' (First data item is the number of codes) 
2880 DATA 49 
2890 ' 
2900 DATA A,B,D,E,F,G,H,HP,HV,IJ,K,L,M,N,O,P,Q,R,S,T,U,V,W,X,XV 
2910 DATA Y,z,a,b,c,d,s,t,u,v,w,RK,RVK,RPK,MR1,MR2,AP,AV,RD,SD 
2920 ' New Codes for new version TS1087 (version 5.0) 
2930 DATA HTP,T%,H% 
2940 ' 
2950 ' Code type (used to identify the type of data following the code)-
2960 ' 
2970 ' 
2980 ' 
2990 ' 
3000 ' 
3010 ' 
3020 ' 
3030 ' 
3040 ' 
3050 ' 
3060 ' 
3070 ' 
3080 ' 
3090 ' 
3100 ' 
3110 ' 
3120 ' 
3130 ' 
3140 ' 
3150 ' 
3160 ' 
3170 ' 
3180 ' 
3190 ' 
3200 ' 

type=l. number 
a single number follows the code 
(e.g. A,B,D,E,F,G) 

2. number, (value, value, ... ) units 
First number tells how many values follow. 

Last item is a units code (e.g. H,HP ,HV) 
3. value, units 

a number and units code follow. (e.g. 1,1, ... ) 
4. value, number, unit_code 

value, depth or heighth, U3 or U4 
(e.g. s,t,u,v) 
(HSC or TP% values) 

5. number, unit, value 
set zonewidth, U3 or U4, value (e.g. w) 

(Pc values) 
6. Special format. 

RDna 
SDnb 
n(1) 
n(2) 

n(i) 

n(na) 

3210 ' New types for new codes: 



3220 ' 7. 1 st % value, 2nd % value, dist, unit_code 
3230 ' (e.g. HTP) 
3240 ' 8. percent_value, depth, unit_code 
3250 ' (e.g. T%,H%) 
3260 DATA 1,1,1,1,1,1,2,2,2,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,3, 1, 1,3,3,3,3,3,3,3 
3270 DATA 3,3,3,3,4,4,4,4,5,3,3,3,3,3,3,3,6,6 
3280 ' New Codes for 3 new commands in version 5.0 TS 1087 
3290 DATA 7,8,8 
3300 ' 
3310 ' Data statements for meanings-------------------------------------
3320 ' 
3330 DATA Mode,Cutoff,Magnification,Assessed,Measurement,Run,Rti,Rpi 
3340 DATA Rvi,Ra,Rq,Ry,Rt,Rtm,Rv,Rp,Sm,LamQ,DeIQ,Rsk,Rku,S,R3z,Rz 
3350 DATA Rpm,Rvm,R3y,Wa,Wq,Wt,Wc,Wp,HSCa,HSCb,Tpa,Tpb,Pc,Rk 
3360 DATA Rvk,Rpk,MR 1 ,MR2,AP,A V ,ReadData,DataScale 
3370 ' New meanings for 3 new commands in version 5.0 TS 1087 
3380 DATA HTp,T%,H% 
3390 ' 
3400 ' Data statements for units (unit codes first, then unit meanings)-
3410 ' (Table A.3 in TS 10 manual) 
3420 ' 
3430 DATA UO,Ul,U2,U3,U4,U5,UA,UB,UC,UD 
3440 DATA min,mm,in,um,uin,deg'/cm,/in,metric,imperial 
3450 ' 
3460 ' Data statements for mode (Table A.4 in TS 10 manual)--------------
3470 ' 
3480 DATA "Roughness ISO", "Roughness PC", "Waviness PC", "Unfiltered" 
3490 DATA WAVINESS ISO,Roughness Rk filter 
3500 ' 
3510 ' Data statements for Cut-Off (Table A.5 in TS 10 manual)-----------
3520 ' (1 st line is metric, 2nd line is imperial) 
3530 DATA 0.08,0.25,0.8,2.5,8.0 
3540 DATA 0.003,0.01,0.03,0.1,0.3 
3550 ' 
3560 ' Data statements for APP$O -------------------------------------
3570 ' (Used to distinguish several output file from one input file) 
3580 ' 
3590 DATA a,b,c,d,e,f,g,h,i,j,k,l,m,n,o,p,q,r,s,t,u 
3600 DATA v,w,x,y,z,aa,ab,ac,ad,ae,af 

D.l.2 SQUISH 

1 ' Program Squish 
2 ' Written by D. Sutija, 10/89 
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3 ' Convens output from DA TPRN into separate 
4 ' files usable for SPD and autocorrelation analysis. 
5 OPEN "INPUT.DA T" FOR INPUT AS #3 
6 IF EOF(3) = -1 TIffiN CLOSE #3:STOP 
10 INPUT #3, FILE$,TYPE$ 
20 OPEN FILE$+".PRN" FOR INPUT AS #1 
25 OPEN FILE$+"C.PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #2 
30 FOR J = 1 TO 13 
40 LINE INPUT #1, A$ 
50 PRINT#2, A$ 
60 NEXT J 
70 IF EOF(I) = -1 THEN CLOSE #I:CLOSE #2: GOTO 6 
75 IF TYPE$="2" THEN INPUT #1, B, C 
80 INPUT #1, B ,C 
90 IF TYPE$="2" THEN PRINT #2, USING "##.###."' ........ ,##.###-"""; B , C 
91 IF TYPE$=" 1 " THEN PRINT #2, USING "##.###"-""; C 
100 GOT070 

D.1.3 SPLIT 

1 ' Program SPLIT; Written by D. Sutija, 10/89 
2 'This Program divides a long data file into four equally-
3 'spaced groups which may be SPD analyzed separately and 
4 ' still represent the deposit profile. This technique 
5 ' reduces the variance in the estimated power at each 
6 ' discrete frequency. Use of SQUISH is not required first. 

7 OPEN "INPUT.DA T" FOR INPUT AS #3 
8 IF EOF(3) = -1 THEN CLOSE #3:STOP 
10 INPUT #3, FILE$,TYPE$ 

20 OPEN FILE$+".PRN" FOR INPUT AS #1 
25 OPEN FILE$+"A.PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #4 
26 OPEN FILE$+"B.PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #5 
27 OPEN FILE$+"C.PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #6 
28 OPEN FILE$+"D.PRN" FOR OUTPUT AS #7 

30 FOR J = 1 TO 13 
40 LINE INPUT #1, A$ 
50 PRINT#4, A$ 
51 PRINT#5, A$ 
52 PRINT#6, A$ 
53 PRINT#7, A$ 
60 NEXT J 
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70 IF EOF(I) = -1 THEN CLOSE #1:CLOSE #4:CLOSE #5:CLOSE #6: 
CLOSE #7: aOTO 2 

75 IF TYPE$="2" THEN INPUT #1, B 
80 INPUT #1, C 
90 IF TYPE$="2" THEN PRINT #4, USING "##.###"""",##.###"""""; B ,C 
95 IF TYPE$=" 1 " THEN PRINT #4, USING "##.###"AA""; C 
96 IF EOF(I) = -1 THEN CLOSE #1:CLOSE #4:CLOSE #5:CLOSE #6: 

CLOSE #7: aOTO 2 
100 IF TYPE$="2" THEN INPUT #1, B 
110 INPUT #1, C 
120 IF TYPE$="2" THEN PRINT #5, USING "##.###"""",##.###AA"""; B , C 
130 IF TYPE$=" 1" THEN PRINT #5, USING "##.###"""""; C 
131 IF EOF(I) = -1 TIffiN CLOSE #1:CLOSE #4:CLOSE #5:CLOSE #6: 

CLOSE #7: aOTO 2 
140 IF TYPE$="2" THEN INPUT #1, B 
150 INPUT #1, C 
160 IF TYPE$="2" TIffiN PRINT #6, USING "##.###"""",##.###"""""; B , C 
170 IF TYPE$=" 1" THEN PRINT #6, USING "##.###"""""; C 
171 IF EOF(I) = -1 THEN CLOSE #1:CLOSE #4:CLOSE #5:CLOSE #6: 

CLOSE #7: GOTO 2 
180 IF TYPE$="2" TIffiN INPUT #1, B 
190 INPUT#I,C 
200 IF TYPE$="2" THEN PRINT #7, USING "##.###""AA,##.###"""""; B , C 
210 IF TYPE$=" 1" THEN PRINT #7, USING "##.###""AA"; C 
300 GOT070 
400 STOP , The program should never get here. 

D.2 Lotus Macros and MS·DOS Batch Commands 

D.2.1 MACRO 'Macin' 

/fin 
{?}-
{right} 
{branch a2} 

D.2.2 MACRO 'Macout' 

{esc} {esc l/pf 
{?r 
r{?}-
oouqgq 
{esc 1 {esc l/pf 
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{?}-
r{esc} {right}.{end} {down} {?}
oouqgq 
{branch a6} 

D.2.3 Batch Files for Processing Multiple Data Sets 
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The first file run was "Dospd.bat" which stripped the extension off of the input data. 

file, then ran "runstat.bat", which processed each profile through the autocorrelation 

and spectral power density estimation routines. 

Dospd.bat 
for %%f in (* .dat) do copy %%f + %%f * 
for %%g in (*) do copy %%g * .pm 
for %%h in (*) do call runspd %%h 
del * 
del *.pm 

Runspd.bat 
copy % 1. pm data. pm 
rename % 1. pm % 1.dat 
fft512 
copy fft. pm % l.fft 
del fft.pm 
del data. pm 
copy % 1.dat data. pm 
autoc5 
copy correl.pm %1.acr 
del correl.pm 
del data. pm 



D.3 Fortran Programs for SPD and Autocorrelation Analysis 

D.3.1 SPD512 

c 
c Program SPD512 
c Written by D. Sutija, revised by Sang Vi, a summer 
c undergraduate research assistant, July, 1990. 
c This program is used to call subroutine SPCTRM and 
c FOURI from Numerical Recipes to estimate 
c the power spectrum of a zinc deposit profile. 
c The program nine profiles from a print file generated 
c by LOTUS and appropriately renamed by the preceeding batch 
c files. Each profile has already been split in four equivalent 
c 850 data points (so this program may be run four times), 
c which are zero-padded and have an integral number of striations. 
c The subroutine SORT trims the input to obtain 
c 512 equally spaced data points. A Parzen window is employed 
c to reduce noise caused by the finite number of data points. 
c Overlapping segments may be used to reduce variance. 
c K=l, M=512, Number of Data points = 2 * K * M = 1024. 
c 

INTEGER M 
DIMENSION P(256,9), WI (1024,9) 
DIMENSION TEDA T(256) 
DIMENSION DATA(1024,9), SUM(256) 
WRITE (6,*) 'WRITE M, K=l,COLUMNS, ASSUMED FALSE' 
READ (5, *) M,KOU 
OPEN (8, FILE = 'INDATA.PRN') 
OPEN (2, FILE = 'CORREL.PRN') 

DO 100 I = 1,850 
READ (8,*) (DATA (I,J) , J= I,KOU) 

100 CONTINUE 
DO 110 J = I,KOU 
CALL SORT (DAT A,J) 
KI = 1 
KST= 1 
KEND= 10 

101 DO 102 1= KST, KEND, 2 
TEDA T(KI) = DA T A(I,J) 
KI == KI + 1 

102 CONTINUE 
TEDA T(KI) = DA T A(KEND,J) 
KI = KI + 1 
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KST=KEND+ 1 
KEND = KEND + 10 
IF (KEND .L T. 850) THEN 
GOTO 101 
END IF 
TEDAT(511) = 0.00 
TEDAT(512) =O.DO 
DO 103 I = 1,512 
DA TA(I,J) = TEDAT(I) 

103 CONTINUE 
DO 104 I = 513,1024 
DATA(I,J) = TEDAT(I-512) 

104 CONTINUE 
110 CONTINUE 

OPEN (3, FILE ='EXAM.PRN') 
DO 120 1= 1,1024 
WRITE(3,*) (DATA(lJ), J=l,KOU) 

120 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(3) 
OPEN (3, FILE = 'EXAM.PRN') 
CALL SPCfRM (P,M,W1) 
CLOSE(3) 
DO 201 J = 1, KOU 
BIG = P(l,J) 
DO 210 I = 1,M 

IF (BIG .LT. P(I,J» THEN 
BIG = P(I,J) 
END IF 

210 CONTIfwr: 
DO 220 I = I,M 
P(I,J) = P(l,J) / BIG 

220 CONTINUE 
201 CONTINUE 

D0230I=I,M 
SUM(I) = 0.00 
DO 240 J = I,KOU 
SUM(I) = SUM(I) + P(I,J) 

240 CONTINUE 
230 CONTINUE 

BIG = SUM(I) 
DO 250 I = I,M 
IF (BIG .LT. SUM(I» THEN 
BIG = SUM(I) 
END IF 

250 CONTINUE 
DO 260 I = I,M 
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SUM(I) = SUM(I)/BIG 
260 CONTINUE 

DO 270 I = I,M 
WRITE (2,300) (P(I,J), J= I,KOU) 

270 CONTINUE 
WRITE (2,*) 
WRITE (2,*) 
D0280I=I,M 
WRITE (2,300) SUM(I) 

280 CONTINUE 
300 FORMAT (9(IX,El1.4» 

c 

CLOSE(2) 
CLOSE(3) 
CLOSE(8) 
STOP 'SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION' 

END 

SUBROUTINE SORT(DA T A,J) 

c This subroutine was written by Sang Yi, a 
c summer undergraduate research assistant, July, 1990. 
c 

DIMENSION DATA(1024,9) 
A= DATA(1,J) 
B= DABS(DATA(1,J» 
XA=A!B 
C= DA T A(850,J) 
D= DABS(DATA(850,J» 
XC=C/D 
DO 310 I = 1,850 

A= DATA(I,J) 
B= DABS(DATA(I,J» 
IF (B .LT. 1.D-4) THEN 
GOT0309 
ENDIF 
XB=A/B 
IF (XA .NE. XB) THEN 
GOTO 311 
ENDIF 

309 DA T A(I,J) = O.DO 
310 CONTINUE 
311 DO 320 1= 850,1,-1 

A= DATA(I,J) 
B= DABS(DATA(I,J» 
IF (B .LT. 1.D-4) THEN 
GOTO 319 
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END IF 
XD=A/B 

IF (XC .NE. XD) THEN 
IN = I 
GOTO 321 
ENDIF 

319 DA T A(I,J) = O.DO 
320 CONTINUE 
321 IF(XD.EQ.XB)THEN 

XC=XD 
ENDIF 

DO 3301= IN, 1,-1 
A = DATA(IJ) 
B = DABS(DATA(I,J» 

IF ~ .LT. 1.0-4) THEN 
GOT0329 
ENDIF 

XD=AJB 
IF (XC .NE. XD) THEN 
GOTO 331 
ENDIF 

329 DA T A(I,J) = 0.00 
330 CONTINUE 
331 RETURN 

END 

SUBROlJTINE SPCTRM(P,M,K,OVRLAP,Wl,W2) 
LOGICAL OVRLAP 

DIMENSION P(M), Wl(4*M), W2(M) 
WINDOW(J) = (1. - ABS«(J-l)-FACM)*FACP» 

C WINDOW(J) = 1. 
C WINDOW(J) = (1. -«(J-l)-FACM)*FACP)**2) 

MM=M+M 
M4=MM+MM 
M44 =M4+4 
M43 =M4+ 3 
DEN =0. 
FACM =M -0.5 
FACP = 1./(M+.5) 
SUMW=O. 
DOl1J=I,MM 

SUMW = SUMW + WINDOW(J)**2 
11 CONTINUE 

DO 12 J = 1, M 
P(J) = O. 

12 CONTINUE 
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IF(OVRLAP) THEN 
READ (9,*) (W2(J), J = I,M) 

ENDIF 
DO 18 KK= I,K 

DO 15 JOFF = -1, 0,1 
IF (OVRLAP) THEN 
DO 13 J = I,M 

WI(JOFF+J+J) = W2(1) 
13 CONTINUE 

READ(9,*) (W2(J), J = 1, M) 
JOFFN = JOFFN + MM 
DO 14 J = I,M 

WI (JOFFN+J+J) = W2(J) 
14 CONTINUE 

ELSE 
READ(9,*) (Wl(J), J= JOFF+2, M4, 2) 

END IF 
15 CONTINUE 

DO 16J=I,MM 
J2= J+J 
W = W1NDOW(J) 
WI (12) = WI(J2)*W 
WI (J2-1) = Wl(J2-1)*2 

16 CONTINUE 
CALL FOURl(Wl, MM, 1) 
P(1) = P(1) + Wl(I)**2 + Wl(2)**2 
DO 17 J =2,M 

J2 = J+J 
P(J) = P(J)+W1(J2)**2 + Wl(J2-1)**2 

* +W1(M44-J2)**2 + W1(M43-J2)**2 
17 CONTINUE 

DEN = DEN+SUMW 
18 CONTINUE 

DEN=M4*DEN 
DO 19 J = I,M 

P(J) = P(J)IDEN 
19 CONTINUE 

RETURN 
END 

SUBROUTINE FOUR 1 (DATA, NN, ISIGN) 
REAL*8 WR, WI, WPR, WPI, WTEMP, THETA 
DIMENSION DATA( 2*NN) 
N = 2 * NN 
J=1 
DO 21 1= I,N,2 
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IF(J .GT. I) THEN 
TEMPR= DATA(J) 
TEMPI = DATA(J+1) 
DATA(J) = DATA(I) 
DATA(J+1) = DATA(I+1) 
DATA(I) = TEMPR 
DATA(I+l) ~.:. TEMPI 
ENDIF 

M=N/2 
20 IF ( ( M .GE. : ) .AND. ( J. GT. M ) ) THEN 

J=J-M 
M=M/2 

GOT020 
ENDIF 
J=J+M 

21 CONTINUE 
MMAX=2 

22 IF ( N .GT. M!vLAX ) THEN 
ISTEP = 2 * MMAX 
THETA = 6.28318530717959DO / ( ISIGN * MMAX ) 
WPR = -2.DO * DSIN (0.5DO * THETA) ** 2 
WPI = DSIN(THETA) 
WR= 1.DO 
WI=O.DO 
DO 23 M = 1, MMAX, 2 

DO 24 1= M,N,ISTEP 
J=I+MMAX 
TEMPR = SNGL(WR) * DATA(J) - SNGL(Wl) * DATA(J+l) 
TEMPI = SNGL(WR) * DA T A(J+ 1) + SNGL(WI) * DA T(J) 
DATA(J) = DATA(I) = TEMPI 
DATA(I) = DATA(I+l) = TEMPI 
DATA(I+1) = DATA(I+l) + TEMPI 

24 CONTINUE 
WTEMP=WR 
WR =WR * WPR - WI * WPI + WR 
WI =WI * WPR + WTEMP * WPI + WI 

23 CONTINUE 
MMAX=ISTEP 
GOT022 
END IF 
RETURN 
END 
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D.3.2 AutoC512 

c This program will calculate the Auto-correlation of any 
c set of 4096 real data points,as long as N=4096. 
c This number is not arbitrary; for the algorithm to work 
c properly, the length of the data set must be a power of 2. 
c The file "Data" is opened and read, and the file ANS has the 
c output: the correlation at negative lags are in ANS (N) down 
c to ANS (N/2 + 1) while the positive lags are in the first half 
c of ANS. The subroutines used in this program are 
c from Press et al.,NUMERICAL RECIPES,which is available in 
c machine-readable fonn from the publisher, Cambridge Univ. Press. 
c 

PROGRAM AUTOC512 
INTEGER N 
DIMENSION DATA (512) 
COMPLEX ANS (512) 
N=512 

OPEN (UNIT=1,BLANK='NULL',MODE='READWRITE', 
FILE='DATA.PRN') 

DO 10,1=1,512 
READ (1,*) DATA(I) 

10 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(l) 

CALL CORREL (DATA,DATA,N,ANS) 

OPEN (UNIT=2,BLANK='NULL' ,MODE='READWRITE', 
FILE='CORREL.PRN') 

DO 30,1=1,128 
WRITE (2,*) REAL(ANS(I)) 
WRITE (2,*) IMAG(ANS(I» 

30 CONTINUE 
CLOSE(2) 
STOP 'SUCCESSFUL COMPLETION' 
END 

D.3.2 MEMSPD 

Program memspd 
Implicit real*8 (a-h, o-z) 
Integer n,m 
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Real*8 fdt,pm 
Dimension data(850,9), cof(20), wkl(850) 
Dimension wk2(850), wkm(20), spectrum( 1000,9) 
Dimension sum( 1000,1) 

c n is the number of data points read along one profile 
c m is the desired spectral density 
c K is the total number of changes in m 
c minc is the change in m 
c kou is the number of columns incorporated in calculations 
c kou should be either 9 or 1 

N=400 
M= 15 
K=1 
MINC=5 
KOU=9 
LIMIT = KOU * K 
JAW=O 
Open (9,file= 'indata.pm') 
Open (2, file= 'outdata.pm ') 
Do 80 i = l,n 
Read (9,*) (data(i,l), I = l,kou) 

80 Continue 
70 Do 75 ncol= 1, kou 

JAW = JAW +1 
85 Call memcof(data,n,m,pm,cof, wk 1, wk2, wkm,ncol) 

FDT= O.dO 
Do 100 I = 1, 1000 
Spectrum (I,jaw) = evlmem (fdt,cof,m,pm) 
FDT = FDT + .0001dO 

100 Continue 
75 Continue 

M=M+MINC 
If (JA W .ne. LIMIT) Then 
Goto 70 
Endif 
Do 200 J = 1 ,LIMIT 
BIG = SPECfRUM(1,J) 

Do 205 i = 1,1000 
If (BIG .LT. SPECfRUM(I,J» Then 
BIG = SPECfRUM(I,J) 
Endif 

205 Continue 
Do 210 i = 1,1000 
SPECfRUM(I,J) = SPECfRUM(I,J)IBIG 

210 Continue 
200 Continue 
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• KBG= 1 
Do 300 KI= 1, K 

KSTOP = KOU*KI 
Do 225 i= 1,1000 

SUM(I,KI) = O.DO 
Do 230 J = KBG, KSTOP 

SUM(I,KI) = SUM(I,KI) + SPECTRUM(I,J) 
230 Continue 
225 Continue 

KBG= KSTOP + 1 
300 Continue 

Do 319 KI = I,K 
BIG = SUM(I,KI) 
Do 320 I = 1,1000 
If (BIG .L T. SUM(I,KI» then 
BIG = SUM(I,KI) 
Endif 

320 Continue 
Do 321 1=1,1000 

SUM(I,KI) = SUM(I,KI)IBIG 
321 Continue 
319 Continue 

Do 105 i = 1,1000 
Write (2,1000) (spectrum(i,j), j= l,limit) 

105 Continue 
Write (2, *) 
Write(2,*) 
Do 400 i =1,1000 
Write (2,1000) (sum(i,ki), ki= l,k) 

400 Continue 
1000 Format (27(IX,El1.4» 

Close (9) 
Close (2) 
Stop 
End 
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Appendix E - Basic Programs for Data Acquisition 

E.1 MUX 

Upgrading of the data acquisition apparatus to a PC-based system required the 

use of new BASIC software for current control and for interfacing the PC with the 

NEFF multiplexer. The program used is called MUX, an abbreviation for multiplexer~ 

The original version was written by Henry Chan of the UCB College of Chemistry 

Electronics Shop. It was later expanded and re-written by the author with the colla

boration of Gerhard Matzen, a graduate co-worker. The accompanying machine 

language program for scanning of the multiplexer was also written by Mr. Chan. 

10 REM PROGRAM MUX 
20 REM 
30 REM Origin~ version written by Henry Chan, March, 1990 
40 REM Revised and Annotated by Davor Sutija and Gerd Matzen, 1991 
50 REM 

6() REM ----------------------------------------------------------
70 REM Start communications with GPIB board and 32-bit I/O boards 
80 REM ----------------------------------------------------------
85 REM 
90 CLEAR ,58000! 
100 IBINITl=60000! 
110 IBINIT2=IBINIT1+3 
120 BLOAD "bib.m",IBINIT1 :REM bib.m is Nat. Inst. 's Basic interface 
130 CALL IBINIT1 (ffiFIND,IBTRG,IBCLR,IBPCf ,IBSIC,IBLOC,IBPPC,IBBNA, 

IBONL,IBRSC,IBSRE,IBRSV,IBPAD,IBSAD,IBIST,IBDMA,IBEOS, 
IBTM 0 ,IBEOT ,IB RD F ,IB WR TF ,IBTRAP ,IB D EV ,IBLN) 

140 CALL IBINIT2(IBGTS,IBCAC,IBWAIT,IBPOKE,IBWRT,IBWRTA,IBCMD, 
IBCMDA,IBRD,IBRDA,ffiSTOP,IBRPP,IBRSP,IBDIAG,IBXTRC,lBRDI, 
IBWRTI,IBRDIA,IBWRTIA,IBST.J\%,IBERR%,IBCNT%) 

150 REM ---------------------------------
160 REM Give the devices namesllocations. 
170 REM ---------------------------------
180 PLOTTER$="DEV5":FUNCGEN$="DEV 17":VOL TMETER$="DEV22" 
190 CALL IBFIND(PLOITER$YLOTIER%) 
200 CALL IBFIND(FUNCGEN$,FUNCGEN%) 
210 CALL IBFIND(VOL TMETER$, VOLTMETER %) 
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220 J6=&H300:J8=&H304 
230 OUT J6+3,&H80:REM This programs PI012 #1 as all output 
240 OUT J8+3,&H9B:REM This programs PI012 #2 as all input 
250 REM 
260 REM ------------------------------.. -----------------------
270 REM Load the machine code to scan the multiplexer channels 
280 REM Define and read in channel #'s and sequence 
290 REM ------------------------------------------------------
300 REM 
310 BLOAD "scan1.com",58000! 
320 SCAN 1 =58000! 
330 DIM DATAARY%(256),CHARY%(256),REALARY(256) 
340 READ CHCNT%:REM read in channel counts 
350 DATA 103:REM 4 i,v channels and 100 array channels; (5,6) = K2. 
360 FOR 1=0 TO CHCNT% 
370 READ CHARY%(I):REM Fill Array with selected channel scanning 

sequence 
380 NEXT 1 
390 DATA &HOOOO,&HOOO1,&HOOO2,&HOOO3 
400 DATA &H0063,&HG064,&H0066,&HOO69,&HOO6D,&HOO70 
41 0 DATA &H007 6,&HOO7 A,&HOO7D ,&HOO7F ,&HOO61 ,&1-10062 
420 DATA &H0065,&HOO68,&HOO6C,&HOO73,&HOO77,&H007B 
430 DATA &H007E,&HOO24,&H005E,&HOO5F,&H0060,&H0067 
440 DATA &H006B,&HOO74,&HOO78,&HOO7C,&H0025,&H0026 
450 DATA &H005A,&HOO5B,&HOO5C,&HOO5D,&HOO6A,&HOO6F 
460 DATA &HOO79,&HOO27,&HOO28,&HOO29,&HOO54,&HOO57 
470 DATA &HOO58,&hOO53,&HOO52,&HOOO3,&HOO2A,&H002B 
480 DATA &H002C,&HOO2D,&HOO51,&HOO50,&H004F,&HOO4E 
490 DATA &HOO12,&HOO2E,&H002F,&HOO34,&HOO33,&H0030 
500 DATA &H004D,&HOO4C,&H004B,&HOOID,&HOOI3,&HOOOE 
510 DATA &H0039,&HOO38,&HOO37,&HOO36,&HOO4A,&HOO49 
520 DATA &H0020,&HOOIC,&HOOI8,&HOOOF,&HOOOB,&HOO3C 
530 DATA &H003B,&HOO3A,&H0048,&HOO22,&HOOIF,&HOOl B 
540 DATA &HOOI7,&HOOI0,&HOOOC,&HOOO9,&H003E,&HOO3D 
550 DATA &H0023,&HOO21,&HOOIE,&HOOIA,&HOOI4,&HOOII 
560 DATA &HOOOD,&HOOOA,&HOOO8,&H003F 
570 PRINT "DO YOU WANT TO CONTROL POTENTIAL OR 

CONTROL i(H2)?":PRINT 
580 A$ = INPUT$( 1) 
590 IF «A$ = "i") OR (A$ = "I"» THEN GOTO 870 
600 REM 
610 REM -------------------------
620 REM POTENTIAL CONTROL 
630 REM -------------------------
640 REM 
650 PRINT "POTENTIAL CONTROL" 
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660 PRINT "We are controlling potential K 1 or K2. " 
670 PRINT 
680 PRINT "Enter the name of this experiment." 
690 INPUT "data file name?";FLNAME$ 
700 OPEN FLNAME$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
710 PRINT #1, "CONTROLLED POTENTIAL EXPERIMENT" 
720 INPUT "Enter constant potential 

(millivolts vs. Hg/HgS04 ref.):";DV 
730 PRINT #1, "The potential was";DV;"mV vs. Hg/HgS04 ref." 
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740 PROFUNC$="FUO":CALL IBWRT(FUNCGEN%,PROFUNC$):REM DC OFFSET 
750 CLOSE#l 
760 FOR 1=1 TO 1600:NEXT 
770 AMP$= "OF"+STR$(DV)+"MV" 
780 IAM$="IOF":CALL IBWRT(FUNCGEN%,IAM$) 

:REM This has no real function 
790 CALL IBRD(FUNCGEN%,RO$) 

:REM This waits for last ibwrt to complete. 
800 CALL IBWRT(FUNCGEN%,AMP$) 
810 FOR 1=1 TO 1600:NEXT:GOTO 1440 
820 REM 
830 REM -------------------------
840 REM CURRENT CONTROL 
850 REM -------------------------
860 REM 
870 PRINT 
880 PRINT "CURRENT CONTROL" 
890 PRINT "We are Controlling the current measured 

on the voltmeter." 
900 PRINT "This program adjusts K2 to accomplish this." 
910 PRINT 
920 PRINT "1) CHECK THE SCALE ON THE ROE; SET TO 10 microANolt" 
930 PRINT "2) CONNECT VOLTMETER TO 12 ON THE RDE3 POTENTIO)TAT" 
940 PRINT "3) SET K2=K1 MANUALLY AS OUR STARTING POINT;" 
950 PRINT "WE WILL CHANGE K2 BY 5mV AT A TIME 

UNTIL i=i(SET POINT)." 
960 PRINT "4) CONNECT FUNCfION GENERATOR TO K2" 
970 PRINT "5) Make sure that ONLY 1 segment is on now." 
980 PRINT 
990 PRINT "We need to know the total cathodic 

current in microamps." 
1 000 INPUT "Enter constant i ";CI 
1010 DI=-CI 
1020 PRINT "Enter the file name for this experiment. 
1030 INPUT "data file name?";FLNAME$ 
1040 OPEN FLNAME$ FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1050 PRINT #1, "CONTROLLED CURRENT EXPERIMENT" 



1060 PRINT #1, "The cathodic current was";DI; 
"microamps per H2 segment." 

1070 CLOSE #1 
1080 REM 
1 090 REM -----------------------------------------
1100 REM Initialize function generator; set V=OmV. 
1110 REM -----------------------------------------
1120 REM 
1130 GOSUB 4010 
1140 REM 
1150 REM ------------------------------------------------------
1160 REM Adjust the current if it is not within specifications. 
1170 REM ------------------------------------------------------
1180 REM 
1190 CLS:PRINT "Adjusting for I":LOCATE 2,1 
1200 PRINT "H2 Current","Last read","Last Pot.",,"New Pot." 
1210 LOCATE 4,I:PRINT CI 
1220 LOCATE 6,I:PRINT "Loop count" 
1230 IAM$="IOF" 
1240 CALL IBWRT(FUNCGEN%,IAM$) 
1250 CALL IBRD(FUNCGEN%,RD$) 
1260 FUNCAMP$=LEFf$(RD$,IBCNT%-2) 
1270 LOOPCOUNT=O:REM RESET LOOP COUNT 
1280 CALL IBRD(VOLTMETER%,RD$) 
1290 METER$=LEFT$(RD$,ffiCNT%-2) 
1300 METER= V AL(METER$) 
1310 PCURR=-10*METER 
1320 LOCATE 4,15:PRINT PCURR~NCAMP$,AMP$;" " 
1330 LOCATE 6,11:PRINT" ":LOCATE 6,11:PRINT LOOPCOUNT 
1340 DEV=ABS(.02*DI) 
1350 IF ABS(METER*10-DI) > DEV THEN GOSUB 3060:GOTO 1180 
1360 REM 
1370 REM ---------------------------------------------
1380 REM Loop 10 times and check if current is stable. 
1390 REM ---------------------------------------------
1400 REM 
1410 LOOPCOUNT=LooPCOUNT+l 
1420 IF LOOPCOUNT < 10 THEN 1280 
1430 REM 

1440 REM ---------------------------------------
1450 REM Systep.l is now ready for our experiment. 
1460 REM ---------------------------------------
1470 REM 
1480 REM -------------------------------
1490 REM Options for reading channels: 
1500 REM -------------------------------
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1510 REM 
1520 PRINT "1) ENTER SPECIFIC CHANNELS TO BE READ" 
1530 PRINT "2) USE ORIGINAL MICROMOSAIC FORMAT":PRINT 
1540 PRINT" DEFAULT IS #2" 
1550 INPUT "ENTER CHOICE";CHOlCE 
1560 IF CHOICE = 1 THEN GOSUB 6020 : REM ENTER SPECIFIC CHANNELS 
1570 REM 
1580 REM -----------------------------------------------------
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1590 REM CHOOSE BETWEEN AVTOSETTING AND ASSIGNING GAIN VALUES 
1~ REM -----------------------------------------------------
1610 REM 
1620 PRINT" 1) ASSIGN GAIN VALVES MANU ALLY" 
1630 PRINT"2) AUTOSET THE GAIN":PRINT 
1640 INPUT"ENTER CHOICE";CHOICE 
1650 IF CHOICE < 1 OR CHOICE> 2 THEN GOTO 1640 
1660 IF CHOICE = 1 THEN GOSUB 7010 : REM MANUAL GAIN CHOICE 
1670 IF CHOICE = 2 THEN GOSUB 8000 : REM AUTOSET GAIN 
1680 PRINT"Gain has been set." 
1690 REM 
1700 REM ----------------------------------
1710 REM Data Acquisition Program: 
1720 REM ----------------------------------
1730 REM 
1740 LOOP2COUNT=1 
1750 LOCATE 8,1 
1760 OUT J6+ 1 ,O:OUT J6+2,1 :OUT J6+2,0 
1770 FOR 1=0 TO 4000:NEXT:REM delay 
1780 BEEP:CLS:PRINT "Type any key to start experiment":PRINT 
1790 IF INKEY$='"' THEN 1790:REM wait until any key is depressed 
1800 TIME$ = "0.00" 
1810 CALL SCANI (CHCNT%,DATAARY%(O),CHARY%(O)) 
1820 PRINT: PRINT "Elapsed time (sec.):" TIMER 
1830 REM 
1840 REM -----------------------~---------------------------
1850 REM Finished scan; calculate data values and print. 
1860 REM ---------------------------------------------------
1870 REM 
1880 OPEN FLNAME$+MID$(STR$(LOOP2CQUNT),2)+".PRN" 

FOR OUTPUT AS #1 
1890 INPUT "How many bubble columns were used 

in this run?"; BUB$ 
1900 PRINT #1, "THE NUMBER OF BUBBLE COLUMNS WAS", BUB$ 
1910 FOR 1=0 TO CHCNT% 
1920 GAIN%=CHARY%(I)/&Hl000:IF GAIN%<O THEN GAIN%=GAIN%+16 
1930 IF (DATAARY%(I) AND &H3FFE)=&H3FFE 

THEN GOSUB 5050 :GOTO 2170 



1940 IF DAT AARY%(I)=&HCOOO TIffiN GOSUB 5050 :GOTO 2170 
1950 DATAARY%(I)=«DATAARY%(I) AND &H7FF8)/8) 
1960 SIGN = 1 : IF DATAARY%(I) <> (DATAARY%(I) AND &H7FF) 

THEN SIGN = -1 
1970 DATAARY%(I) = (DATAARY%(I) AND &H7FF) 
1980 REALARY(I) = (DATAARY%(I)/2"11 *10.24/(2~GAIN%»*SIGN 
1990 IF SIGN<O THEN REALARY(I) = 

SIGN*(10.24/2"GAIN%) - REALARY(l) 
2000 REM 
2010 REM Done: store channel # in temp and print out data: 
2020 REM 
2030 TEMP = CHARY%(I) AND &HFF 
2040 PRINT "Channel" TEMP;:PRINT, 
2050 PRINT USING "##.##";REALARY(I),:PRINT " gain = "; GAIN% 
2060 ROW = INT( (1- 4) /10)+1 
2070 COLUMN = I - «ROW - 1) * 10 + 3) 
2080 IF 1<4 GOTO 2110 
2090 PRINT #l,"Ch.";TEMP, 
2100 PRINT #1, USING "SEG. (##, ##), I = ";ROW,COLUMN; 
2110 IF 1= 0 THEN PRINT #1, "POTENTIAL E1 = "; 
2120 IF 1= 1 TIffiN PRINT #1, "CURRENT 11 (rnA) = "; 
2130 IF 1= 2 TIffiN PRINT #1, "POTENTIAL E2 = "; 
2140 IF 1= 3 TIffiN PRINT #1, "TOTAL H2 CURRENT (1 = 10uA) = "; 
2150 PRINT #1, USING "-##.##";REALARY(I), 
2160 PRINT #1, " Gain = "; GAIN% 
2170 NEXT I 
2180 CLOSE #1 
2190 PRINT:PRINT 
2200 PRINT "finishing scan # "; LOOP2COUNT 
2210 LOOP2COUNT = LOOP2COUNT + 1 
2220 INPUT "Do you want another loop (yIn) ";KY$ 
2230 IF (KY$="y") OR (KY$="Y") THEN CLS:GOTO 1750 
2240 IF (KY$<>ln") AND (KY$<>"N") TIffiN GOTO 2220 
2250 PRINT "Ending program" 
3000 END 
3010 REM ----------------------------------
3020 REM End of main program 
3030 REM ----------------------------------
3040 REM 
3050 REM ----------------------------------
3060 REM SUBROUTINE 1: Adjusts amplitude of function generator 
3070 REM ----------------------------------
3080 REM 
3090 IF RIGHT$(FUNCAMP$,2)="YO" TIffiN SCALE=l000 
3100 IF RIGHT$(FUNCAMP$,2)="MV" TIffiN SCALE=l 
3110 FUNCAMP=Y AL(MID$(FUNCAMP$,3»*SCALE 
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3120 IF METER * 10 > DI THEN NEWAMP=NEWAMP-5 
3130 IF METER * 10 < DI THEN NEWAMP=NEWAMP+5 
3140 IF ABS(NEWAMP) >= 2000 THEN BEEP 

:LOCATE RUN1:PRINT "OVER 2 V":GOTO 3170 
3150 AMP$="OF"+STR$(NEWAMP)+"MV" 
3160 CALL mWRT(FUNCGEN%,AMP$) 
3170 FOR DELA Y=1 TO 2000:NEXT 
3180 RETURN 
3190 REM 
4000 REM ----------------------------------------------
4010 REM INITIALIZATION SUBROUTINE --------------------
4020 REM ----------------------------------------------
4030 REM 
4040 PROFUNC$="FUO":CALL mWRT(FUNCGEN%,PROFUNC$) 

:REM needs 1500 MS to complete 
4050 RD$=SPACE$(56) 
4060 AMP$="OF O.OMV" 
4070 IAM$="IOF":CALL mWRT(FUNCGEN%,IAM$) 

:REM This has no real function 
4080 CALL mRD(FUNCGEN%,RD$) 

:REM This waits for last ibwrt to complete. 
4090 CALL mWRT(FUNCGEN%,AMP$) 
4100 FOR 1=1 TO 1600:NEXT 
4110 CALL mRD(VOL TMETER %,RD$) 
4120 METER$=LEFr$(RD$,IBCNT%-2) 
4130 METER=VAL(METER$) 
4140 RETURN 
5000 REM 
5010 REM -----------------------------------------------
5020 REM SATURATION BYPASS AND GAIN RESEllING SUBROUTINE 
5030 REM -----------------------------------------------
5040 REM 
5050 IF (DATAARY%(I) AND &H8(00) THEN SIGN$="-" ELSE SIGN$="+" 
5060 T = CHARY%(I) AND &HFF 
5070 PRINT "CHANNEL No.",T,"IS SATURATED"; 

SIGN$;"GAIN WILL BE LOWERED." 
5080 GAIN% = CHARY%(I)/&H1000 

: IF GAIN% < 0 THEN GAINO/o = GAIN% + 16 
5090 IF GAIN% > 0 THEN GAIN% = GAIN% - 1: GOTO 9010: RETURN 
5100 IF NOT PASS1 TI-lEN PASSl=I:GOTO 5120 
5110 IF I=OLDI+l THEN 5160 ELSE OLDI=I 
5120 FOR J=I TO CHCNT%-l 
5130 CHARY%(J)=CHARY%(J+l) 
5140 NEXT J 
5150 CHCNT%=CHCNT%-l 
5160 RETURN 
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6000 REM 
~1() REM ---------------------------------------------------
602() REM SUBROUTINE: Enter specific channels to be read. 
~3() ~M ----------------------------------------------------
604()REM 
6()5() INPUT"ENTER THE NUMBER OF MULTIPLEXER CHANNELS";CHCNT% 
~6() IF CHCNT% <() OR CHCNT% > 128 

THEN PRINT"OUT OF RANGE":GOTO 6()50 
~7() FOR I = 1 TO CHCNT% 
6()8() INPUT "ENTER CHANNEL NUMBER CHOICE";CHARY%(I) 
6()9() REM CORRECT CHANNEL NUMBER CHOICE 
6100 CHARY%(I) = CHARY%(I) - 1 
611() NEXT I 
612() RETURN 
7000 REM 
7() 1 () REM --------------------------------------
7()2() REM SUBROUTINE: Manual Choice of Gain ----
7()3() REM --------------------------------------
7()4() REM 
7050 INPUT "ENTER CHOICE OF GAIN";GAIN% 
7060 FOR I = 1 TO CHCNT% 
7()70 GOSUB 901(): REM SET GAIN 
7()8() NEXT I 
7()9() INPUT "DO YOU WANT A DIFFERENT GAIN FOR A 

SPECIFIC CHANNEL (Y/N)";TEMP$ 
7100 IF (TEMP$ <> "Y") OR (TEMP$ <> "y") THEN 7200 
711() INPUT "ENTER CHANNEL NUMBER";TEMP1 
712() REM CORRECT THE GAIN OF A SPECIFIC CHANNEL 
7130 TEMPI = TEMPI - 1 
714() INPUT ttENTER CHOICE OF GAIN FOR THIS CHANNEL";GAIN% 
7150 FOR I = 1 TO CHCNT% 
716() TEMP2 = CHARY%(l) AND &HFF 
717() IF TEMP2 = TEMPI THEN GOSUB 9010: REM SET GAIN 
7180 NEXT I 
7190 GOTO 709() 
7200 RETURN 
8000 REM 
8010 REM ------------------------------------------
8020 REM SUBROUTINE AUTOSET THE GAIN --------------
8030 REM ------------------------------------------
8040 REM 
8050 REM -------------------------------------------
8060 REM set the gain by interacting with the system 
8070 REM -------------------------------------------
8080 REM 
8090 DEAD% = 0 



8100 CHCNTfEMP% = 1 
8110 CALL SCAN1 (CHCNT%J)ATAARY%(O),CHARY%(O» 
8120 FOR I = 1 TO CHCNT% 
8130 CHARYTEMP%(1) = CHARY%(I) 
8140 CALL SCAN1 (CHCNTTEMP%,DATAARY%(l),CHARYTEMP%(I» 
8150 GAIN% = CHARY%(I)/&H1000 

:IF GAIN% < 0 THEN GAINO/o = GAIN% +16 
8160 REM change dataary% to mirror multiplexer output 
8170 DATAARY%(l) = «DATAARY%(1) AND &H7FF8)/8) 
8180 SIGN = 1: IF DATAARY%(1) <> (DATAARY%(I) AND &H7FF) 

THEN SIGN = -1 
8190 REM CHANGE DA T AARY IF VALUE IS NEGATIVE 
8200 TEMP2 = 0 
8210 IF SIGN> C THEN 8280 
8220 TEMP2 = 2.011-1 
8230 FOR N=O TO 10 
8240 TEMPI % = INT(DATAARY%(1)/2.oN) 
8250 IF TEMPI % AND 1 THEN TEMP2 = TEMP2 - 2

.o
N 

8260 NEXT N 
8270 DATAARY%(1) = TEMP2 : TEMP2 = 0 
8280 REM FIND WHAT THE CORRECf GAIN SHOULD BE. 
8290 FOR N = OTO 10 
8300 TEMPI % = INT(DATAARY%(1)/2.oN) 
8310 IF TEMPI % AND 1 mEN TEMP2 = 0 ELSE TEMP2 = TEMP2 + 1 
8320 NEXT N 
8330 GAIN% = TEMP2 
8340 IF GAIN% > 0 mEN GAIN% = GAIN% - 1 
8350 IF GAIN% > 9 mEN PRINT "Warning!! Ch. "; 

CHARY%(I) AND &HFF; "is dead" 
8360 IF GAIN% > 9 THEN DEAD% = DEAD% + 1 
8370 GOSUB 9010: REM SET GAIN 
8380 NEXT I 
8390 PRINT: PRINT "Number of dead segments: ", DEAD% 
8400 FOR 1=1 TO 2000: NEXT 
8410 RETURN 
9000 REM 
9010 REM -------------------------------
9020 REM GAIN SETIING SUBROUTINE--------
9030 REM -------------------------------
9040 REM 
9050 TEMP3=(&HFFF AND CHARY%(I» 
9060 TEMP4=GAIN%*(16"3)+ TEMP3 

:IF TEMP4 > 32767 THEN TEMP4 = TEMP4 - 65536! 
9070 CHARY%(I) = TEMP4 
9080 RETURN 
9090 END:REM NEVER GET HERE! 
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